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ILLINOIS

This field study defines the role of a Unit Leader in a
school using Individually Guided F.ducation.

Specifically, it

defines the role of a unit leader at Roach School in Decatur,
Illinois.
Individually Guided Sducaticn is a new form of eler.:entary
education.

It uses multiunit organiz&tion and instructional

prograrru~ing for individual students .

It uses an Instructional

Improvemer.t CorrJT!ittee made up of unit or team leaders and the
principal.
schocl.

These persons coordinate the curriculum 1dthin the

The ~riter defined each of these areas - Individually

Guided Education, Unit Leader, and the Instructional Improvement
Comrd ttee in two ways.

One definition looked at the terms as

they are seen by those ,-:ho authored the prc-i;ram.

The other

definition exar.ined how they functioned at Roach School in
Decatur, Illinois.

1.

Several major differences were noted:

In most areas using Individually Guided Education

there is rnore than one school in each district particjpating.
_,
In Decatur., there was only one at the time the study 1-:as done.
2.

Unit Leaders in most systems using Individually

Guided Education are given nonetary coFipensation fer their
1wrk.

At ?.oz,.ch School there was no compensa.tion given .

3.

Un it Leaders in most systems usir:.g Individually Guided

E::i~c&tion are g~ven released time to perfor~ their duties.
At Roach Scr:c::,:!.., this was not t"!-le case.

,..
-c-

L.

In most schools using Individually Guided &iucation

there were aides hired for each team.

At Roach School, the

~~jority of our aides are there due to the Special Education
classroor::s.

5.

;)nit Leaders :::eet certain qualifications anci were then

appointed by the principal in most Individnally Guided &l.ucation
schools.

This was not the case at Roach School.

The unit leaders

~ere elected by the unit ~embers .
'

T!1ere are several conclusions to ce dr§iwn .

Todividaally

Guided E::iucation at Roach School could be administered more
efficier-tly .

Persons who c:.re p:1id to do a .;ob and given the time

to do it are more apt to be efficient and do their best.
who are ~sked to g:ve ',lp their ovm time fer
not apt to do their test .

rart of t hat job .

r 10

Persons

ccr.1pensation are

Furthermore, r.:any do not want any

The e:unlifications are ir.:porta nt .

The job

reC:ui:-es someone who car. lead people as well as have ideas to
irr.prove the curriculum.

So, the one who is ~ust 1-1illing to say,

"I 1 11 do the job for a year. 11 is not ali:-.iays the o'ne v:ho "1ill be

the best for

the sc~ocl .

Also included in the field stucty, a re ~i::1utes of the
Instruc~io::1al Ir;provement Cor..mittee throughcut th't year.
Related ~aterials, such as evaluations, printed haterials, and
b:.ldgets ~re found in the appendixes .
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PREFACE

This field study defines the role of a Unit Leader in a school using Individually
Guided Education.

Specifically, it defines the role of a Unit Leader at Roach

School in Decatur, Illinois.

Individually Guided Education is a new form of elementary education.

It uses

multiunit organization and instructional programming for individual students.
It uses an Instructional Improvement Cormnittee made up of Unit, or Team, Leaders
and the principal.

These persons coordinate the curriculum within the school.

I defined each of these areas - Individually Guided Education, Unit Leader, and
the Instructional Improvement CotrU11ittee . - in two ways.

One definition looked

at the terms as they are seen by those who authored the program.

The other

definition examined how they functioned at Roach School in Decatur, Illinois.
Several major differences were noted:
1.

In most areas using Individually Guided Education there is more than

one school in each district participating.

In Decatur, there was only one at

the time the study was done.
2.

Unit· Leaders in most systems using Individual~y Guided Education are

given monetary compensation for their work.

At Roach School there was no com-

pensation given.
3.

Unit Leaders in most systems using Individually Guided Education are

given released time to perform their duties.
the case.

At Roach School this was not
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4.

In most schools using Individually Guided Education there were

aides hired for each Team.

At Roach School, the majority of our aides are

there due to the Special Education classrooms.
5.

Unit Leaders meet certain qualifications and are appointed by the

principal in most. Individually Guided Education schools.
case at Roach School.

This was not the

The Unit Leaders were elected by the unit members.

There are several conclusions to be drawn.

Individually Guided Education at

Roach School could be more efficiently administered.

Persons who are paid to

do a job and are given the time to do it are more apt to be efficient and to
do their best.

Persons who are asked to give up their own time for no compen-

sation are not as apt to do their best.
of that kind of a job.

Furthermore, many do not want any part

The qualifications are important.

The job requires

someone who can lead people as well as have ideas to improve the curriculum.
So, the one who is just willing to say, "I'll do the job for a year.", is not
always the one who will be the best for the school.

Also included in the field study are minutes of the Instructional Improvement
Committee throughout the year.

Related materials such as evaluations, printed

materials, and budgets are found in the appendixes.
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PROPOSAL:
THE ROLE OF THE UNIT LEADER
Individualized Guided Education
Roach Elementary School
Spring-Fall Semesters, 1977

Purpose :
This field experience will describe the U~it Leader, or Team Leader, in
an Individually Guided Education Program.

Specifically, it will describe

the role of a Unit Leader in the Individually Guided Education Program
at Roach Elementary School in Decatur, Illinois.

Objectives:

1.

To work in the job of Unit Leader for the semes;er.

2.

To construct an evaluation instrument for the reading program at
Roach School.

3.

To construct an evaluation instrument for the math program at Roa,c h School.

4.

To construct an evaluation instrument for the spelling program at Roach
School.

S.

To assist with the development of the budget for Roach School for the
1977-78 school year • .
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Accomplishments:
1.

A definition of the Individually Guided Education Program.

2.

A definition of the Individually Guided Education Program at Roach School.

3.

A definition of the role of the Unit Leader in the Individually Guided
Education Program.

4.

A definition of the role of the Unit Leader in the Individually Guided
Education Program at Roach School.

5.

A narrative diary will be kept of the weekly activities of the Unit Leader.
These will be in the form of the minutes of the Instructional Improvement
Committee (I.I.C.) meetings.

6.

A copy of the evaluation instrument for ·the ·math, reading, and spelling
programs will be included.

Background information will be given as to

how the content for the various evaluations was determined.
7.

A copy of the results of the evaluations will be given.

This will

include reconmendations for the next year's program.
8.

A copy of the proposed budget for the 1977-78 school year will
be included.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

CHAPTER OVERVIEW

In this chapter the writer is giving background information on Individually
Guided Education.

It is hoped that this will lend greater understanding to

the diary of events in the field study.

Three terms, or roles, of an Individually Guided Education program are defined
in two ways.

First, they are described in terms of how they are in a model

Individually Guided Education Program.

Then, the same terms are described

as to their functions at Roach School where the field study was made.

The

terms to be described are Individually Guided Education, Instructional Improvement Committee, and Unit Leader.

They relate to each other in that in

an Individually Guided Education School, the Unit Leaders work with the team
of teachers.

Each school is made up of several teams, and these team or unit

leaders together are called the Instructional lmpt:ovement Committee.

They meet

together on a regular basis with the principal.

During this experience, the writer was teaching in an'"lndividually Guided
Education School, acting as a Unit Leader, and serving with other Leaders
on the Instructional Improvement Committee.
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INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED EDUCATION
ln.dividually Guided Education (I.G.E.) is a comprehensive alternative to
subject-centered departments, and it represents a change of great magnitude.
Success in implementation deperids on school personnel understanding the
concepts and principles of Individually Guided Education and on their developing
essential competencies and attitudes.

Also needed is the involvement of

parents and other community members.
Much distressing research found today shows achievement in schools is low.
Critics of the schools can point to these statistics and indicate that education
·-== :.-

the United States has not been · a successful experience for some young people.
These findings appear to be related to conditions which unfortunately are found

in many elementary schools, according to Klausmeier, Rossmiller, and Saily.

1

They cited the following examples:
1.

Students are required to ·adjust to uniform educational programs, and
provisions for differences in rate of learning, style of learning, .
and other characteristics are inadequate.
2. Students are placed in age-graded classes and are expected to attain
the same instructional objectives by studying the same graded basic
textbooks and supplementary materials.
3. Students are frequently evaluated using norm referenced tests of intellectual ability and educational achievement.: and such tests are often
used for categorizing and grading students, not for improving their
instr.uction.
4. Teachers are treated as if they are equally competent in all subject
fields and in all media and methods of instruction; and appropriate
provisions are seldom made for differences among teachers in interests,
··- knowledge, experiertce, or·-·expertise.
5. Teachers spend nearly all their time throughout the school.:day with c;hil,
ren, leaving little time for planning and evaluating instructional activ

1

H.J. Klausmeier, R.A. Rossmiller, and H. Saily, Individually Guided Element
Education: Concepts and Practices. (New York: Academic Press, 1977), p • ..~3.
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6.

The principal tends to be a building manager rather than an educational
leader; the teacher is an independent ruler of a classroom rather than
a cooperative team member; and administrative arrangements discourage
cooperative planning and evaluating instructional activities.
7. The staff spends most of its energy in keeping school going, and little
effort is devoted to research and development activities that are essential to continuous improvement of educational practice.
8. The staff of each school functions in relative isolation from other
schools; · and coumunication networks for sharing creative ideas, material
and instructional approaches function only sporadically, causing great
loss in effectiveness.
9. The typical school building is not well edapted to effective instruction
Access to the library, audiovisual, and other instructional materials an
aids is circumscribed; and space configurations impede varied types of
grouping and learning activities.
10. Parent contact with the schools is largely negative; it is concerned
primarily with problems of school finance or student discipline. The
primary means for communication between school and home is by report car
or parent-teacher conferences, supplemented occasionally by a school
newsletter.

As a result of- these deficiencies in conditons, Individually Guided Education was
conceptualized and developed.

It was felt that the development, testing, and

refinement of a carefully designed alternative (such as Individually Guided Educs
tion) would facilitate more effective teaching and learning in the schools.

Individually Guided Education started when a project, Maximizing Opportunities
for Development and Experimentation in Learning in the Schools (Project MODELS),
was begun at the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learnin~
Four school districts began the project in the second semester of the 1965-1966
school year.

3

2 -

Ibid, p. 4, citing H.J. Klausmeier, W.L. Goodwin, J. Prasch; and M.R. GoodE
Pro·ect MODELS: Maximizin
ortunitiee for Develo ment and Ex erimentation in
Learning in the Schools. Madison: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for
Cognitive Learning. Occasional Paper No. 3, 1966)
3 Ibid, p. :,4, citing H.J. Klausmeier, O.:.M. Cook, W.L. Goodwin, G.E.Tagatz, ar
L. Pingel. Individualizing Instruction in Language Arts Through Development and
Research in Rand I Units of Local Schools, 1965-1966. (Madison: Wisconsin Reseat
and Development Center for Cognitive Learning. Technical Report No. 19, 1967)
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In 1967-1968 the term Multi-Unit Elementary School was coined to designate
Instruction and Research Units.

The Instruction Improvement Committee (1.1.c.)

at the school level and the Systemwide Program Conmittee (S.P.C.), two other
elements of the organizational administrative arrangement, were formed.

The number of Individually Guided Education schools increased rapidly as
different implementers were educated and materials and programs were developed
to assist local schools in changing to the program:

50 in 1969-70, 500 in

1971-72, approximately 700 in 1973-74, and between 2,000 and 3,000 in 1974-75.

" ••••• Continuing: cooperative efforts by many persons and agencies have
been required to develop the various components of I.G.E., start the early
I.G.E. schools, and sustain the implementation process in numerous school
districts in many states. Unlike a curricular program that can be packaged and distributed conmercially and used by teachers without fundamental
changes in their organization of instruction, related administrative arrangements, and other practices, I.G.E. requires many changes that are
possible only if there is early ineervice education followed by continuing
staff development within each I.G.E. school." 4
Individually Guided Education aims to provide high quality education with high
student achievement.

It develops abilities which are needed for this high

achievement and helps develop a healthy personali~y.

Individually Guided Edu-

cation's promise is that this education doesn't need to cost more per pupil than
traditional education after initial cost of implementation is defrayed.
J

Several conditions must be present for high quality education as realized in
Individually Guided Education schools:

clearly defined roles and responsi-

bilities, shared decision-making, continuous pupil progress, personalized
instruction, active learning, objective-based evaluation, involvement of
parents with support from the conununity, and support by responsible education agencies.

4

Ibid., P• 6
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Individually Guided Education has been divided into seven components.

The

above conditions for an effective program have been incorporated into the
seven components.

These components are as follows:

1.

Multiunit organization

2.

Instructional programming for the individual student

3.

Evaluation for educational decision-making

4.

Curriculum materials . compatible with (2) and (3)

5.

Home-School-Corranunity relations

6.

Facilitative Environments

7.

Continuing research and development

11

INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED EDUCATION
AT ROACH SCHOOL

Roach School was built in 1907.

It was built for self-contained classrooms.

- Two additional wings were added to the main building, but the basic structure
remained conducive to self-contained classrooms.

A playground surrounds the

building with playground equipment consisting of five tether ball poles, one
and a half basketball courts, and no grassy area.

The staff spent time in workshops, classes, and visitations examining different
methods of changing the curriculum.

The faculty was searching for a way to

help each child reach his potential.
was the one chosen to follow.

The Individually Guided Education model

In becoming an Individually Guided Education

school, Roach became a part of a nationwide system of schools attempting to
meet the needs of individual children.

Individually Guided Education is designed to, · and Roa~h ,School ·attempts· to,
provide differences in the rates and styles of learning, levels of motivation,
and other factors that enter into the educational goals of the school.

Youngsters with similar learning goals and styles are grouped together for
I

each subject area.

These groups remain flexible, and are changed as the

youngsters show progress.

The teachers, the materials, and the media are selected to meet the learning
style of the pupil.

Then, the teaching team selects the teaching area, the
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appropriate time, and the equipment necessary for that learning situation.

Assessment determines how well each pupil meets his/her individually determined objectives and whether these are appropriate to him.

If the pupil

does not succeed, the individual learning program is restructured to give him
another opportunity to succeed.

The Roach faculty attempts to mold the school to the child, not the child
to the school.

To them, know~edge is essential, but youngsters need to grow

in creativity, courage, confidence, independence, resourcefulness, and understanding.

Children need to grow "one-at-a-time" together.

The principal'& role at Roach School is one of guiding the staff toward
fulfillment of goals.
Committee.
pal.

He meets regularly with the Instructional Improvement

This conmittee consists of a leader from each unit and the princi-

Together they plan curriculum improvements to enrich the student environment.

The instructional staff was originally organized into four units, two primary
and two intermediate.

Primary units consisted of Kindergarten, First Grade,

Second Grade, Third Grade, and Special Education classes.

Intermediate units

.J

consisted of Fourth Grade, Fifth Grade, Sixth Grade, and Special Education
classes.
tion.

This was an attempt to provide greater individualization of instruc-

Due to a district-wide reorganization, this team system had to be

restructured.

'
Roach School was originally Kindergarten
through Sixth Grade.

In the 1976-77 school year, the Fifth and Sixth grades were moved to Washington
School.

Roach is now considered a primary school with ~indergarten ·,, .~. , ·~;

through Fourth grade attending.

Special Education rooms are also included

as part of the team system, or Unit system, as Individually Guided Education
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calls it.

After the reorganization, the Units became two primary and one Third

and Fourth grade unit.

The primary units consist of Kindergarten, First, Second,

and the appropriate Special Education classes.

The Third and Fourth grade unit

consists of Third and Fourth grades and the appropriate Special Education classes
Each unit operates somewhat differently according to the needs, the talents,
and the abili~ies of teachers and students.

The breakdown by units is as follows:
Unit I:

Kindergarten - Mrs. G. Harris
First Grade - Miss C. Newtson, Mrs. R. Alexander
Second Grade - Mrs. N. Ward
Learning Disabilities - Miss C. Cogerty
Pre-primary Accoustically Impaired - Mrs. W. Cobb
Educable Mentally Impaired - Mrs. W. Irons
Title I Reading - Mrs. D. Paul

Unit II: Kindergarten - Mrs. E. Adams
First Grade - Mrs. M. Turner, Mrs. M. Sperry
Second Grade - Miss L. Grabowski
Learning Disabilities - Mrs. M. Mendenhall
Primary Accoustically Impaired - Mrs. M. Schultz
J

Educable Mentally Impaired - Miss A. Ritter
Title I Reading - Mrs. F. Mercer
Unit III: Third Grade - Miss N. Barker, Miss P. McEuen
Fourth Grade - Miss M. Sander, Mrs. D. Jerome
Learning Disabilities - Mrs. L. DeLong
Educabl~ Mentally Impaired - -Mrs • . J. Aubel, Mrs. L • .Grider
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Roach School had six Special Education classrooms before beginning our
program, including three rooms for hearing.impaired children, two for educably mentally impaired, and one for children with learning disabilities.

Now there are a total of nine Special Education rooms.

These include two rooms

for hearing impai~ed children, four for educably mentally impaired, and three
for children with learning disabilities.

One objective in the Roach program

is to normalize the education in the Special Education rooms.
is met through mainstreaming, or

11

This objective

lifestreaming", as Dallas Beyer, Director

of the Macon-Piatt Special Education District prefers to call it.

Children in

the Special Education classes, when possible, are treated like every other child
in the school.

No lines are drawn when grouping children in skill groups.

Roach School is a neighborhood school, but by having special classes within
our building, Special Education children are brought to us from the entire
Macon-Piatt Special Education District.

The school then has the expertise of

the Special Education teachers and their supervisors for all the children.
Social workers and psychological services are also available.

Special services

also include Title I reading instruction, physical education, music instruction,
speech therapy, and a materials consultant available to children and teachers.

The Individually Guided Education model was developed at the Wisconsin Research
and Development Center at the University of Wisconsin in Madison.

Following

the Individually Guided Education model, the Research and Development Center at
the University of Wisconsin wrote a math program called Developing Mathematical Processes, or D.M.P.

Roach has used Developing Mathematical Processes

since beginning Individually Guided Education.
Processes is a highly manipulative program.

Developing Mathematical

Children learn concepts slowly

and get many opportunities to practice the concepts they are learning.

Each
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concept is taught by using manipulatives, story cards, student workbooks,
and many 'hands on' experiences.

In the area of Language Arts, several reading series' are used, dependent
upon individual n~eds.

The main series' .used are Ginn and Lippincott.

The

Ginn Individualized Spelling is used when it can be applied in the upper unit.

Elementary Science Learning by Investigation science is used, and various
teams group for various units of science and social studies.

Each unit oper-

ates somewhat differently in this area.

Roach initiated a Learning Center Project under the Illinois State Plan for
Gifted Children.

The program uses learning centers set up in classrooms and

in other areas so each child has opportunities to use various centers daily.
Curriculum used in the centers include Language Arts, Creative Arts, Math,
Science, Social Studies, Listening, Music, and Drama.

Within the Materials

Center the consultant has also set up various learning centers of interest
to students.

Also under the Illinois State Plan for Gifted Children, a series of Creative
Crafts Days have been initiated.
craft they would like to learn.

Children from the entire school select a
Teachers and students . are mixed up and every

child c9mpletes a craft item that interested him• . A corranittee of teachers
coordinates this program.

Roach School serves as a training center for Eastern Illinois University .
students who are specializing in elementary and special education.
from Eastern coordinate this program.

Professors

The program benefits Eastern students
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who are studying to be teachers, and also provides children more individual
attention.

Roach was chosen as the site for Eastern's off-campus center

because it is an elementary school including regular and special education
classes.

It also gives Eastern students a chance to work in an Individually

Guided Education program.

Roach began the project to study the effects of an alternative educational
system to that of the self-contained classrooms.
groupings in the 1974-75 school year.
regrouped.

Children began these

They are continually re-evaluated and

Objectives are to help the children acquire feelings of adequacy

and self-worth through successful experiences and a growing capacity for
self discipline and self direction.

Through the mainstreaming of special

education children, education has been normalized for all children.

The

children have developed a positive attitude toward themselves and for the

uniqueness of others.

The following poem gives an .idea of the philosophy of the staff at Roach School.

Bill of Rights
Let me grow as I be
And try to understand why .I
~
Want to grow like me:
Not like my mom wants me to be,
Nor like my dad hopes I'll be,
Or my teacher thinks I should be.
Please try to understand and
Help me grow
Just like me. 5
Gladys Andrews

5
J. Hurray Lee and Dorris Hay Dee, The Child and His Curriculum.
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1960) p. 501 .

(New

1

UNIT LEADERS IN
AN INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED EDUCATION SCHOOL

The only new role in an Individually Guided $ducation school is that of the
Unit Leader.

The Unit Leader works in three broad areas:

1) as a member of

the Instructional Improvement Committee, 2) leadership of the unit, and

J) teaching.

Unit Learders work with other Unit Leaders and the principal in setting school
objectives.

The leader develops outlines of the school's program of instruc-

tion and is also very active in planning and carrying out an effective progra·m
of home-school-community relations.
in order to improve instruction.

Considerable staff development must be done

This includes the planning, carrying out, and

evaluating of any type of preservice or inservice education.

Unit Leaders see that the unit functions as effectively and efficiently as
possible.

Coordinating the unit in setting objectives, placing students at

appropriate levels, and evaluating pupil progress are among the chief duties
of a unit leader.

If the Individually Guided Education school participate~ in a preservice
teacher education program, the unit leaders have major responsibilities.
J

The activities of this person, or persons, must be coordinated.
the shoulders of the Unit Leaders.

This again falls

Unit Leaders are also still classroom teacher~

It is recommended that the Unit Leader have direct contact with children
no more than 80% of the typical school day. If the school is engaged in
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,either preservice teacher education or research and development activities,
then the Unit Leader's amount of rel e ased time from teaching should be
increased another 10-20 percent. Thus. the Unit Leader might be engaged
in teaching only 60~ of the school ·day. Because Unit Leaders have expanded
professional responsibilities, they should receive higher compensation
than staff teachers. For this additional renumeration the Unit Leader 6
should be expected to work additional hours per week and weeks per year.

There are several desired personal characteristics and professional experience~
which should be considered in selecting a Unit Leader:
1.

A Unit Leader should h~ve had some teaching experience. Three years
would be a minimum, preferably in a team teaching situation.

2.

A

3.

A

4.

I.G.E. requires adaptability.
and inventive • .

5.

The Unit Leader 'hould be able to recognize and use the abilities
of unit members.

6.

The ability to be instrumental, supportive, and actively ~articipating
in the leadership of the unit is a needed characteristic.

7.

The role is a linking role between various personnel. The Unit Leader
must be able to conununicate with and maintain effective intenaction
with various personnel at several levels, both inside and outside
the school.9
10
The Unit Leader must exemplify the best in effective · teaching. · ·

8.

Unit Leader should be required to have a masters degree or have
graduate study in appropriate areas, such as human learning and
development, curriculum and instruction, and research and development.
Unit Leader must have a positive attitude about change.
The Unit Leader should be flexible

6H.J. Klausmeier, R. A. Rossmiller, and Mary S~t'ly, Individually Guided Ele-

mentary Education: Concepts and Practices. (New York: Academic Press, 1977) P• 39
7
Ibid., P• 39
8 Ibid., P . 39, citing T.J. Sheridan, Perceived Role and Effectiveness ot the
Unit Leader in Conducting Unit Functions. Technical Report No. 318. (Madison: .....
Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning,- 1974) · : ·
9 Ibid., P• 39, citing N.A. Evers, An Analysis of the Relationship Between

the Effectiveness of the · Multiunit Elementar Schools Instruction and Research
Unit and Interpersonal Behaviors. Technical Report No. 298. Madison : Wisconsin
Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, 1974)
.. 10 Ibid., pp. 39-40, citing C.M. Nerlinger, Participativ.e Decision. Making
in I.G.E. Schools. Technical Report No. 356. (Madison: ~Research and Development
Center for Cognitive Learning, 1975)
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Due to the responsibilities they have, the above characteristics need to be
present in a Unit Leader.
by the unit.

They are selected in various ways.

Some are elected

Some apply to the principal and he/she must select the person

best qualified.

Some are appointed by the principal.

However the selection

is made, it is th~s person who motivates and sees that the day-to-day teaching
and learning is carried out effectively in the unit.
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UNIT LEADERS AT ROACH SCHOOL

The role of the Unit Leader at Roach School does not follow the prescribed
guidelines of Unit Leader as described by Klausmeier.

There are several

.-- basic differences.

First, Unit Leaders at Roach School are elected as opposed to being appointed.
In the spring the unit members vote on their leader for the next fall.

Many

times there has only been one person interested in the leadership position.
Then, a concensus of opinion will choose the leader.
procedure for the selection of a leader.

There has been no set

There is a definite need for this

procedure to be written down so it is consistent from year to year.

Second, Unit Leaders are not compensated for assuming this role.
numerous extra responsibilities which take much extra time.

There are

Time is spent in

meetings with the Instructional Improvement Committee, the unit, and the Parent
Advisory Council.
of the unit.

There is also much time spent in coordinating activities

There are a number of details that are required.

For instance,

it is the Unit Leaders .who see that group lists for svbject areas are compiled
and typed.

It is the Unit Leaders who order films for the unit.

Ordering

materials and handling discipline in the absence of the principal also falls
into the Unit Leader's responsibilities at Roach School.

These tasks are a lot

of extra responsibility for one who is being paid as every other classroom
teacher.

T!lird, Unit Leaders at Roach School receive no released time to take care of
the extra responsibilities which are , a part of the job.

This causes leaders
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to work on accomplishing these tasks after school hours.

A tremendous amount

of time is required by these responsibilities.

There are several conclusions which might be drawn from the three points
mentioned above • .Unit Leaders not being appointed can be a problem.

It is

good to have a concensus of the unit's teachers agreeing on the leader because
they must work with the leader.

However, with a job description and qualifi-

cations, the job would be handled more efficiently.

The persons working in

this capacity would feel a greater responsibility to the position, and they
would know exactly what was expected of them.

Additional compensation would be one method of giving some reason for spending
the extra time which is required.

This would also follow through with the

whole idea of a job description and qualifi,c ations.

Potential leaders could

apply for the position and then be selected on the basis of those who meet the
specific qualifications.

Released time is a prime consideration.

Unit Leaders at present become very

frustrated and are under a great deal of pressure to complete work.

This has

tended to "burn out" the person who is willing to take on these responsibilities.
-!

At present, with no compensation or released time, it is a very thankless job.
The attitude of the members of the unit can be a tremendous influence on how
Unit Leaders see their jobs.

Leaders who are able to stimulate and inspire

true sharing and cooperation among the team will find the job much more rewarding
It is for this reason that it is important to have someone qualified and someone able to work with people on the highest level.
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A Roach School Unit Leader's job description should be written and a series

of job qualificatio?s should also be written by the entire faculty.

By doing

this and compensating the Leaders, they would be in a slightly different position than the classroom teacher.

A different position is important due to

some of the responsibilities taken on with the job and the decisions which
must be made by the Leaders.

The Leaders plan the agendas and meet with their units once a week.
from the unit members is sought.

The discussion which took place at the

Instructional Improvement Committee is outlined for the unit.
and Social Studies groups are discussed.
are made.

Input

The Math, Reading,

Plans for upcoming units of study

Problems with individual students are discussed.

Each member gives

input into the problem, ·and the unit tries to do what is best for the child.
Children are tested in the fall and are pooled together disregarding class
lines.

Teachers teach where the need is.

Children are in different groups for

each subject, depending upon their own backgrounds.
children when they deem it necessary.

The unit members move

It is the Unit Leader's responsibility

to coordinate ·and to know what's going on within the unit.
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INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE IN
AN INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED EDUCATION SCHOOL

The Instructional Improvement Committee has as its members basically the
principal as chairperson and the Unit Leaders.

Dependent upon location, it

may include special teachers, resource teachers of art, music, and physical
education, and a parent representative.

Consultants from the central office

staff may also meet as needed to consider particular subject areas or functional
concerns.

There are six unique functions of the Instructional Improvement

Committee.
1.

Establishing educational objectives for the entire school.

2.

Coordinating the plans and activities of the school's units to
achieve continuity in the educational program.

3.

Coordinating the use of facilities, equipment, and curricular materials
that are utilized by the units.

4.

Analyzing and communicating with the community and involving parents
and other citizens in an effective program of home-school-conmunity
relations.

5.

Coordinating the school's in-service staff development program and
the preservice teacher education program.
11
Coordinating research and development activities in the school.

6.

Instructional ~planning is the most difficult job for the Instructional
Improvement Cormnittee, and the major portion of its agenda should be related to
this task rather than consideration of routine matters.

The principal, as chair-

person, formulates the agenda in consultation with the Unit Leaders, and together
they share a large responsibility for the success of the Individually Guided
Education school.
11

Ibid., P• 29
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INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT COMMilTEE
AT ROACH SCHOOL

The Instructional Improvement Committee at Roach School functions much as the
Klausmeier, Rossmiller, and Saily book stated.

The corranittee uses . the greater

I

share of its time in.11 coordinating the plans and activities of the school's

t

units to achieve continuity in the educational program."

I

1·

12

I

The Instructional Improvement Cormnittee consists of the Unit Leaders from each
unit.

They meet regularly with the principal.

Minutes are kept of thes·e

meetings, they are given to the Unit Leaders, who share them with the unit
members.

Each unit contributes items to the agenda of the Instructional

Improvement Committee.

As they discuss situations and problems within their

unit, they feed things to the Instructional Improvement Committee.

These are

then discussed and applied to the entire school when it applies.

These committee meetings do no cut out faculty meetings.

r

Il

for teachers not to feel cut off from the principal.

There is a real need

A faculty meeting is held

~

once a month, and,.teachere are always in direct contact with the principal
whenever they need hie assistance.

Each member of the Instructional Improvement Committee at Roach also serves on
the Parent Advisory Council as a non-voting member.

This council consists of

representative parents from each level who make suggestions and help with proble1
as they arise in the school.
port for various projects.

12

Ibid., P• 29

They are very instr\.UDental in getting parent sup-
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CHAPTER II
INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE MINUTES
OVERVIEW

The writer functioned as a Unit Leader at Roach School.

This entailed

serving on the Instructional Improvement Committee (1.1.c.).

As a part of

this service and for the field study, minutes were taken for each of the
meetings attended.

This had not been done previously, but it was felt to be

a needed practice . to keep continuity in reporting to the units.

The minutes

were then distributed to each Unit Leader for reporting.
', ,

A copy of these minutes follows.
included in this eection .

Any additional meeting minutes are also

Related materials can be found in the noted appendixes
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I. I. C.
January 26, 1977

The Individually Guided Education Workshop for Pact III will be held on
February 3, 1977, at the E. H. Mellon Building in Champaign.

The registra-

tion fees and meals will be provided for those who attend.

Mr. Mellon would like to have a count of the number of teachers and students
watching the educational television.

The cost to the school is $2.50 per pupil.

A list of possible improvements in the school is needed by Mr. Mellon.

If each

unit will begin discussion, a list will be compiled.

The need to have reading twice a day in our regular reading groups was
discussed.

Each teacher has reading within his own classroom, but they can't

continue with the regular reading series.

Scheduling is so tight that it is

nearly impossible to find a time to collectively have more reading.

This prob-

lem will need to be continually discussed and possible solutions written down.
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I. I. C.
February 2, 1977

Maintenance jobs and capital improvements to the building were discussed.
Many jobs have priority.

After a list is made, priorities must be set.

Leaders should discuss with their units any suggestions they might have.
suggestions should be ranked according to priority.
maintenance were made~
repair.

Unit
These

A couple of suggestions for

The sidewalk needs to be redone.

It is badly in need of

Also, the entire pl~yground needs to be sealed.

Middle schools are scheduled .to visit elementary schools on February 16.

Roach

will not be visited due to the fact that junior high students are more interested
in grades 4,5,and 6, and Roach is Kindergarten through grade 4.

Miss Woods, the Director of Elementary Education, will be visiting Roach on
February 21, from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. _ Any student teachers wishing her xo visit,
please notify Mr. Mellon inunediately.

Anyone can expect her to drop in during

the afternoon.

The Creative Workshops were discussed.
before the end of the year.

There are two more to be scheduled

Members of the creative committee should be con-

tacted and hold a meeting as soon as possible so they can report to the faculty
on February 7.

A faculty meeting will be held on February 7, at 3:10 p.m. in the auditori\Dll.
The agenda will include a report of the creative conmittee and a report from
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Marion Woyna, Materials Center Consultant, about some new materials in the
Materials Center.

The problem of child abuse was discussed.

The Department of Children and

Family Services was felt to be much in need of assistance in personnel because
cases were not being taken care of soon enough.

In order to better understand

child abuse, the law, and D.C.F.S., a child abuse program will be given by a
D.C.F.S. staff member and a University of Illinois student.

This program will

be scheduled for sometime very soon.

Student folders need to be organized.
reading progress.

There are cards for Lippincott and Ginn

They need to be updated so that when students move to new

schools the reading progress will have been up to date.
begin on making a card for Alpha progress.

Roach, we will have to make our own.

Discussion needs to

Since this program is unique to

Suggestions from units should be solicit~d.

~-- Mr. Mellon needs the number of conferences :scheduled and the number which

actually took place on both In-Service Conference days.

Each Unit Leader should

get this information from the teachers and give it to Mr. Mellon as soon as
possible.
I

1

I

i

!The Conservation Department will provide mini-posters for each child for
INational _Wildlife Week.

They are also holding a conservation course for

pri_mary teachers this summer.
the following summer.

One for intermediate teachers will be held
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PACT III MEETING
February 3, 1977
E. H. Mellon Building
Champaign, Illinois

The evening session began with a dinner after which a description of the
evening's program was gi_y_en~

The first session was on "Mainstreaming".

A definition of mainstreaming

was given as follows:
"Mainstreaming is a belief which involves an educational placement
procedure and process for exceptional children, based on the conviction that each such child should be educated in the least restrictive
environment in which his educational and related needs can be satisfactorily provided. This concept recognizes that exceptional children
have a wide range of special educational needs, varying greatly in intensity and duration; that there is a recognized continuum of educational
settings which may, at a given time, be appropriate for an individual
child's needs; that to the maximum extent appropriate, exceptional children
should be educated with non-exceptional children; .. and that special classes,
separate schooling, or- other,- removal -of an- -exceptional child from edu- .
cation with non-exceptional children should occur only when the intensity
of the child's special education and related needs is such that they
cannot be satisfied in an environment including non-exceptional children,
even with the provision of supplementary aids and services.'.'
A

Examples of m~instreaming were given, and various questions were answered.
The discussion was centered around the new proposed Special Education- Law
(Public Law 94-142).

Various aspects of the law ·were brought out, such as

the 30-day time lapse for educational plans, liability, etc.

The basic idea

of the law was well received, however, the faculty members present were very
concerned that for the breadth of the law there may not be the · supportive
services. · Team building skills, as shown in Appendix A, was the second
group presentation.

~
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I. I. C.

February 9, 1977

.!.•

Several announcements were made :
1.

.,

2.

'.r
t!I

;I

I'

This

will be for grades 1-3.

·1.
:1·
!1

Operation Thrust will be held this summer for a $5.00 fee.

Lists of materials ordered for next year from Riverside are
available from Unit Leaders.

3.

Cooperative Extention Service has programs available on nutrition.

,I

See Unit Leaders · for details.

A ditto sheet describing the program

was distributed.
4.

If interested in the State Young Authors Conference, see Mr. Mellon

for details.
5.

Clear contact paper belonging -in the Office -- where are you?

6.

When borrowing materials for each other, please see that names are
written down.

Library materials cannot be located easily.-by others

if a careful check is not made.

A discussion was held with regard to curriculum problems.

Many teachers are

finding that areas of the DMP math and Alpha reading are not meeting the needs
of children.

The children are needing much supplemental material, ·seemingly

so much so, that questions have arisen with regard to the validity of DMP and
Alpha as programs.

It was ·felt that in order to air some of these feelings,

some positive action is needed .
handle this in two ways:

After much discussion, it was · decided to

1.) Brainstorm positive: and neg·ative aspects of

both the reading and the math programs.

2.) Diss~inate a list of these
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items and go over them in individual unit meetings with regard to how they
could be handled as seen now.

Mr. Mellon reiterated the procedure for making major curriculum changes.
The changes must go through the proper channels:
3.) Do"Wntown permission.
end of the school year.
without permission.

1.) the unit,

2.) I.I.C.,

Permanent changes can only be made once a year at the
Small group instruction~ use different approaches

This can be done to meet individual needs.

The next item of business was a discussion of the scheduling of specialists.
How can they be used without interfering with needed time for the academic
schedules?

The units need to discuss this area and try to come up with some

solutions.

This seems to be something which affects our academic time to

the point that it's ~urting the reading and math.

The need for checking through pupil folders was discussed.
weeded out.

It would seem to be beneficial to join with someone else at

a similar grade level to check each other.

J.
I

They need to be
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I. I. C.
February 16, 1977

The Cooperative Extention Service has a program on nutrition for children.
A count needs to be made of those teachers interested.

The half-day In-Service _program will be a visit to Johns Hill Junior High
School.

A note will be coming soon.

A report on the Illinois Leadership Planning Conference was made by Jill
Schultz and Connie Newtson.

A copy of the report follows.

Nikki Barker gave a report for her unit about a traditional spelling group
that has been formed .

There were several children in Unit III unable to cope

with the Ginn Individualized Spelling, therefore a separate spelling group
was formed for them.

Cardio Pulmonary Resusitation training is available on May 19 and 25.

Each

Unit Leader is to report the number of teachers who would wish to take
the course.

~

The Parents Advisory Council will meet soon.
for the play area, along with old tires.
needs to be completed.

Equipmen~ has been collected

As the weather improves, the area
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ILLINOIS I.G.E. PLANNING CONFERENCE
Febr~ary 14

&

15, 1977

Urbana, Illinois

The meeting began .by viewing a filmstrip which explained the State I.G.E.
Network and how it is to function in serving individual teachers.
viewing accomplished the first goal of the conference:

This

To become more knowledge-

able about the State Instructional Coordinating Council, specifically the Illinoi
I.G.E. Leadership Council.

Much discussion followed about the role the Illinois

Office of Education is, could, and should possibly play in the I.G.E. Network
in Illinois.

It was decided not to work on gaining more interest from I.G.E.

directly at this time.

It was the feeling of all those in attendance that the

regional areas, or PACTS, should first of all become more cohesive and workable.
With this feeling in mind, the following conference goals were worked on.

The

results as they relate to PACT Ill follow each goal.
(1)

To establish a coordinating council for each P.A.C.T.

PACT Ill decided that the following people should constitute its coordinating
council.
a)

two representatives per district, one being a principal and one
being a unit leader

b)

a university representative

c)

an Illinois Office of Education representative

~

Mr. John McGinnis of "Champaign has agreed to serve as chairman until a new
one can be elected.
(2)

To develop bylaws for each P.A.C.T.

PACT III decided this should be a function of its coordinating council, and so
this was tabled until the next coordinating council meeting.
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(3)

To develop proposals for P.A.C.T. programs.

Dr. Walter Krupa of the Wisconsin Research and Development Center was the consultant in attendance for this particular goal.
pertain particularly to Illinois I.G.E.
I.G.E. schools in . Illinois.

He made some comments which

There are currently approximately 160

There is some research done by the R & D Center

which tabulated the numbers of reading and math series which could be used with
an,;1.G.E. Program.

There are 86 different series for reading and 47 for math.

Dr. Krupa feels the PACT system is a way to have in-service with others using
J
~

l

I.G.E.

It should function as an educational problem-solving body for I.G.E.

.

Dr. Krupa brought a calendar and description of some I.G.E. Leadership Workshops

I

to be offered in 1977.

•I

I

I
~
~

proposals.

He also disseminated a set of guidelines for project

The R & D Center's effort to support I.G.E. state networks in 1977

includes the support of state program projects.

As a part of this effort, the

· R & D Center is prepared to fund activities sponsored by states that promote
the implementation and refinement of Individually Guided Education.

After

going over the guidelines point by point, each P.A.C.T. was to discuss some
possible proposals.

A committee from the Illinois Leadership Council will meet

on March 25 to approve proposals submitted prior to that date.

Formal approval

will come at the April 28 Leadership Council meeting.
~

PACT III came up with the following proposals to be discussed at the next
Coordinating Council meeting.
a) Math Workshop - coordinators from R & D Center
b) Renewal Workshop
c) Responsibility Education/I.G.E (Develop a brochure)
d) What is a P.A.C.T. (Develop a brochure)
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(4)

To identify I.G.E. schools and resource people in each P.A.C.T.

Each PACT went through the mailing list of the state.
area.

New names were added.

deleted.
(5)

It was updated for each

I.G.E. programs which do not . exist anymore were

Schools which the PACT was unsure of will be contacted.
To become more knowledgeable about the role and purpose of the P.A.C.T.

Through all the discussion about the above objectives, the role and purpose of
a PACT becomes quite obvious.

There is a large need for individual teachers

to feel a connection with the organization of I.G.E.
occur.

Through the PACT this does

It also provides the basis for teachers to share ideas and problems

about dealing with children on an individual basis.

The meeting adjourned with the nominating committee to work on a elate of
1officere and the proposed bylaws to be read and discussed.

Both will be voted

0n at the April 28th Leadership Council meeting at the Hillside Holiday Inn in

1

'I

!Hillside, IllinQi e.

I

Related materials may be found in Appendix B.
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I. I. C.
February 23, 1977

Suggestions were made for PTA programs during March and April.
March - Craf~s Fair (Possibly display crafts made on March 3rd and 4th.)
April

Science Fair (Each grade level might make a suggested list of
projects to be sent home.)

Units I- and II . reported on the brainstorming session that was held last week.
The idea was to come up with the positive and negative aspects of the reading
and math programs. (A copy of the results can be found in Appendix C.) This
past week we discussed in the individual units some solutions to the negative
aspects.
1.

Some solutions follow.
Math hour divided into 15 minutes of skill time for supplementary
purposes and 45 minutes of regular math.

2.

Look over Scott Foresman series at each grade level and correlate
it with DMP for supplementary areas.

3.

A math room. ·

4. Possible schedule changes:
(a) 9:00 - 9:15

Math Skills
.&

9:15 - 10:00 Math
lef:05 - 10:15 Recess
10:20 - 11:45 Reading
(b) 9:00 - 10:30

Reading

10:30 - 10:40

Recess

10:45 - 11:30

Math (Social Studies/Science)

Each of these will be looked into as an evaluation is done of the reading,
·math, and spelling programs.
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The possibility of a workshop to be held this swnmer was discussed.
be possible to obtain Board credit or University credit.

It would

There seems to be a

large interest in a course in math.

Mrs. Marge Handley, reading strategist, distributed copies of a coded and
tabulated list of how S.A.R.I. materials will relate to the reading series
in use.

(Materials may be found in Appendix C.)

Dr. Innebell Kirby will meet with the I.I.C. on March 2, 1977, at 2:45 p.m.
She, will help plan our end-of-the-year evaluation and explain our past
test results.

The crafts days will be on March 3rd and 4th from 1 : 10 to 2:00 p.m.

I •
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I.

r:

C.

March 9, 1977

Officer Safety will be in the building from March 14 through March 18.
The schedule will be in the boxes.

The Young Authors manuscripts for the local Young Authors Conference must be
turned in to the office by March 14.

The state manuscripts must be selected

on the basis of one per grade level.

Volunteer Week will be April 18 through April 24.
teers was discussed.

Recognition for our volun-

The Kindergarten volunteers over the city will come to

Roach to view the living center which volunteer hours created .

Other events

to recognize our own volunteers will be coordinated by each group which has

volunteers in their rooms.

In-Service Training will be March 18, 1977.

The elementary teachers will

discuss Educational Plan I (the new name for A-160) and/or Program Evaluation
for Roach (describing what we have done).
should entail.

We discussed at length what this

Connie Newtson will be in charge of the Primary block and
~

Nikki Barker the Intermediate.

Mr. Mellon will spend half time with each group.

Grade cards will be distributed on March 25.

The Instruction Improvement Committee will meet on March 21st at Connie
Newtson's house.

It is hopee that we can accomplish writing the evaluations

to be used for reading, math, and spelling.
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The In-Service visit to the Jr. High schools was discussed.

A short written

evaluation from each unit member should be given to the . Unit Leader who will
in turn give it to Mr. Mellon.

Cardio Pulmonary Resusitation classes will be held at Roach on Thursday,

May 19, and Wednesday, May 25, from 3:10 to 5:45 p.m.
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I. I. C.

March 16, 1977

The budget has a substantial amount left.

Math materials will need to be

ordered out of this plus some storeroom supplies.

This leaves some money

in excess to be used for classroom materials.

Mr. Snack will be here to talk to the children about the April P.T.A.
Science Fair.
can do.

He will give suggestions for possible projects that children

The schedule is as follows:
Unit III

Thursday

March 24

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.

Thursday

March 24

10:00 - 10:30 a.m.

Unit'

I

Friday

March 25

9:00 - 10:00 a.m.

Unit

II

The presentations will be in the auditorium for Units III and I.

Unit II will

meet in the cafeteria.

Last year's instructions to students were reviewed.

Changes were made, and it

will be run off for students.

The March 17th P. T . A". meeting was discussed.

Craft dJsplays will be in the

basement hallway with 3 11 x 511 cards available in the office for names of
students who are demonstrating and displaying a craft.

· The tables will be labeled ahead . of time,and students can report to their
station ·according to labels.

A

discussion was held as to a summer workshop.

Mr. Mellon right away.

Ideas should be submitted to

The time may be too late already.
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In-Service Day will be Friday, March 18.
low test scores will be discussed.
will discuss Alpha, then A-160.

Alternatives to Alpha Reading and

A-160 will also be discussed.

Units I and II

Unit III will discuss A-160, then Ginn Spelling.

Mrs. Reiman, the nurse, will present some health aspects of A-160 in each group.
One hour will be spent on each area,

(Results may be found in Appendix D.)

Railroad Safety Program will be in the auditorium for Unit III on April 25,
at 9:15 a.m.
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I. I. C.

March 31, 1977

Evaluations for reading and math were read and discussed.
tions were received.

Not all evalua-

Those not received by the deadline will not be tabulated.

(Forms and results may be found in Appendix E.)

Dr. Grado from EIU called to say that Eastern could not bring a workshop to
Roach this swmner.

They could in the Fall, however.

An assessment should be

made as to whether there is an interest in having a course in the Fall.

On

April 4th, Ann Gerhold from Cooperative Extension will be here to present

programs on nutrition.

The schedule is

Unit

I

10:30 - 11:00 a.m.

Unit

II

11:00 - 11:30 a.m.

Unit I I I
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follows :

1:00

1:30 p.m.

McEuen, Barker, Sander

1:30 -

2:00 p.m.

Delong, Aubel, Grider

2:00 -

2: 30 p.m.

Derflinger, Jerome

' National Volunteer Week - Volunteers for Kindergarten from the city are coming
~

'

to see the family living room and motor skills room on April 19, 9:00 a.m. to
11:00 a.m.

Talk to Pauline about volunteers and others.

'. Histograms were examined - 2nd graders in 1976, 3rd graders in 1977 to

i' show academic change due to school reorganization.
I

i

I Schedule for Cole Marionettes:
I

!

1:00 p.m.

Unit I plus Roome 5, 203, 206, 211, and 212

2:00 p.m.

Unit II plus Rooms 109, 205, 209, 210, and 214
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I. I. C.
April 6, 1977

The Easter Bunny Convnittee reported that all plans are in order for tomorrow.
The mysterious visitor will be in the building from 1:30 - 3:00.
are being provided by the teachers.

Jelly beans

A coffee can in the lounge will be used

to collect SO~ from each teacher.

Spring testing will be April 25 - 29.

Mr. Mellon will be out of town April 18, 19, 20, and 21.

He will be attending

the National Elementary Principals Association convention.

Kindergarten screening will be held April 18 - 21 in the gym.

P.E. classes

will be held outside or in the cafeteria, dependent upon the weather.

Kindergarten volunteers from the city will be here to visit the motor skills
room and family living center on April 19, from 9:00 to 11:00 a.m.

Voting will be held outside the auditoriwn on April 19.
~

Decatur Area Teachers of English are holding• banquet.
Dale Crawford on Testing.

The speaker will be

This will be held on April 12, 1977.

See bulletin

in the faculty lounge.

No faculty meeting will be held in April.

Mr. Mellon will be out of town

one week, and we have no school next Monday.
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An S.R.A. practice test is available for practice on using the grid and
taking the test.

Let Mr. Mellon know immediately.

Roach will receive $9,971.00 for their budget.
amounts were suggested.

Each item was discussed, and

(The completed budget may be found in Appendix·.G.)

Units should tally what DMP, Spelling, and Science materials are to be ordered
for next year.

1An Environmental Studies Questionnaire was completed.
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I. I. C.
April 13, 1977

A

letter was received from Tom Romberg of the R & D Center.

volved in a Phase .I Evaluation project for I.G.Ea
f irst and fourth grades this Spring and next Fall.

They are in-

They wanted to use the
We will not be able

to participate due to the fifth grades being at Washington.

An I.G.E. Renewal and Refinement Workshop will be held at the Hillside,
Illinois, Holiday Inn on .April 28, 1977.
3:30 p.m.

It will be from 9:00 a.m. to

Jill and Nikki will decide within the next week whether they will

attend. ·

A copy of the teacher evaluations for Reading, Math, and Spelling was distributed.

These will be distributed to the faculty at a faculty meeting in

the near future. (A copy of these evaluations may be found in Appendix E.)

Units should be reminded .that when they are on.Iecess duty they should patrol

f

the playground area fully.
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I. I. C.
April 27, 1977

Mr. Mellon presented an J.G.E. questionnaire to be completed by the 1.1.C.
We reviewed the seven components and then completed the questions.

If a substitute is to be called, it is not official until Mrs. Cordes calls
them.

Mr. Mellon will contact Mrs. Cordes, and then she is the official

contact with the substitutes.

There will be a faculty meeting on Monday, May 2, 1977, at 3:10 p.m. in the
auditorium.

A-160 Evaluations must be turned in to the office by May 20.
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I. I. C.
May 11, 1977

Miss Maxine Wood, Director of Elementary Education, was present.

The test results were discussed as they apply to curriculum areas.
test results may be found in Appendix E.)
Children In

192

Children Out

152

Total

344

(These

The turnover in population has been:

The school population is 466.

A note must be sent to CAC so that Board credit may be obtained for a workshop
on Math to be held this summer.

Mary Montgomery will be present to promote

DMP, evpecially to those people new to DMP.

After discussion, it was felt that

we could take a day during school for those not having any training in DMP.
The funds would be from gifted.

Several recormnendations will be made to the faculty for curriculum next year.
These will be made at individual unit meetings on Monday, May 16.
~
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I. I. C.
May 18, ~977

A

meeting of the Advisory Council is needed.

The date of June 1, 1977, at

7:00 p.m. was selected, with an alternative da~e of May 31.

Miss Wirfs will

present some ideas for speech. Some curriculum ideas will be discussed.

A Unit Leader election should be held within the next week so that the Units

can be organized for next year.

Mr. Mellon has received some new books about I.G.E. and some mimeographable
materials.

The noon hour and recesses were discussed.
l~ter.

There will be further discussions
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I. I.

c.

May 25, 1977

Mrs. Cheryl Miller from the P.T.A. was with us to discuss possible P.T.A.
programs for next year.
September:

The suggestions were:
Open House
Dalls Beyer - Mainstreaming
Each Special Ed. area to describe its program

December :

Christmas Decorations

February :

Founder's Day

March:

Craft Demonstration

April :

PomPoms, Science Fair, Awards

(If do December, won't have October)

Linda Watson asked that her PomPoms perform for the students next Wednesday.
Also, there will be a basketball demonstration.

This will be on Wednesday.

2:00 - 2:25 p.m.

Unit I plus Rooms 203, 206, 211, and 212

2:25 - 2:45 p.m.

Unit II plus Rooms 109, 205, 209, 210, and 214

Students watching should frame the basketball courts, then move along the
fence to watch the PomPoms.

so
1977 - 1977 School Year

The 1977-78 school year began on August 24, 1977.

The first two weeks of

school were spent in making schedules for the specialists.
Improvement Committee formulates these schedules.
music were scheduled.

The Instructional

Physical education and

Music is once a week per classroom.

Physical education

is once a week per classroom for one semester and twice a week per classroom

for the other semester.

A great effort is made not to interrupt the reading

and math schedules of each unit.

This is not always possible.

is made to have each unit share the number of interruptions.

An attempt

After the

scheduling was finished, a great deal of placement testing was done for all
students, and grouping ~rocedures followed.

All children in the unit were

pooled, and numbers of students ' at various levels were noted.
were dispersed among the groups of children.

Some shifting is done at a

later time if children are not successful at their level.
sre grouped in this manner.

Teachers

Reading and Math

Science and Social Studies groups were formed

on the basis of equal numbers from each of the three classrooms.

One in-

structional unit is taught at a time with each teacher taking a section.
For instance, a Science Unit would be animals.
properties, birds, and pets.

The three topics would be

Groups of students are iotated among the teachers.

These groups are an even mixture of classes and ability levels.
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I. I. C.
September 6, 1977

Problems with scheduling were discussed.

They will be ironed out.

First grade reading as it applies to Title I was discussed.
concerned about having more than two series to correlate.

Title I is
Scheduling various

Title I reading groups is a problem because they have to correlate with the
4

reading groups in the room.

Ginn placement tests should be given only once.

They lose their effectiveness

if given more often. ·It should be given following Level E in Lippincott.

Innovative Funds are available.

The crafts series of last year would not

work for a gifted proposal this year because not every child is truly gifted.
Mrs. Woyna wrote the proposal.
individually~

Children will be picked to work in the library

They will be identified by test scores and teacher observation.

No more than 107. of the chil4ren _from any room can be identified as gifted.
The proposal will be put in everyone's mailbox when it is returned.
~

Anyone interested in working on a UNICEF camp~ign

A school district newsletter will be published.
are the board members in charge.
I

see Mr. Mellon.

Adele Glenn and Bill Homoky

The publicity chairman in each unit should

submit something to the P.T.A. newsletter each month, and then if applicable,
send it to the district letter. (Mrs. Hill at the Keil Building)
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P.T.A. Meeting Business:
. 1.

A vote will be taken on whether to begin the meetings at 7: 00
instead of 7:30 p.m.

2.

Discussion will be held about whether to mail the newsletter or
to have the children carry it home.
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I. I. C.

September 13, 1977

Everyone going back to their rooms after lunch on a rainy day - use the
center stairway. -Thie will eliminate passing other rooms.

Discussion was held about inserts in the report cards to report levels of
reading and math.

Each unit should devise one that is usable for them.

McLean County Reading Conference:
Saturday, September 17, 1977
· University Union

Officer Safety will be here on Friday, October 14.
the new safety officer.
' to introduce himself.

Officer Martin will be

He will come to each classroom for about 5 minutes
Later this year he will return for a week.

Unit I and

Unit II will be visited in the morning and Unit Ill in the afternoon.

I

!The Dairy Council has some kits available for teachers.

If lOO'Z. of the teachers

i

! in the system come to a two-hour workshop about them, the council will donate
the kits to each room.

"

Mr. Mellon asked which units would be interested.

It

was the feeling of all of the unit leaders that the teachers at Roach would
like to participate.

It was suggested that an In-Service Day be used to

guarantee the lOO'Z. attendance.

Nikki Barker reported on the Houghton-Mifflin Social Studies program presentation.

It veems to emphasize the child as a person plus social skills.
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I. I. C.
September 20, 1977

Various ideas on rules for the playground tires were discussed.

It was hoped

that there would not need to be too many rules, because they would just be
broken.

One Main Rule:

Don't stand on the tires.

If newness doesn't wear

off in about a week, some other restrictions might be needed.

For instance,

one rule might be that the day your teacher is out you may use the tires.

September 29th is an In-Service Day in the building.
on the Title IV Desegregation Training Institute.
carried out at this time.

Some of the details will be

A committee of those who attended the workshop will

plan the afternoon for In-Service.
after school.

A report will be made

They will meet Thursday, September 22,

The corrrnittee includes Nikki Barker, Cheryl Turner, Darla

Mendenhall, Kay Paul, and Jill Schultz.

The A-160 goals should be reviewed and a final evaluation system for the new
goals added last spring should be written.

If we have time, part of the In-

Service Day will be spent working on these goals.
~

A letter was received from Jane Anderson about courses at the Carriage House.
: The mini courses are for four weeks for a charge of $5.00.
;
I

! various replacements for the Parent Advisory Council were discussed.

II coming

up with suggestions, they will be contacted.

After

The first meeting will

be held on October 25, at 7:00 p.m.

Coffee will increase to 10¢ a cup beginning on Monday, September 26.
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I. I. C.
September 27, 1977

An estimate was done of children to be in various reading levels for next

year.

This is a ~rial estimate in order to have enough books ordered next year.

A resource survey was completed.

It involved what resources in l.G.E. are

available at Roach and in Illinois.

Records should be completed with great detail for reading and math.

This would

help for next year's placement.

The North door will be left open during recess to aid getting students in
more quickly after recess.

If there is a problem, we will assess again.
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I. I. C.
October 4, 1977

The first Advisory Council meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. on October 18,
instead of October 25.

Members of- the council are:

Kdg.

Mrs. Annette Summers

1st

Ms. Gladys Murphy

2nd

Rev. Don Canfield

3rd

Mrs. Marilyn Wriglery

4th

Mr. Kenneth Gritton

EMI

Mrs. Marie Braden

LD

Mr. Stan Kline

AMI

Mrs. Susan Burger

An election will be held during the meeting to select a chairperson for the year.

An

In-Service Evaluation form was developed.

returned to the Unit Leader.

These should be completed and
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CHAPTER III
EVALUATION

The field experience which the writer completed as Unit Leader in an Individually
Guided Education school was a very profitable one.

There were many growing

experiences and much was learned.

There were some very successful and some less successful experiences during
the year.

An attempt will be made to sight some of the experiences and

recorrmendations.

In unit meetings, many topics were covered.
is the reconwnended timing.

Meetings were not held weekly as

Most members of the unit felt that weekly meetings

were not needed, so the unit met only as the need arose .

For this reason,

many discussions of individual children•s levels were held teacher-to-teacher
or were held in an informal meeting.

These were usually spontaneous, and

therefore, things were not as organized as they could have been.

This author

would recommend that anyone in the unit leader's position hold biweekly
meetings.

Biweekly meetings would be good if for no other reason than to see

that everyone gets the same information and ideas at.the same time.

When

spontaneous meetings are held, or notes with information are passed, it is
easy for misunderstandings to happen.

It was attempted many times to cut

down on the number of meetings for everyone's sake, •nd this resulted in some
weaknesses in cormnunication.

Keeping up morale in the unit seemed to be a struggle at times.

The unit leader

is a person caught between the teachers of the ·unit and the principal.

Most

team members• conanents on school policy or curriculum, positive or negative,
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go directly to the unit leader to be taken to the Instructional Improvement
Committee.

At Roach, as has been said before, the unit leaders are not paid •.

For this reason, it is hard to counteract the discontentment of the unit.
unit leader is still actually no different from peers on the faculty.
leaders have no real authority.
suggestions.

The

The

Many persons give concerned criticism and

These persons are no problem.

But, the irrational anger that is

vented to the unit leader as a middle person is hard to contend with rationally.
It asks much of a volunteer leader to take the brunt of the discontentment of
team members.

This does not become a problem often, but it is an experience

that at times must be handled.

The unit leader must be able to handle these

I

!situations
so that the morale remains high, .· and members feel they have been
I
:able to express their feelings positively and negatively.

The unit had its

share of problems such as these, but basically problems were worked out each
time.

Five to eight people working closely are bound to have differences from

time to time.

The team was able to work closely, and through some traumas

the group has learned how to work out our differences more easily than when
the project began.

The Instructional Improvement Committee functioned well.
was consistent in these meetings.

It met weekly and

One needed improvement was made.
-

••

The

sf

minutes of the meetings were written out by one member, the writer, and distributed to the other unit leaders and the principal.

This added to the

consistency with which communication came to each unit.

Another positive move that came was monthly scheduled faculty meetings.
Faculty meetings originally were only held as needed.
of distance between the principal and the faculty.
minimal ·contact with the principal.

This led to the feelings

The unit teachers had only

And, much of the time, business was
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handled through •.the Instructional Improvement Committee.

Monthly meetings

!were scheduled in an attempt to give the faculty more direct contact with
the principal.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To provide for more consistent leadership and unit leader role security,
the writer recormnends that when implementing Individually Guided Education
an attempt should be made to do the following if at all possible:
1.

The unit leader should receive some sort of monetary compensation

so that there is an administrative status.

This gives a backing for admin-

istrative decisions which must be made by the unit leader in the absence of
the principal.

2.

The unit leader should meet certain qualifications in order to be

the best possible person.

The leader needs to get along with people, have

enough educational background to deal with individualization problems, and
have a basic knowledge of school law when left responsible for the unit.
3.

Potential leaders should have to apply for the position.

This way,

the principal can look at each candidate and select the person best qualified
to carry out the goals of Individually Guided Education.
rt

Also, the principal

has direct control over the persons he has working in this responsible position.

As it is, the leader at Roach was elected by the unit.

This took the

control completely out of the hands of the principal.
4.

To keep lines of conmunication open within the unit, biweekly meetings

should be held.
5.

To provide the unit leader with time to perform the duties the role

requires, release time should be provided.
off the leader.

This would take some of the pressure
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6.

If none of these things can be done, there should at least be some

note made in the personnel folder of the leader to show tha~ time was spent
in this capacity.

This is a responsibility and should be noted for future

reference.

As in any position of leadership, there is much growing and learning.

The

writer was pleased to have worked in this capacity and would not hesitate to
recommend this experience to anyone.
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APPENDIX A

P.A.C.T. I I I MEETING
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TEAM BUILDING SKILLS
as presented in

INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION AND KEEPING YOUR SANITY
by William M. Bechtol

An

effective team has:
1)

Open communication

2)

Living philosophy

3)

Helping relationship

4)

Problem-solving ability

Remember - team members can be 1 ike "All in the Family" and be all right!
Team teaching is a formal type of cooperative staff organization.

(If teachers

refer to "Mrs. M'' s kid's", this is not team teaching; it is trading kids.)

Advantages of Team-Teachin&:
1)

Better utilization of staff.

2)

Greater flexibility of grouping, scheduling, and use of space.

3)

Increased opportunities to individualize instruction.

4)

Greater opportunity for in-service growth of teachers (team members
help each other grow and develop their potential).

5)

Better preparation and better interaction.

d

Team Building Sequence:
1)

Getting acquainted -"Joe, Harry Window'' *
Proud Whip, "My name is
and it means
to me."
"If I could be anyone else, I'd be
because----·"
Personal Unfoldment,* Paired Interviews*

2)

Developing trust~ - Being able to discuss problems with team, freely.

*

See explanation in following pages
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3)

Clarifying values - Value shield*·
exercise.

Preferred Qualities of Children*

4)

Setting goals - helpful to use "We agree ••• 11 *
philosophy and goals.

5)

Identifying strengths - strength bombardment*

6)

Solving .problems - Stages of Group Development *, Leadership *,
Helper-H,e lpee relationship *,
Movie - The Unit Meeting

approach in building

Personal Unfoldment
"We are going to do depth unfoldment. I will have six minutes, as will each tean
member, in which to unfold in a personal way so that you will become better
acquainted with who I am as a professional educator and who I am as a person.
Each of us will share ·those experiences from early in life to the present moment
that we feel have contributed to our being the persons we are now."
Paired Interviews
Choose a member of your team whom you do not know well. It is your task to find
out in an interview as much about your partner as possible. After an eight to
ten minute interview, return to the group and tell about the person you intervie~
"We Agree"
The purpose of the "We Agree ••• " is to build a living team philosophy. The team
lists as many statements as possible that they all agree on, such as "Children
learn ••• ","the role of the teacher is ••• 11 • The "We Agree" step helps each team
member internalize the team philosophy.
Strength Bombardment
Each team member will need a sheet of paper. At the top of the left column is
written Strengths Others See In Me and at the top of the right column, Strengths
I See In Myself. The name of the person whose strengths are to be identified is
written at the top of the paper. Papers are placed §o that all team members can
walk to the paper and write. When everyone is finished, each person explains
why they wrot~ the strength they did or clarifies what the strength means.
Then the person whose strenghts have been listed stands and validates or negates
the strengths by checking them in the column titled Strengths I See In Myself.
The process continues until every person in the group has a record of their
personal strengths.
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Stages of Group Development
STAGE

PERSONAL RELATIONS

TASK FUNCTION

1

dependency

orientation

2

conflict

organization

3

cohesion

data-fed

4

interdependence

problem-solving

Bechtol says that conflict will always occur. Everyone won't always agree.
Face it and deal with it. Move to Stage 3. Not too many get to Stage 4.
Know each other's differences and accept them.
Leadership
Leadership is the ability to get . people to complete tasks and to work together.
Leadership has two parts: (1) having authority, (2) authority is accepted.
The purpose of leadership is to get the job done.
Helper-Helpee Relationship
In team building and team work, have "Helper-Helpee Relationship" -- (1) share
problems, · (2) discuss . and clarify problem, (3) team members offer suggestions,
(4) problemee selects best suggestion.
I.G.E. Management is based on Trust

1) Unit teachers trust students
2) Trust each other within the unit
3) Teachers must trust others in school
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Preferred Qualities of Children
Instructions: After reading completely through: the qualities or characteristics of children, as listed below, assign number 11 1 11 to the quality which
you believe would be the most desirable quality in this list for a (6) year-old
child. Then assign 11 2 11 to the attribute which you regard as second most importat
"3" to the third most important, and so on, until you have assigned a number to
all ten of those ·11sted qualities. You may, of course, change your mind or
correct any assigned numbers as you go along. Please assign a number to each
of these ten attributes, even if you find it quite difficult to make some choicei
No tie scores, please.

GIRL

BOY
responsible and trustworthy
neat and clean
curious
interacts well with others
condiserate and cooperative

assertive and self-reliant
able to make friends
respectful toward adults
fun-loving and carefree
\

imaginative and creative

'

l
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THE JOE - HARRY WINDOW

Things about myself
that I ••
.,

KNOW
KNOW

Corranon
Knowledge

Things about myself that others ••••

DON•T KNOW

One caution:

My secrets and
things I haven't
had a chance to
tell yet

DON'T KNOW
My blind spots·

such as bad
breath-that my
best friends
haven• t said ve
My hidden
potential and
things I never
dreamed I coul,
do or be

Team building is not open, free-wheeling sensitivity training;

team members cannot handle intimate personal details and work together daily.
,f

In a good team the Common Knowledge Box grows larger: and larger.

As it expands,

it dips into the Hidden Potential Box, and gradually each team member becomes
more effective.
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VALUE SHIELD

1.

Your greatest achievement to date .

2.

Something you value.

3.

A disappointment.

4.

Picture - You have one year to live - What would
you do with your life?
i
If you were to die tomorrow, what ·3 words would
you want people to say about you? ·

S.
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APPENDIX B
STATE P.A.C.T. MEETING
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Two items of concern had been proposed from Roach School.

These were to be

discussed by participants at the State P.A.C.T. Meeting.

The statements of

concern and suggestions follow.

Questions and Answers from
State P.A.C.T. Meeting, February 14-15, 1977
A.

How to pull Units together ••• NOT fragment them.
1.

Have Grade Level Meetings.

2.

Ride with others, not within your unit, to various meetings.

3.

Have a Social Evening with the whole school.

4.

Exchange ideas with other I.G.E. schools - a representative from
another school would be willing to come and talk with us about how
his/her unit is a complete part of the school.

B.

Placement suggestions for the child that does not fit into the I.G.E.
Program.

(NO placement within that Unit or Units.)

1.

Use other children within the Unit to work with him/her.

2.

Use mother volunteers to listen to that child read or to read
to him/her.

3.

Use a high school volunteer.

4.

Use a Millikin University student volunteer.

5.

Use a Richland Community College Child Care Center volunteer.

6.

Select a teacher within your Unit or Units that is sympathetic
to that child's needs.

7.

~

Use a Student Teacher to work with that child.
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BY-LAWS FOR ILLINOIS INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED EDUCATION
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL (SICC)
Presented to participants in State P.A.C.T. Meeting, February 14-15, 1977
Article I
1.

The name of this organization shall be Illinois Individually
Guided Education Leadership Council (SICC), a non-profit
association of educators.
Article II

1.

The purpose of the Council shall be to provide an appropriate
environment for the dissemination, installation, maintenance,
refinement and institutionalization of Individually Guided
Education in the State of Illinois.
Article III
Membership

1.

Any person directly associated with the IGE program in Illinois
shall be a member of the Council.
Article IV
Composition of the Council

1.

The Council shall be composed of educators representing the
following groups:
a. Local Education Agencies
b. Teacher Education Institutions
c. PACT• s
d. l)linois Office of Education
Article V
Local Education Agencies

1.

The basic unit of the Council shall be Local Education Agencies in
Illinois that are committed to:
a. Developing and executing effective systems of
Individually Guided Education (IGE).
b. Participating in Council activities.

2.

Each IGE Local Education Agency shall be a participating member of a PACT
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Article VI
Teacher Education Institutions
1.

Teacher Education Institutions shall be represented on the Council.
Representation shall be by the appropriate college or university
official or his designee that has agreed to:
a. Participate as a member of a PACT.
b. Promote the dissemination of IGE concepts and practices
through their college or university.
Article VII
PACT• s

1.

PACT•s shall be composed of cooperating Local Education Agencies,
Intermediate Educational Agencies, Teacher Education Agencies, and
State Education Agencies.

2.

The purpose of the PACT shall be to:
a. Provide leadership in and support for the accomplishment
of the objectives of the !GE program by member schools.
b. Identify common needs of member schools and meet them creatively.

3.

Each PACT shall
responsible for
PACT purposes.
a. A balanced

4.

PACT by-laws will be developed so that they will not be in conflict
with Council by-laws.

S.

The Chairperson of the Coordinating Council shall represent the PACT
on the Illinois IGE Leadership Council executive board.

6.

PACT•s will be fortmed by the Council as the need arises. ' Reorganization
of PACT•s will be the responsibility of the Council with the advice of
and consent of the PACT•s involved.

be governed by a Coordinating Council that shall be
its efficient operation and the accomplishment of
Composition of the Coordinating Council shall be:
representation of its membership.

J

Article VIII ··

Illinois Office of Education
1.

The State IGE Liaison shall represent the Illinois Office of
Education on the Council.
Article IX
Illinois IGE Leadership Council Executive Committee

1.

The
a.
b.
c.

Executive Committee shall be composed of:
Chairperson
Chairperson elect
Representative of the Administrative Agency
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d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
. -j •·

Secretary
Treasurer
Past Chairperson
Each PACT Chairperson
Teacher Education Representative
State IGE Liaison
· Corranittee Chairperson appointed by Executive Committee

2.

The Executive Committee shall be responsible for the efficient and
effective operation of the Council. Objectives related to the accomplishment of the purposes of the Council shall be written and progress
assessed annually.

3.

Roles and responsibilities of members and the agencies they represent
will be determined and reviewed periodically.
Article X·
Meetings

1.

There shall be an annual meeting of the IILC at the Spring Conference
for the purpose of electing officers to the Executive Committee and
accepting reports from the Chairperson, Treasurer, and any other
designated pers~ns.
Article XI
Publications

1.

A newsletter shall be published at least twice a year and distributed
to all member agencies.

2.

All publications shall be approved by the Executive Corranittee prior
to printing.
Article XII
Financing

1.

The Executive .Board shall establish policies.-"and procedures relative
to financing IILC operations and activities • .
Article XIII
Amendments

1.

t~ : - -.• .:

Amendments to by-laws may be made if approved by two-thirds of those
~ IILC members present and voting at a regularly scheduled meeting.
The amendments, if passed, shall go into effect immediately.

2. · Amendmenta may . be proposed by_PACT Central · Committees or the Executive
.,=;~~oard of- the =IILC. ~ ,..A_copy of . each amendment proposed shall be distribute
to all member agencies through a newsletter or by direct mail at least
thirty days prior to the meeting.
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GUIDELINES FOR SICC PROJECT PROPOSALS
Presented at the State P.A.C.T. Meeting February 14-15, 1977
Part of the Wisconsin R & D Center's effort to support !GE state networks in
1977 includes the support if SICC program projects.

As part of this effort,

the R & D Center is prepared to fund activities sponsored by SICC's that
promote the implementation and refinement of Individually Guided Education.
The following guidelines define the parameters for project funding.

I.

II.

Proposal Development and Submission
A.

All proposed projects must have a signed endorsement by the SICC
membership or a designated committee of not less than three members.

B.

Proposed projects must deal with one of the following .five outcomes:
1.

To provide assistance to schools in making the changeover to IGE.

2.

To provide assistance to continuing IGE schools.

3.

To introduce IGE concepts and practices into undergraduate
programs for prospective IGE teachers.

4.

To introduce IGE concepts and practices into graduate programs
for staff teachers, unit leaders, principals, and other administrators.

5.

To increase state IGE network capacity to implement and refine
WDRSD, DMP, PRS, and IGM.

C.

All proposals should be submitted according to the Form A proposal
format (see attached).
~

D.

A limit of three proposals may be submitted during any sixty-day
review period, and the SICC must rank order the proposals from
most important to least important.

E.

Proposals not funded during a given sixty-day review period may
be resubmitted if the proposals meet the guideline requirements.

Time Constraints
A.

Proposals may be submitted anytime during the following review periods:
1.

Feoruary 15 - April 15

2.

April 15 - June 15

3.

June 15 - August 15
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III.

IV.

B.

All funded programs must be completed by November 30 of the
funding year.

C.

Project proposals will be reviewed on a continuing basis and
notification to SICC's will occur prior to the 15th day of the
month following proposal submission.

Funding Parameters
A.

The maximum amount fundable for any single proposal is $1,000.
The minimum amount fundable for any single proposal is $200.

B.

No limit has been set on the number of proposals for which an SICC
may receive funding. However, if participating SICC's are equally
active in the pursuit of available funds, it is unlikely that any
one SICC will have more than $2,500 funded in any one year.

Selection Criteria
The following criteria will guide the selection of projects for funding.
It is not expected that proposed projects will meet all of the listed
considerations.

V.

A.

The project addressed one or more of the five outcomes listed under
I.B. in these Guidelines.

B.

The project benefits a large number of educators in the state network.

c.

The project strengthens relationships between local education agencies,
teacher education agencies, intermediate agencies, and the state
department of education.

D.

The project promotes the development and independence of the
state IGE network.

E.

There is evidence indicating the SICC is investing state IGE
network monetary, human, or material resources to the project.

Selection Process

~

The Wisconsin R & D Center will establish a selection committee of
not less , than three persons to review proposals on a monthly basis.
This cormnittee will be composed of two persons experienced in IGE
implementation and one person involved in curriculum development or
Center administrative management.
VI.

Project Evaluation
A.

In most cases, evaluation by program participants will suffice.

B.

Evaluation data regarding all programs must be submitted to the
R & D Center within 30 days of the funded project's completion.
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VII.

Additional Considerations
Those of you who have worked with the R & D Center through subcontracts
in the past will recognize some of the difficulties inherent in this
process. Although the Center is prepared to work on a subcontract
basis, it will facilitate matters considerably, if in some instances
subcontracts can be avoided.
Where possible, the R & D Center prefers to purchase services directly.
Under certain circumstances, once your proposal has been approved, ~he
SICC can conduct the activity and submit invoices to the R & D Center
for services rendered.
In any event, once your project has been approved you will be contacted
by telephone regarding the most appropriate business arrangements.
If it is deemed necessary to enter into a subcontract, the SICC must be
prepared to designate a fiscal agent.
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FORM A
PROPOSAL ourLINE
I.

Rationale
A% page overview and justification for the proposed program.

·11.

Project Obje~tives
A% page listing the program objectives.

:III.

Program Activities
A single page description of program activities.

IV.
:·1

i

, v.

Program Evaluation
A single page describing evaluation procedures. It is not necessary
to include instrumentation at the time of proposal submission •

..

Program Budget

•I

A single page outlining proposed expenses.
r . VI •
i•, .

!

iI

I
I

Signature Page
A single page featuring at least three signatures of SICC members
and the date of submisssion.
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APPENDIX. C
MATERIALS FROM FEBRUARY 23, 1977

INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE

I

l

·1

I

.1

.l
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UNIT I and II
Brainstorming Session Results

READING
Positive
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.

Negative

2nd grade - fun
Correlated content.
Motivating - slow moving
1st grade - little preparation needed
1st grade - visual aids are good
Kindrgarten - very good
Child does not have a feeling of
failure at the end of Kindergarten
All Manuals are very good.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Gap between 1st and 2nd grades
2nd grade - some areas need
more preparation
2nd grade - not enough materials
(books)
Too many children in Sight
program
Difficult vocabulary for the
average and below students
1st and 2nd grades - not enough
time as program calls for
Phonetic errors in READING WORKS.
2nd grade - spelling · is poor,
too young to handle buddy system
2nd grade - cannot self-check
each other on Spelling tests
without cheating
2nd grade - books are paperbacks

MATH

Positive
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Challenges good students
Motivating for children
Cute characters
Good story problems equal a
math sentence
Appropri~te for the Kdg. level
Manipulatives are good for the
slow students

Negative
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Too hard for the weak students
Introduction of too many concepts
at one time (+,-,>,<, carrying,
"borrowing)
Preparation time in gathering
manipulatives is too long
Bad balances for student stations
Must be supplemented continually
TOPIC INVENTORIES are brief.
Does not test everything the
child knows.
Mobility of students
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SARI NUMBERING SYSTEM
Received from Marge Handley
at the February 23, 1977, I.I.C. Meeting
The reading design features a functional numbering system which identifies
(1) reading levels, (2) skill areas, and (3) performance objectives. · ; The
following is a breakdown of the numbering system:

,,7.2.1

The first place number indicates reading level.

Readiness

0.0 Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

_____ 5.0 Level
20d ~ 6 . 0 Level
3rd

7·.0 Level

4th

8.0 Level

5th

9.0 Level

6th

10.0 Level

7th

11.0 Level

8th

12.0 Level

7.2.l

The second place number indicates a skill area.

1'

7.2.1
t

.1

Vocabulary

.2

Word Analysis

.3
.4

Comprehension
Oral Reading

The third place number indicates a per~rmance objective and
identifies a specific pre-test and post-test related to that
level and skill area.
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SARI VOCABULARY SKILLS

0 1 1

Visual Pattern Discrimination

0 1 2

Visual Letter Discrimination

1 1 1

Visual Word Discrimination

2 1 1

Upper and Lower Case Letters

2 1 2

Pre-Primer Words

2 1 3

Basic Pre-primer Sight Words

3 1 1

Basic Primer Sight Words

4 1 1

First Reader Words

5 1 1

Dolch Basic Sight Words

5 1 2

Antonyms

6 1 1

Compound Words

6 1 2

Synonyms

7 1 1

Words With Two Meanings

7 1 2

Homonyms

8 1 1

Words With Multiple Meanings

8 1 2

Synonyms, Antonyms, and Homonyms

81 3

Classification of Words

9 1 1

Synonyms

9 1 2

Concrete Analogies

9 1 3

Classification of Phrases

10 1 1

Traits and Feelings

10 1 2

Abstract Analogies

11 1 1

Figures of Speech
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SARI WORD ANALYSIS SKILLS

1· 2 1

Rhyming Sounds

1 2 2

Initial Sounds

22 1

Rhyming Sounds

2 2 2

Initial Sounds

3 2 1

Rhyming Words

3 2 2

Initial Sounds

4 2 1

Final Sounds

4 2 2

Rhyming Words

4 2 3

Initial Sounds

5 21

Inflectional Endings

5 2 2

Final Sounds

5 2 3

Digraph Sounds

5 2 4

Vowel Sounds

6 2 1

Suffixes

6 2 2

Two Letter Blends

6 2 3

Initial and Final Digraphs

6 2 4

Vowe.l Sounds

721

Syllables

7 2 2

Root Words, Affixes, and Definitions

7 2 3

Two and Three Letter Blends

7 2 4

Vowel Diphthongs

8 2 1

Syllabication

8 2 2

Root Words, Affixes, and Definitions

8 2 3

Silent Letters

9 2 1

Phonetic Spelling

9 2 2

10 2 1

Root Words and Affixes
..
Affixes and Definitions

11 2 1

Diacritical Markings
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SARI COMPREHENSION SKILLS

0 3 1

Sequence Pictures

1 3 1

Sequence Pictures

1 3 2

Sequence Words

2 3 1

Sequ~nce Sentences ( 2)

2 3 2

Sequence Sentences (3)

2 3 3

Sequence Sentences (4)

3 3 2

Details

3 3 3

Main Ideas

4 3 1

Sequence Sentences ( 5)

4 3 2

Details

4 3 3

Main Ideas

5 3 1

Sequence Sentences (5)

5 3 2

Context Clues

5 3 3

Main Ideas.

6 3 1

Story Endings

6 3 2

Details

6 3 3

Main Ideas

7 3 1

Judgments

7 3 2

Details

7 3 3

Main Ideas

8 3 1

Facts and Opinions

8 3 2

Place Relationships

8 3 3

Details

9 3 1

Validity of Statements

9 3 2

Time Relationships

9 3 3

Themes

10 3 1

Sequence Inferences

10 3 2

Time Relationships

10 3 3

Sequence Main Ideas

11 3 1

Persuasion

11 3 2

Time Relationships

11 3 3

Details

12 3 1

Conclusions, Characters, Moods, Author's Intent and Outlining
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APPENDIX D
RESULTS OF IN-SERVICE DAY, MARCH 18, 1977

Bl

Goals - K, 1st, 2nd, A-160
I.

Skills
A.

Developmental Objectives:

By the end of the second grade, the children

should master the basic addition and subtraction facts through 10.

B.

Accomplishment of Goal One
1.

Kindergarten
a.

Pupils should be able to identify similar sets.

b.

Pupils should be able to identify and write numerals from 0-10.

c.

Pupils should be able to relate numerals to concrete object
groups.

2.

First Grade:

Pupils should be able to write the answers to additiot

and subtraction facts based on sums of six.

3.

Second Grade:

Pupils should be able to write the answers to

addition and subtraction facts based on sums of ten.

c.

Evaluation of ~he Accomplishment of Goal One.
1.

Giving 5-minute time tests in the Spring for each grade level.

2.

Identifying and recording those pupils who have not mastered
the facts with 90% accuracy.

This report will be used to assess

and evaluate students on report cards.
3.

Giving the previous year's 5-minute time test again the following
Fall.

4.

Identifying and recording those pupils who have not mastered with
90% accuracy, or those who have forgotten the facts of the
previous year.

II.

Self
A.

K, 1st, and 2nd Developmental Objectives:

1fy the culmination of the

second grade through a variety of experiences, children should be
able to work independently.
B.

Accomplishment of Goal Two :

Each teacher will devise his/her own

procedure to accomplish this goal in his/her own classroom.
C.

Evaluation of the Accomplishment of Goal Two will be through teacher
observation and a checklist to include these points:
1.

Noise level.

2.

Pupil's ability to initiate and carry out to finish activities.

3.

Pupil's ability to choose constructive activities during free time.

4.

Pupil's ability to follow directions.

8!

III.

Adult Life
A.

K, 1st, .a nd 2nd Developmental Objective:

By the culmination of the

second grade, children will participate in leisure time activities
that will help to develop life-long interests.
B.

Accomplishment of Goal Three:

Teachers will provide opportunities

for children to explore, discover, create, and achieve success at
various leisure activities.
C.

IV.

Evaluation of the Accomplishment of Goal Three will be through:
1.

Listing activities provided for children.

2.

Listing how many children participated in each activity.

3.

Listing ideas presented in each activity.

Personal Health
A.

K, 1st, and 2nd Developmental Objective :

Children will practice

good personal health habits.
B.

Accomplishment:

Teacher will provide opportunities for development

of good personal health through lessons and demonstrations.

Parent

cooperation will be encouraged.
C.

Evaluation
1.

A check list will be sent to parents to evaluate improvement
in home health habits.

2.

A student self evaluation will be made using a check list.

Each

teacher will use one appropriate to his/her grade level.
Evaluation of Math Program - Intermediate
I.

Implementation of Objective in Math, 1976-77
A.

,l

Goal - Mastery of the basic addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division facts and processes.
1.

Inv·entory:

Teacher observation and test scores indicating a ·

need for improvement of skills in this area.
2.

Need:

A sequential and concentrated program for teaching the

basic addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts
and processes for whole numbers.
3.

Developmental Objective:

By the end of the intermediate grades,

the students will have mastered the basic addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division facts and processes for whole numbers.

8E

B.

Formation of Units - Specific Structure:

Grades 4, 5, and 6; Hearing

Impaired: Learning Disabilities; and Educable Mentally Handicapp~d.
C.

The Design for Math will be used to identify needs of individual
students and behavioral objectives will be set for each student.

D.

Children will be grouped and regrouped according to individual skill
needs.

E.

Each child will be pre-tested and post-tested in the skill area in
which he will be placed.

F.
II.

Each child must score 80'7. on each test for mastery of that skill.

Change for Next Year
A.

Due to the Multi-Age Individual Mathematics Program, our goals for
1977-78 will not be based on grade levels.
mastery (80'7.) of an individual skill.

They will be based upon

At the exit level of 6th grade,

our objectives look for the following as each child masters each skill.
B.

Goal - Mast~ry of the basic addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division fact• and processes.
1.

Students will be able to attain 807. accuracy in addition facts
within a 5-minute time period.

2.

Students will be able to attain 80% accuracy in subtraction facts
within a 5-minute time period.

3.

Students will be able to attain 80-/. accuracy in multiplication
facts within a 5-minute time period.

4.

Students will be able to attain 807. accuracy in division facts
within a 5-minute time period.

5.

Students will attain mastery of addition processes of whole
numbers with 80% accuracy.

6.

,l

Students will attain mastery of subtraction processes of whole
numbers with 807. accuracy.

7.

Students will attain mastery of multiplication processes of
whole numbers with 80% accuracy with two-digit multipliers.

8.

Students will be able to divide whole numbers by one-digit
divisors with 80% accuracy.

9.
10.

Students will be able to work division with two-digit divisors.
Students will be able to work with decimal fractions.
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UNIT I ,

I.

Unit I would use the following programs in reading:
Grade 1

Alpha
Lippincott
.G inn
Language Development

Grade 2

Ginn
Possibility of small group in Reading Works (Will asses
in the Fall)

II.

Unit I would <lo the following in math:
D.M.P. for all - Math 1:00 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
Possibility of mini skill units at a separate time.

III.

Recorranendations:
10:30 a.m. - Recess for Primary Units
Reason - 1\ h~ur for reading before recess and one continuous
block of time
12:10 p.m. - 12:55 p.m.-Lunch
Reason - Longer a.m. for Sue Cobb's (PPAI) smaller children
Primary children do better in morning
We would have reading for 1~ hours in morning and if other
Primary Unit still wants it after recess, we will avoid
specialists• times.

UNIT 11
Unit II would use. the following programs in reading:
Kindergarten

Lippincott

Grade 1

Lippincott (Levels A-D)
Alpha I

Ginn (Levels 3,4,and 5)
Scott Foresman (Primer and Pre-primer)
Grade 2

Ginn (Levels 6 and 7; 8 in Spring Quarter)
Scott Foresman (First Reader)

L.D.

Scott Foresman (Levels Pre-primer and Primer)
Ginn (Levels 3 - 7)
Alpha I

Hearing Impaired

Ginn (Levels 3 - 7)

-El·ffi Room

Peabody Rebus
Starter Concept (Scott Foresman)
Ginn (Levels 1 - 4)

8

UNIT III
MATH

Math organization for next year - students in 3rd ~nd 4th grades

will be in the DMP program except for children who would profit
more from a basic skills program.

Special education teachers will

be teaching basic skill class and will teach those needing this
type class.
We discussed having an in-service DMP workshop on May 24, and
possible summer workshop to go through DMP materials

SPELLING

We will continue using Ginn Individualized Spelling program next
year (1977-78).

Children who work better in a traditional class

will use workbooks.
this class.

Sara Jerome or Marilyn Sander will teach

Special education may group with us where they can.

We are taking inventory of spelling materials · so we can reorder
for next year.

READING

Continue with Ginn - discussed how to group.

d
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APPENDIX E
READING, SPELLING, MATH EVALUATIONS AND RESULTS

SRA TEST RESULTS
EDUCATIONAL PLAN II EVALUATION RESULTS

91

The reading, math and spelling evaluations were written by the
Instructional Imp~ovement Conunittee.

After looking at various evaluations

and much discussion, these were written.

The Director of Research from the

Decatur Schools met with the Committee to give some guidelines.

It was felt

that the faculty needed a chance to express their feelings in a narrative
form.

Many had definite feelings about using series other than those used

at Roach.

These evaluations gave them a chance to state this series and

its advantages.

It also gave a chance to note positive and negative aspects

of the series used.

If a new series was desired, it needed to fit an in-

dividualized program, so a chance was given to define how this would fit
into the existing program.
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SPELLING EVALUATION
These are questions to evaluate our present spelling series and to get suggestions
for next year.

Please remember that the welfare of all children and teachers

will be kept in mind when a decision is made.

There will be evaluations done

by teachers and central administration.

The spelling series I use is
1.

The things I like most about the spelling program I use are:

2.

The things I like least about the spelling program I use are:

3.

If I had to pick a spelling program to use I would pick

Why 7

4.

-----------

Taking the program chosen above from #3, how would you individualize
this program (if it is not Ginn)?

PLEASE RETURN TO THE OFFICE BY MARCH 29, 1977. THANK YOU.
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READING EVALUATION
These are questions to evaluate our present r .eading series and to get suggestions
for next year.

Please remember that the welfare of all children and teachers

will be kept in mind when a decision is made.

There will be evaluations done

by teachers and central administration.
I teach the following Reading Program - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
levels.
In this series I teach the

-----------------------

1.

The things I like most about this program are:

2.

The things I like least about this program are:

3.

Which series do you feel would be beneficial to children at Roach?

If I had to pick two series for t h e - - - - - - grade I would pick:

------------

and

------------

PLEASE RETURN TO THE OFFICE BY MARCH 29, 1977. THANK YOU.

9

MATH EVALUATION
These are questions to evaluate our present math series and to get suggestions
for next year.

Please remember that the welfare of all children and teachers

will be kept in mind when a decision is made.

There will be evaluations done

by teachers and central administration.

The math

series I use is

----------------------------

1.

The things I like most about the math program I use are:

2.

The things I like least about the math program I use are:

3.

If I had to pick a math program to use I would p i c k ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~
Why?

4.

Taking the program chosen above from #3, how would you individualize this
program (if it is not D.M.P.)7

PLEASE RETURN TO THE OFFICE BY MARCH 29, 1977. THANK YOU.
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SPELLING EVALUATION RESULTS
Cons:

Pros:
ALPHA READING WORKS
Words are categorized well.
Intro. interesting.

Difficult for noisy, over-active child
To be taught in pairs good for last
year, wouldn't work this year.
Some children were not in '.' Reading
Works" reading.

GINN
( 2)
Average & above can work
independently.
(3) Learn to assume responsibility.
(4)
Work at their own pace.
Highly motivating for average & above.
( 2) Challenging for better student
(2)
Exciting
(3)
( 2) More interesting format.
Gives a chance to verbalize and make
·sentences.
Learn to work together and follow a(2)
sequence of directions.
BASIC GOALS IN SPELLING
It's easy.
It is a phonetics progr8ITI - it goes
well with Ginn.

Children below average can't assume
responsibility of working
independently.
Words are too difficult for them to
pronounce & understand.
Below average child bored because he
can't progress rapidly.
Hard to know what each child is doing
at a given time.
Not common words.
Difficult to initiate for new students

Not enough repetition.
Direction$ diffi~ult for students
to understand.

Ginn - 2; Basal - 1 - 2nd grade; Both (Ginn & Basal) - 2; Basic Goals in
Spelling - 2; No vote - 2; People that teach spelling did not turn in
questionnaire - 2.
J

(Number by comments means comment made that many time~)
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MATH EVALUATION RESULTS
Pros

Cons

D.M.P.
Student Booklets - Good.
Manipulative are good.
Easy to read· teachers manual.
Sequencial steps.
Interesting.
Inductive reasoning.
Abstract reasoning process good for
above average pupil.
Motivates children.
Interesting characters.
Easy to test and place children
where they belong.
Child's point of view is considered.
Individualizes within a group.
Children use discovery method.
Extra activities.
Does not pressure.
BASIC SKILLS
Can tell quickly whether child
has skills or not.
Teaches the things they need to
know throughout life.
Testing is easy.

Bad balances.
Must supplement a lot.
Much teacher preparation.
Introduction of too many concepts at
one time.
Too abstract for lower students.
Much time in teaching certain topics
to low students.
Manipulatives are playthings.
Some math areas are missing.
Tests are concerned about routine
drills.
Not enough practice.
Not good for transfer students.

Much teacher preparation of
student worksheets.

No Pros or Cons were given on Traditional Math or Scott Foresman.
No Vote (Undecided) - 2;
Skills - 3;

D.M.P. - 7;

Scott Foresman - 1.

Traditional Math - 2; Basic
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READING EVALUATION RESULTS
Pros:

Cons:

GINN
In upper 1st grade levels, vocabu(3) Mixture of sight & sound.
Good blend of word attack, skills,
lary is presented quickly not ·enough repetition for some
and comprehension.
children.
(4) Easy to follow student text with
Some children do not grasp the phonics
Teacher's Manual.
(3) Stories Fun.
as it is presented.
Good basic vocabulary.
(2) Some workbook pages too hard.
Rules different than other series.
Much opportunity for discussion.
Give ample skill and comprehension
activities.
Children feel positive about
reading.
First Grade gets into real reading
right away.
Easy to level or individualize.
Like the way material presented.
Suited to learnins styles of
Special Ed students.
ALPHA I
Motivating, thorough, successful.

Too slow-moving for some children.
Very little actual reading.
Not enough work on comprehension.

READING WORKS
(2) Used for capable children.

Too challenging at beginning.
Interesting stories.
Not enough books.
Integrates soc. st. & language skills.
Good A-V equipment.

SCOTT FORESMAN
Excellent for visual children.
Does a good job of sight words.

Unavailability of materials.
Slow-moving, so most children are
working below grade level.

(Number by comments means conunent made that many times)
No Pros or Cons on Lippincott because it is not in use at this time.
No Vote - 5; Alpha - 2; Scott Foresman - O; Ginn - 5; Lippincott - 3
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Which series do you feel would be beneficial to children at Roach?

I think we need to look at CHILDREN, not series.

Once we know their

needs, then we can !ind the series to fit •••• and, of course, it's not going
to be the same for all children.
I love GINN and I feel the children enjoy the stories, and they can
answer comprehensive questions about the stories.
GINN and LIPPINCOTT because blend of sight and sound.
for individual differences.

Gives alternatives

Because these are being used in the system.

GINN and LIPPINCOTT with one better group in READING WORKS.
There is a need in any program for more than one series to meet individual
needs.

This is important not only in Special Education, but in regular

classrooms as well.
Series that meet their individual needs.
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SRA TEST RESULTS

Reading

Math

Language

~IRST GRADE

Mean

1.8

2.1

Median

1.6

1.7

Mean

3.5 (1.8)

2.6 (1.9)

3.1

Median

3.3 (1.8)

2.5 (1.9)

3.1

Mean

4.3 (3.7)

4.1 (3.1)

4.1 (3.5)

Median

4.1

4.1

3.9

Mean

4.5 (4.1)

4.6 (3.9)

4.8 (3.9)

Median

4.5

4.6

4.6

iECOND GRADE

CHIRP GRADE

f.'QTIBTH GRADE
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EDUCATIONAL PLAN I EVALUATION
ROACH SCHOOL

UNIT I
Goal I

Accomplishment

Kindergarten A.M.
Pupils should be able to identify similar sets

90%

Identify and write numerals

947.

Relate numerals to concrete object groups

907.

Kindergarten P.M.
Pupils should be able to identify similar sets

867.

Identify and write numerals

867.

Relate numbers to concrete object groups

86%

First Grade
90~ of students will have mastered addition and

787. subtractic

subtraction facts based on sums of six

87% addition

Second Grade

90% of students will have mastered addition and
subtraction facts based on sums of ten

100% addition
88% subtracti<

Goal II
Good Progress

Some Progress
167.

Need more time
to develop

Noise level

721.

Ability to initiate and
carry out to finish activities

697.

247.

Ability to choose constructive
activities during free time

787.

171.

5%

AbUity to follow directions

727.

207.

87.

127.

&
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EDUCATIONAL PLAN I EVALUATION
ROACH SCHOOL

UNIT II

Accomplishment

Goal I
Kindergarten
Pupils should be able to identify similar sets

877.

Identify and write numerals

87"1.

Relate numerals to concrete object groups

87'7.

First Grade
837. addition
637. subtracti<

90% of students will have mastered addition
and subtraction facts based on sums of six
Second Grade

97"1. addition
977. subtracti<

90% of students will have mastered addition
and subtraction facts based on sums of ten

Goal II
Good Progress

Some Progress

Need more time
to develop

Noise level

497.

297.

22%

Ability to initiate and
carry out to finish activities

487.

30%

227.

Ability to choose constructive
activities during free time

47%

307.

237.

Ability to follow directions

517.

307.

197.

&
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EDUCATIONAL PLAN I EVALUATION
ROACH SCHOOL

UNIT III
Goal I
Our goal for 1976-1977 for the mastery of basic addition, subtraction,
and multiplication was for 80% mastery at 6th grade level.
we only have classes through grade 4.
in our totals.

However,

We also have included 3rd grade

This will be taken care of in our 1977-1978 educational

plan.
Mastery addition

847.

Mastery subtraction

777.

Mastery multiplication

877.

Goal II
Good Progress

Some Progress

Need more time
to develoE

Noise level

507.

35%

157.

Ability to initiate and
carry out to finish activities

45%

337.

227.

Ability to choose constructive
activities during free time

43%

387.

197.

Ability to follow directions

s2·1.

331.

151.
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APPENDIX F
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OFF-CAMPUS

TEACHING CENTER EVALUATION

104

oach school is the site of an off-campus teaching center from Eastern
llinois University.

Students come to Decatur to do pre-student teaching.

'hey have campus courses brought to the school as well as doing many hours
,f participation in the classroom.

These students,both in the pre-student

.eaching semester and in the student teaching semester, became an integral
,art of the lndi vidu.ally Guided Education program at Roach.

The students

,ork with the units as a regular part of the team.

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Off-Campus Teaching Center:

Decatur

Pre-Student Teaching Semester
Student Evaluation Fall, 1976
rhe following information was provided by the 14 Eastern Illinois University
3tudents in December, 1976, at the end of the first semester of a two semester
ti

,equence.
~11 but one student had three different five-week experiences during the Fall
,emester, 1976.

At times in this instrument, students were asked to give an

,verall assessment of their experiences or attitudes toward a specific concept.
~ny felt that this could not be done fairly or adequately by marking one area
,n the continium; therefore, the number indicating a response may be more than
14.

Not all students were enrolled in all of the courses offered in Decatur.

fhis area will not have evaluations by 14 participants.
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A.

I feel that my supervising teacher provided me with:
1.

direction throughout the several experiences I work in.

Highly
Satisfied

Satisfied

So-So

4

10

3

COMMENTS:
2.

support when I needed it.

COMMENTS:

8

4

4

Needed more feedback from teachers - all my teachers provide oral
and written cormnents on my lessons (good) - good helpful criticism
and praise when deserved.
help in le.arning to manage a classroom and to control pupils.

5
COMMENTS :

10

4

Felt I needed more help on discipline - teacher was cooperative
and helpful; needed more help .with older students.
freedom to pursue my own teaching style if I wanted to.
3

COMMENTS:

11
Depends on lesson:

2

3

listening and S.S. provided more opportunities.

an orientation to the professional responsibilities of teachers.
2

10

4
;f

COMMENTS:
B.

4

feedback on the success of my instructional efforts

COMMENTS:

7.

4

8

Not enough feedback & encouragement by some teachers.

4

6.

1

5

6

Never was requested to turn in a complete lesson plan - teachers
flexible; more or less I handled all of the planning.
3

S.

l

guidance with ; my planning and instructional attempts.

COMMENTS:

4.

Completely
Dissatisfied

When I asked for help it was given; other times one teacher wanted
me to find out for myself.
4

3.

Occasionally
Dissatisfied

Preferred teachers that didn't live in teacher's lounge.

I feel my college instructors provided me with:
1.

useful practical materials and theoretical concepts which I may
have needed.
4

2.

1

support when I needed it.
2

COMMENTS:

11
10

2

1

"When I did ill, I heard it ever, when I did well, I heard it never."
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3.

feedback in and out of class.

Highly
·Satisfied
1

9

4.

11

COMMENTS:

Occasionally
Dissatisfied

7

2

Completely
Dissatisfied

2

1

Wish there had been more time to talk to instructors.

Overall I would rate my experiences this semester
11

5

COMMENTS:

D.

So-So

constructive responses to the problems I presented.
4

C.

Satisfied

2

felt it was very worthwhile; I recommend this program be required
for all Junior Block; learned a lot of good classroom procedures

My overall feelings:

Mark the ones you have taken

toward 3280-3270:

1.

3
COMMENTS:

2.

6

5

1

more encouraging remarks would have helped - entirely too much work;
learned a lot, but exhausted.
Educational Foundations:

4

5

6

1

COMMENTS: a dumb course.
3. Science methods: 02 of the 14 hadn't taken)
1

1
E.M.H. methods

4.

4

COMMENTS:
5.

Learning Disabilities

COMMENTS:
6.

8
Need more activities; for remediation and sequencing-learned a lot.
Courses (either)

2

2

1

Did you use the University health insurance?
YES - 3

F.

1

2
dissatisfied with content; text good but hardly used - handout,
activities good; structure poor

6

E.

4

NO - 11

Nwnber of times.
Difficulty getting hospital paid.

Did you use library facilities outside of the public schools?
YES - 13

NO - 1
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G.

Did any assignments from courses you have had seem to have
unnecessary duplications?

YES - 4
H.

Duplicated in area of ·testing (LD-EMH)

NO - 7

Looking at the basic expenses of a student who would live off-campus at
Eastern in Charleston, has participating in this program cost you more or less'.
SAME - 6
LESS - 1
Getting out to the schools; transportation and food more, but the
experience is invaluable.

MORE - 6

1.

My assignment was in:

(Check more than one & indicate Reg. Classroom,,LD,EMH)

12- A classroom in which one teacher assumed primary responsibility for
most of the instruction.
4- A classroom in which two or more teachers shared instruction as a team.
8- Classroom in which several teachers teach separate portions of curriculum
11- Classroom where individually prescribed instruction is the major focus.

6- Some other pattern(specify)

2.

I observed the teaching (within integrated units or as separate subjects of:)
Social Studies

9

Spelling

14
13

Science

4

Handwriting

11

Mathematics

Reading

3.

ED (full time aide), IGE, LD & ED

14

Written Composition

3

Music

9

Oral Language

9

Art

8

Creative Writing

5

Physical Education

5

Gramnar (formal)

·s

Health & Safety

4

Grammar (informal)

4

Other language arts

9

9

I had OEEortunities to teach:
Reading

14

Art:

Language Arts

Spelling

Creative Writing

13
11

Soc 1,1 Studies

14

Mathematics

6

Handwriting

Music

Physical Education

13
2
12
12
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I had opportunities to plan & teach units involving:
Reading

8

Art

2

Language arts

7

Spelling

1

Physical Education

1

Mathematics

4

Social Studies
Music

Hy longest unit covered

14

1

(7-285)
days
---------

of instructional time.

I had total responsibility for a small group for

(0-77)
days.
---------

I had total responsibility for teaching the entire class for

(0-77)

days.

My supervising teacher:

generally remained in the room
generally did not remain in room

13 ·
2

generally observed me
generally did not observe

11
1
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POST STUDENT TEACHlilG EVALUATION

Off-Campus Center, Decatur:

1.

1976-1977

How do you feel about your total professional experiences at this time?
Fantastic

................................................... Unsure

s
s

~

4

3\

1

s

1

2

3

1

COMMENTS:

"I was pleased with the fact that I was able to work in four different schools.
I feel that his gave me a much broader view of educational systems - I was
exposed to a variety and number of inte~esting ideas, techniques, professional
people, etc. It was a valuable experience."
"Very good about my chances at a job; my experiences most importantly."

"I feel that I worked according to the teacher's expectations, which were varied
during the course of the year. I'm glad to have had the variety that I experienced. I think that it has helped make me more open and flexible."
"This program has given me a variety of experiences.
take on my own classroom."

Now I feel confident to

"l feel that I have been lucky to have participated in diverse teaching experiences. I have learned from mistakes and successes, and Iim anxious to
continue growing through

my

professional experiences as a teacher."

"There are several areas in which I still feel deficient. For instance, I have
never attended a staffing. My special ed. cooperating teachers did not feel I
should attend them, although I felt that I should."
"I feel that the responsibility of an ac.tual job will answer the question
more fully."

"Working with the staff at Roach has been a very worth~ile and memory-filled
exr,erience for me."
"The classroom teachers I was under made this whole program totally worthwhile they were super-fantastic and wonderful, and I learned a rainbow full of new
ideas, experiences, and self improvement."

2.

Was communicating with your supervising teacher ever a problem during
the first semester due to time restraints?
YES - 2

NO - 10

If YES, explain.
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COMMENTS:
"SometiJT!eS I wish there were more opportunities to talk."
"Not enough time at first, but it got so there was more time with the next
two (5 wks. teachers). It depends on the personality of the teacher."
"Teachers had meetings to attend and some left school early and sometimes
there was little chance to really talk."

3.

Should anything be added or deleted from the courses we offered?

COMMENTS:
"No."
"Courses are useful - maybe more very up-to-date material in education."
"Seemed appropriate."

1 felt that some of the written assignments were unnecessary - more observation
in different classrooms ·would have been more beneficial to me."

11

"l think the courses offered should be all independent study and participation
should take place the whole day."

"l don't think so."
"I would like to see a class added that would give students opportunity to
produce material for classroom use, such as games, posters, picture files, etc."
"Not really."
"More time should be spent on Social Studies."
"Not added, there isn't enough time to get it all done."
"Some course work - this plus the classroom load was a ,{bit much at times."
"Possibly Science Methods. However, I feel that a student should carry no more
than 12 hours, for too much time is taken that could be utilized for planning
as well as studying."

4.

What, if any, considerations should be made when planning student teaching?
(Changes in assignments, length of experiences, etc.)

COMMENTS:
"Avoid overlapping if at all possible. 11
"Just better planning with supervising teacher when, how, for how long - would
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cause less anticipation for student and teacher."
"Six weeks seemed too short to really get involved, but the nine weeks seemed OK."
"Teacher expectations of a student teacher are very important."
"The amount of time that the student teacher has total responsibility for the
room should be planned in advance of actual student teaching. Specific calendar
dates should be made."
"I am happy with the process as it now stands.
and I got them."

I was asked my preferences,

"Less written assignments or the length of the written assignments."
"Letting the supervising teacher know a little more and having her feel at ease
to ask for conferences with the student teacher."
"None I can add."
"Mine was fantastic and I 1 d be greedy if I asked for any more."

5.

Do you have any suggestions for the student teaching semester?

COMMENTS:
"Improved seminars - more sharing of ideas, techniques, etc., give ideas to take
back and use in the classroom, more literature. Did have some good speakers."
"If possible give student teachers location of various social aspects, places,

etc.

Things that they could get involved in in the conununity."

"It would be better if more visits were made by the coordinator. Supervising
teacher thought that coordinator did not show enough personal concern of how
student was doing."
"None."
11

No."
,

"A student teacher should have many experiences.

Freedom to observe and work
until all teachers in a school should be provided."

"More contact with E.I.U.

More pertinent seminars."

"No."
"If you make it through pre-student teaching, the final seminar is a breeze!"

"Mine was fantastic and l' d be greedy if I asked for any more."
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6. Looking at the basic expenses of a student who would live off-campus at
Eastern in Charleston, has participating in this program cost you any more
or less? Do not include investment in teaching materials or entertainment.
Explain if you wish.

COMMENTS:
"It might cost more depending on the location of the program - but on the whole
it's probably about the same."
"l would say no more than off-campus at Charleston, maybe less."

"A little more expensive - rent is more and often transportation costs more."
"The cost has been about the same."
"The first semester cost about the same. Second semester didn't cost me
anything due to marriage. Ha! I think cost as a whole was the same."
"No."
11

Not any more costly than a student living off-campus in Charleston."

"Cost more. Rent was twice what I paid in Charleston. Needed a car here,
didn't need one in Charleston. Phone bills were higher - my friends I needed
for support were in Charleston."
"l don't know - can't compare."
"Less."
"Less."
"It cost me about the same."

7. Was there anything you wanted to do this year that you weren't able to
pursue or that disappointed you?
COMMENTS:
"l did have an overlap with another student teacher and in the specific
placement we were in it was not too good of a situation."
"Handling a personal problem - namely roommates; being assertive but firm
when a problem arises or persists."
"Only the short length of 6 week assignment & perhaps more could be done about
keeping the student teachers more informed about compus activities & deadlines."
"No."
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"Nothing."
"No."
"I would have liked an opportunity to work with some high ability children
and compare them to children that one considered below average."

"I wasn't given total responsibility for my Ed class except for a few hours
at a time."
"Because of the time factor and situations there were a few things I didn't
get to do."
"Yes, there were things I would like to try.
tunities in my own classroom."

Hopefully, I•ll have more oppor-

1 think it would've been fun to have science methods and send balloons up as
in previous years."

11

8.

Should this program be required of all special education students?

COMMENTS:

1 really don't think this program should be required. I realize students
would come out of it better prepared to teach on the whole ·but I would be
concerned that there would be students who couldn't manage student teaching,
going to classes and living off- campus. Working in the classroom is a big
adjustment in itself. I just feel it would be best to give students an alternative. I think this program if required might turn off a lot of potential
teachers on Eastern candidates."
11

"Yes, I feel this program would be very important for experience and could be
required. The students really need to be prepared and knowledgeable of what
will be expected of them. The experience is invaluable yet I feel there are a
number of students who could not handle it, especially the work loads for
15 or 16 hours plus daily planning."
,i

"No, I do not feel the program should be required. I feel it should be up to
each individual whether they want this program or not and if it fits their needs.•
"I don't think this should be a requirement. Location, transportation, and money
could present problems for many students. The program is a good alternative
for those who want the extra experience and could leave campus to participate."
"This off-campus program should be a requirement, but the 5-week segments
should be arranged so that we would have classroom time in the afternoon also.
This year at Roach, we saw (participated) in the same morning schedule without
ever seeing how the afternoon classes went."
"l do not believe it would be good as a requirement.

People like options."
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"If it is at all possible I would say ~ · I know that I would feel quite
different about my qualifications for t e aching if I hadn't been a junior block
participant in the off-campus program. The amount of time spent in the classroom in the off-campus program seems so beneficial."

"l think a requirement in El Ed/Spec Ed of such an off-campus program or
5 year program is a great idea. The more experience the better, plus many
other states already require this."
"l think that this type of program should be required to all students in the
teaching profession. I'm confident that I know more due to experiences in
classrooms, staffings, etc. than a student that goes from the college campus
in the fall right out to student teaching in the spring."
"If participation in an off-campus program were required, I feel that most
people would benefit just from the additional experience gained. However,
social life does suffer which would be an important consideration for some
people. I feel the participation helped me see myself as a professional
earlier than I might of otherwise."

"Since there is more competition involved in job hunting today, the extra
experience is very beneficial. But making this a required course could be
very difficult for some students, financially and otherwise."
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APPENDIX G

1977 • 1978 BUDGET
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~

1977 - 1978 school budget was prepared by the Instructional

,rovement Commit-tee .
plan the budget.
Lt leaders.

The unit leaders and the principal met together

Input was received f r om faculty members through the

With this information, last year's budget, and this year's

Lottment, the new budget was formulated .
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1977-78 Budget
EDUCATION FUND

Elementary School Allocation

School

Roach

School Code

056
-------

INSTRUCTION

115-1110-32330-00-0-xx-OO

Cont Repair+ Tune-Musical Instr

115-1110-32390-00-0-xx-OO

Cont Repair-Instruct Equip

115-1110-41000-00-0-xx-OO

Classroom Supplies

115-1110-41030-00-0-xx-OO

Supplies-Repair Musical Instr

115-1110-41040-00-0-xx-OO

Supplies-Repair Furniture

115-1110-41090-00-0-xx-OO

Supplies-Repair Instruct Equip

115-1110-44000-00-0-xx-QO

Classroom Periodicals

115-1110-49500-00-0-xx-OO

Professional Books

115-1110-54100-00-0-xx-OO

Capital Equipment-Classroom

$100.00
4625.00

50.00

SUPPORTING SERVICES
Educational Media Services
100.00

115-2220-41000-00-0-xx-OO

Library Supplies

115-2220-43000-00-0-xx-OO

Library Books

115-2220-44000-00-0-xx-OO

Library Periodicals

115-2220-54100-00-0-xx-OO

Capital Equipment-Library

115-2223-32500-00-0-xx-OO

Film Rental

115-2223-41000-00-0-xx-OO

AVA Mat - Supplies-Classroom

115-2223-41100-00-0-xx-OO

AVA Equipment under $100

115-2223-41200-00-0-xx-OO

AVA Mat - Supplies-Library

115-2223-49100-00-0-xx-OO

Supplies-Electronic Repairs

115-2223-54100-00-0-xx-OO

Capital Equipment-AVA

150.00

115-2224-39000-00-0-xx-OO

Instructional TV

200.00

1900.00
136.00

1900.00
100.00
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l977-78 Budget - Elementary (cont.)

>chool Administration

115-2410-32310-00-0-xx-OO

Cont Repair-Office Equip

$ 200.00

115-2410-32530-00-0-xx-OO
115-2410-41000-00-0-xx-OO

Rental-Copy Machines
Supplies-Principal's Office

250.00

115-2410-54100-00-0-xx-OO

Capital Equipment-Principal•s Office

160.00

115-2210-31200-00-0-xx-OO

In-Service Consultants

100.00

115-2540-13600-00-0-xx-OO
115-2900-39100-00-0-xx-OO

Salary-Custdn 0/T School Activity

115-1110-41999-00-0-xx-OO

Sale of Classroom Supplies

)ther

Laundry
(

_____

TOTAL EXPENDITURES$~gJl.OO

)
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APPENDIX H
ORIGINAL INDIVIDUALIZATION PLAN
AND

SUBMITTED PROPOSAL

120

n

original plan for individualization was written as a project for

ducational Administration 5600 from Eastern Illinois University.
his plan to proposal was submitted to the district administration.
f these plans are included in this appendix.

From
Both
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An Alternative Plan
for Individualization

d

by

Connie Newtson
Ruth Bickers

Ed A 5600
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INDIVIDUALIZING EDUCATION
I.

Goal:

To study the effects of an alternative educational system to that

of the existing self contained classrooms.
group children in flexible skill groupings.
regrouped and reevaluated.

The alternative system will
Children are to be continually

Evaluation will be made of factors such as

students' self concept, peer status, behavioral adjustments, academic
achievement, attitude toward school, and regularity of attendance.

II.

Purpose:

To provide a complete educational program in the elementary

school which will include special services to meet the learning needs
of children in the building.

III.

General Objectives
A.

Children will acquire feelings of adequacy and self-worth through
opportunities for a variety of genuine successful experiences, and
a growing capacity for self-discipline and self-direction.

B.

Children will develop a positive attitude and an understanding and
respect of the uniqueness of others.

C.

Each child will receive early and continuous evaluation of his
~

developmental progression in the learning program.
D.

An environment will be provided which will foster a positive
approach to learning.

E.

Children will be provided with continuity in their learning
experience.

F.

In order to challenge and to stimulate productive development,
each student's areas of strength will be identified.
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G.

Every child will be provided with a more individualized learning
experience.

H.

Teachers will be provided with resources such as techniques in
behavioral management and special services of resource people (see
staff and consultants under #IV).

I.

Teachers will be provided with appropriate in-service education to
accomplish the goals stated.

J.

Teachers will be provided with material resources.

K.

Administrative and staff members will develop attitudes which will
foster positive self-concepts among staff and administrative personnel.

CV.

Staff

A.

B.

C.

Primary Level
1.

Preferably one room per grade level (K-3) (Total - 4).

2.

Special Education, preferably PPAH, PAR, and PEMH.

3.

Title I

Intermediate Level
1.

Preferable one room per grade level (4-6) (Total - 3).

2.

Special Education, preferably IEMH, IAH, and LD.

Both Levels
1.

Social Worker

2.

Speech correctionist

3.

Materials consultant

4.

Aides:

S.

Student teachers

6.

Area Vocational Center students

7.

Community College students

8.

EIU Junior Block students (2nd semester)

2 teacher aides and 2 clerical aides
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.'
D.

V.

VI.

Consultants
1.

Special Education coordinators (EMH, AH, LD(.

2.

Psychologists

3.

EIU student teacher coordinator

4.

EIU junior block coordinator

Student Evaluation
A.

Pretest (teacher-made diagnostic)

B.

Self testing as child progresses

C.

Post-test (teacher made)

D.

Staff evaluation

Program Evaluation
A.

Measured by amount of achievement as measured by standardized group
achievement tests annually administered by the district.

B.

Measured by the number of children under stress.

c.

Measured by parent cormnents.

D. Measured by the number attending parent meetings and conferences.
E.

Measured by the number of children rated as extreme on a behavioral
continuum, e.g., · withdrawn/aggressive~ lathargic/hyperactive

F.

Measured by the educational climate which should be enjoyable and
positive.

VII.

Curriculum Materials
A.

Reading
1.

Retain Lippincott as basal series in primary pads.

2.

Retain Ginn as basal series in intermediate pods.

3.

Wisconsin Design for Reading for all four pods.

The design is a

classroom management system that can be used with any reading
series.

It is a system that offers flexible grouping across age

levels for reading i~struction.
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B.

Mathematics
1.

Developing Mathematical Processes:

Mathematics are presented on

a continuum, kindergarten through level 3.
in late August which we could use.

Level 4 will be out

Levels 5 and 6 are still in

the planning stages.
2.

Developing Mathematical Processes lets a child progress on an
individual basis according to his need.

The program stresses

manipulatives to help the child understand the mathematical process.
VIII.

In-service
A.

Two week workshop
1.

First 3 days all pods will be together - with consultant help for
at least 2. days.

There may be consultant help from Rand McNally

for part of the time.
2.

Each pod will schedule 7 more days before the beginning of the

1974-1975 school year at a time most convenient for members.
3.

Each pod will report to the principal attendance records of
each member and a surrrnary of activities.

4.

Board credit will be given for 60 hours of participation in
the workshop.
&
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INDIVIDUALIZING EDUCATION
Goal:

To study the effects of an alternative educational system to that

of the existing self contained classrooms.

The alternative system will

group children in flexible skill groupings.
regrouped and reevaluated.

Children are to be continually

Evaluation will be made of factors such as

students' self c,o ncept, peer status, behavioral adjustments, academic
achievement, attitude toward school, and regularity of attendance.
Purpose:

To provide a complete educational program in the elementary

school which will include special services to meet the learning needs
of children in the building.
I.

General Objectives .
A.

Children will acquire feelings of adequacy and self-worth through
opportunities for a variety of genuine successful experiences, and
a growing capacity for self-discipline and self-direction.

B.

Children will develop a positive attitude and an understanding and
respect of the uniqueness of others.

C.

Each child will receive early and .continuous evaluation of his
developmental progression in the learning program.

D.

An environment will be provided which

will foster a positive

approach to learning.
E.

Children will be provided with continuity in their learning experience.

F.

In order to challenge and to stimulate productive development, each
student's areas of strength will be identified.

G.

Every child will be provided with a more individualized learning
experience.

' H.

Teachers will be provided with resources such as techniques in
behavioral management and special services of resource people (see
staff and consultants under #IV).
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I.

Teachers will be provided with appropriate in-service education
to accomplish the goals stated.

J.

Teachers will be provided with material resources.

K.

Administrative and staff members will develop attitudes which will
foster positive self-concepts among staff and administrative personnel.

IV.

Staff
A.

B.

C.

D.

Primary Level
1.

Preferably one room per grade level (K-3)

(Total - 4).

2.

Special Education, preferably PPAH, PAH, and PEMH.

3.

Title I

Intermediate Level
1.

Preferably. one room per grade level (4-6)

(Total - 3). ·

2.

Special Education, preferably IEMH, IAH, and LD.

Both Levels

1.

Social Worker

2.

Speech correctionist

3.

Materials consultant

4.

Aides:

5.

Student teachers

6.

Area Vocational Center students

7.

Corrununity College students

8.

EIU Junior Block students (2nd semester)

2 teacher aides and 2 clerical aides

Consultants
1.

Special Education coordinators (EMH, AH, LD).

2.

Psychologists

3.

EIU student teacher coordinator

4.

EIU junior block coordinator
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V.

VI .

Student Evaluation
A.

Pretest (teacher-made diagnostic)

B.

Self testing as child progresses

C.

Post-test ' (teacher made)

D.

Staff evaluation

Program Evaluation
A.

Measured by amount of achievement as measured by standardized group
achievement tests annually administered by the district.

B.

Measured by the number of children under stress.

C.

Measured by parent corranents.

D.

Measured by the number attending parent meetings and conferences.

E.

Measured by the number of children rated as extreme on a behavioral
continuum, e.g., withdrawn/aggressive, leghargic/hyperactive.

F.

Measured by the educational climate which s hould be enjoyable and
positive.

/II.

Curriculum Materials
A.

Reading
1.

Retain Lippincott as basal series in primary pods.

2.

Retain Ginn as basal series in intermediate pods.

3.

Wisconsin Design for Reading for all four pods.

The design is

a classroom management system that can be used with any reading

series.

It is a system that offers flexible grouping across age

levels for reading instruction.
B. Mathematics
1.

Developing Mathematical Processes:

Mathematics are presented

on a continuum, kindergarten through level 3.
out in late August which we could use.
in the planning stages.

Level 4 will be

Levels 5 and 6 are still
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2.

Developing Mathematical Processes lets a child progress on an
individual basis according to his need.

The program stresses

manipulatives to help the child understand the mathematical
process.

rnr. , In-service ·
A.

Two week workshop
1.

First 3 days all pods will be together - with consultant help
for at least 2 days.

There may be consultant help from Rand

McNally for part of the time.
2.

Each pod will schedule 7 more days before the beginning of the
1974-1975 school year at a time most convenient for members.

3.

Each pod w~ll report to the principat attendance records of
each member and a surranary of activities.

4.

Board credit will be given for 60 hours of participation in

the workshop.
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APPENDIX
Materials Cost
Reading - Per pupil cost for implementing the Wisconsin Design for
Reading Skill Development runs between $1.25 and $1.50 the first year
the program ~s implemented and drops to between 25 cents and one dollar
per pupil in succeeding years.
Total cost at the most is $750.00
Mathematics

Developing Mathematical Processes

PRIMARY

198.00

Kindergarten - Complete Kit
plus 1 extra student kit

45.00

(for 32 students)

$243.00

$243.00

340.00

Level I - Complete . Kit
plus 2 extra student kits
(for 32 students)

132.00

X

2 =

578.00

X

2 =

276.40

X

2 =

944.00

*

1156.00

*

552.80
$2895.80

*

386.00

Level I I - Complete Kit
plus 1 extra student

192.00

220.00

Level III - Complete Kit

24.00

plus 4 pkg student workbooks

"
"

· 472.00

8.40

4 pdg student test books

,-t

24.00

4 pkg student textbooks

INTERMEDIATE - Level 4
Developing Mathematical Processes

230.00

Other Materials

270.00
Total Cost for the Math Program

The total cost for each kit has been multiplied by 2 so that
there will be enough kits to cover all the primary pods.

=

500.00
$3395.00
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APPENDIX - 2
Staff Cost
We request 2 teachers' aides for each intermediate pod as the classes
will average over 30 per room.
We request 2 clerical aides for the entire building as we will be using
a tremendous· amount of duplicated materials. Also, a lot of individual
record keeping will be necessary.
After the first year, we may not need as much clerical help and may
be able to get by with only one aide.
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APPENDIX I
FIRST YEAR EVALUATION

AN
EDUCATIONAL PROGRA.M
FOR ALL
at
ROACH SCHOOL

I GE
•

•

Individually
Guided
• Education

ROACH SCHOOL

1932 E. WIiiiam
Decatur, Illinois 62521
Phone: 217/424-3200

AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR ALL
AT ROACH SCHOOL

Individually
I.G.E.

Ouided
Education

Information and evaluation of the innovative program
at Roaoh School.

Compiled by:

The Instructional Improvement Committee and
members of Roach School staff.
1932 E. William Street
Decatur, Illinois 62521
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Preraco
.e Roach School staff' felt a n.ed to establish an alternative eduoational
to that of the traditional e:rlatiDg self-contained classrooms. It ws
. to provide a complete educational program in the elementary school which
.nclude special services and for children to acquire feelings of adequacy
.f-worth through opportunities in a variety of genuine successf'ul experiences
growing oapaoity fo,r self-discipline and self-direction. It ws also wanted
1decontimlau.aevaluation, positive approaches to learning, continuity in the
1g experiences, and opportunities for children to see the uniqueness of in-

u.s.

; was felt that teahcers should be provided vith resources in behavioral
1ent, and the services of re.source people.
l examining various alternative systems for meeting these individual needs
lividually Ou.ided &iucation (I.G.E.) program was chosen as a model.

1e basic task of this evaluation is to describe the project and the activities

to the goals and objectives and the effect on the educational program as a
This report will include data and findings received from parent interviews,
r questionnaires, student interviews, and questionnaires received from a
9d number of Eastern Illinois University student participants. These findings
lido and asaist in improving th• future of our innovative program.
1g

he following pages contain a summarization which will desoribe th• history of

ogram, describe and evaluate the current program, and relate implications for
and improvement in future programs.

"VJE ARE "

OrigiD&l Innovative Proposal
Individualizing F.ducation
I.

Goal&
To etudy the effects ot an alternative educatioaal a;yate:m to that of the
•xi.sting self contained classrooms. The alternative system w1ll group children
in flexible skill groupings. Children are to be contim1ally regrouped and reevaluated. Evaluation will be made of factors such as student.' aelf conoept,
peer status, behavioral adjuatmenta, academic achievement, attitide toward achool,
and regularity of attendance .

II.

Purpose&
To provide complete educational program in the elemeatl.17' achool 1Jbich w1ll
include special servicea to meet the learning needs of children in the building.

III.

General Objectives:

A.

Children will acquire feelings of adequacy and eelf-worth through opportuniti••
for a variety of gearl.ne successful experiences, and a gl'OwiDg capacit1 tor
aelf~scipline and self-direction.

B. Children w1ll develop

a positive attitude and an underst&Dding and respect
of the uniqueneae of others.

C.

Each child will receive early and continous evaluation of hia developmental
progression in the learniJlg program,

D.

An enviroDl!lent will be provided 1Jbich will foster a positive approach to
l et.ming.

E.

Children will be provided with contimrl.ty i .n their learniJlg experience.

r. In order to challenge and to etimul.ate productive development, each atudent'a
areas of strength will be identified.

G. Every child 'Will be provided with

a

more individualized learniag e:q,erienoe.

H.

Teachers 'Will be provided with reaouroes such as techniquea in behavioral
lll&D&gement and special services of resource people (see etatt and conaultant,
under # IV).

I.

Teachers will be provided with appropriate in-service education to accomplish
the goals stated.

J.

Teachers will be provided with material resources.

K. Administrative and staff members w1ll develop attitudea vhich will foater
positive self-concepts among staff and administrative personnel.
IV,

Staff
A.

Prim.ary Level

i.

Preferably one room per grade level (K-3).

2.

Special F.ducation, preferably PPAH, PAH, and PEMH,

3. Title I

1

(Total - 4).

B.

c.

Intermediate Level

1.

Preferable one room per grade level (4-6) (Total - J).

2.

Special Education, preferably

mm,

IAH, and LD.

Both Lffals
1.

Social Worker

2.

Speech correctionist

J. Materials consultant
4. Aides: 2 teacher aides and 2 clerical aides
5. Student teachera
6. Area Vocational -Center students
7.

ColllllD.Ulity Collage atudents

8.

EIU Junior Block atudanta (2nd semeater)

D. Consultants

V.

VI .

1.

Special F.ducation coordinatora ( EMH, AH, LD).

2.

Psychologists

J.

EIU student teacher coordinator

4.

EIU Junior Block coordinator

Student Evaluation
A.

Pretest (teacher-&ade diagnostic)

B.

Self testing as child progresaes

C.

Post-test (teacher made)

D.

Staff evaluation

Program Evaluation
A.

Meaqured by amount of achievement as meairured by stalldardized group
achievement test am:xually administered by the district.

B.

Measured by the number of children under strus.

c.

Measured by parent comments.

D.

Measured by the number attending parent meetings and conferencea.

E.

Measured by the number of children rated as extreme on a behavioral contimlum,
e.g., \lithdraw/aggressive, lethargic/hyperactive.

F.

Measured by the educational climate which should be enjoyable and positive.
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VII.

Curriculum Materiala
A..

B.

VIII.

Reading
l.

Retain Lippinaott as baaal aeriea in primary pods.

2,

Retain Ginn as baaal aeriea in intermediate poda,

.3,

Wisconsin Design for Reading for all four pods. Th• deaign is a
olaaaroom management a111tem that oan be used with &ZIT Nading seriH,
It is a system that offers ile.xtble grouping across age levela for
reading instruction.
·

Mathematics
l.

Developing Mathematical Processeas Mathematics are preaented on a
contimmm, kindergarten through level .3, Level 4 will be out in late
!uguat which we could use. Levels 5 and 6 are a till in the pl1nn1 ng
stages.

2,

Developing Mathematical Processes leta a child progreaa on an individual
basis according to his DHd, Th• program streasea manipulatives to help
the child u.ode.r atand the mathematical process.

In-Service

A,

T\olO week workshop
l.

First .3 days all poda will be together with consultant help for at lust
2 days, There ma:, be consul tot help from Rand McN&lly tor part ot th•
ti.me.

2,

Each pod will aohedule 7 more daya before the beg:1Dn1Dg of the acbool
year at a time moat convenient for member, •

.3 ,

Each pod will report to the principal attendance records el each maber
and a 81.lllllllUY of aotirlties.

4. Board credit

will be given for f:i> hours or participation

in th• wrklbop,

Appendix - 1
Stai'f Coats

We request 2 teachers aidea for each intermediate pod aa the olaaaea will average
over .30 per room.
We requeat 2 clerical aides for the entire building aa 'W9 will be us.i ng a truwndoua
amount of duplicated materials. Also a lot of individual record keeping will be neceaa&17,

After the firat year, we may not need as much clerical help and ma;r be able to get
by with only one aide.
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Appemix - 2

Material11 Coat

I.

Readinga

Per pupil ooat for 1.mpl•~nting the W111oonain Deaign for :Readi.Jlg Slcill
Development runs bet..,.en '1.25 and '1.50 the !ir11t year th• program 1a implemented and drops to bet..,.•n 25 centa am one dollar per pupil 1n suooHdiDg
year11.
Total coat at th• moat 111 t750.00.

II.

Mathematica - Developing Mathematical Prooe1111ea

Pr3 111u:x1
liDderga.rten - Complete lit
plu11 l extra k1t
(for 32 11tudenta)

198.00

Level I - Complete Kit
plus 2 extra 11tudent kit11
(tor 32 student11)

340.00

45.00

~

Level II - Complete Kit
plus l extra 11tudent

386.00

Level III - Complete lit
plu11 4 pkg atudent workbook•
4 pka 11tudent teat book11
4 pkg student textbook

220.00
24.00
8.40

m..QQ.

~

t243,00

t243.oo

472.00

X

2 c 944.00*

578.00

X

2

Z"/6.40

X

2 : ~·
$2895,80

=1156.00*

Intermediate
Level 4 - Developing Mathematical Proce1111ea
Other material11
Total coat for Math Program
*The total coat tor each kit baa been mu.1i1plied by 2
110 that there will be enough k.1t11 to oover all th•
primary pods.
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230.00
ZZ.Q.J2!2

socr,oo
t3395.00

!Aaderahip TraiJling
On May 2, 1974, two teacher, atteJlded th• Il..liaoi1 IQE !Aaderahip CoUDOil held
1B Cbampaign, llllnoia.

Dr. Wayne Benaon, Director o! MlJS-S (ltllti-Unit School..S.Collli&17), Vi1couin MD
Center, 1poke on plalll to initiate Icm into aecoDda.?7 1ohoola. In reviewing th• elemant&17
model, he gave th• defi».ition o! ICE aa followaa
"IGE ia de!ined as a 1:,.Ma !or formulating and carrying out instruotional
programa for individual studenta in which planned variatio•• are made ina
l.
2.
3.

what each atudent learaa
how rapidl7 he learna, and
how he goH about learning."

Dr. Benao11 llated and diaouued th• UDa oompognta of Icm: ua
l.

••2.

! vell~efined organization !or 1D1truotio11 alld a related admin11trativ• organiaation
at the bllilding and central office levels. (The llil.tiunit Element&17 School)

A ay1tem of 1natruct1onal programming.

material•

3,

'Ppropriate ourrioulum

4.

! dHign for mtllJll'tMPt ud

5.

A home-school

and inatruotieaal

progt4ur11 .

ualua.tiop.

c9ppupicat19p program.

6. Facilitative •ILJkowat••

Number 2(**) 11 the key component and ia composed o! two oonceptaa
l.

cluatering of a group of teachers with a group of 1tudent1 for in1tructional
purpose1.

2.oonti.Duoua progreaa utilizing th•

inatruotioQll, progr•ppjpg model.

Th• Iutructional Programming Model 1a IGE inoludeaa
l.
2.

Stati.ag the educational objectives to be attained.
A1se1sing th• level o! achievement.
J. Setting apecific ilultruotional objeotivea.
4. :PJenn1ng and implementing an instructional program.
5. Reaaaeasing studenta.
6. Implementing th• next sequence 1D the program.

Both teachers felt that they had been thoroughly acquainted with "lClE" and felt
obligated to relate this information to the Roach staff.
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Faculty Visitation at Champaign
In the Spring of 1974 the entire faculty of Roach School visited the Carrie Busey
School in Champaign. The day began ldth an introduction to the I.G.E. program by the
principal, Mrs. Marion Robinson. After her thorough discussion of the program and a
question period, the Roach Staff toured the school aDd visited rooms vh•re the. D.M.P.
Math Program was in session. Of particular interest in ,this program vas the mainstreaming of the entire school, which was planned aDd executed for the 1974,-1975 school
year by the Roach Staff.

IN-SERVICE ·
Summer Workshop
At the qlos• of the 1973-74 school year most of the teacher, at Roaoh att~nded a
thrH da;r workshop dealing v.1th D.M.P •• Dr. Gardener, from the Univeraity of Il.llnob,
conduct•d this workshop. Within th•se three days the teachers were introduoed to the
un1t method of management, including brainatorming, by th• use of filmstrips aDd films.
The7 were also exposed to the D.M.P. method of investigatiou by first hand uae of man,.
ipulativ•s and a brief exploration by unit of the teachers• mamials for th• pri.mar7 program. On the final day of the wrkshop, they were allowed to look at some of th• math
games pr•pared by Dr. Gardener's former pupils alld used by these pupila in elementary
classroom aituations. Some time was also spent at Riverside Resource Center e,r.aminillg
avai.l able materials which would ben•fit th• new program.
Later during the summer each unit spent at leaat thirty hours planning the prosram
to be implemented in the fall. R.oord keeping methods, pre-tests, aDd obj•otivea were
disouased and all possible preparatory measures were completed. Doubt aDd conceru wer•
factors which were expressed and felt as the 2 primary units contimied to study the
D.M.P. manuals to be used next year. The two upp•r units were faced with devising their
own math program. It would be used for interaediate studenta because commercial materials
were not available. The greatest poasible benefit for each pupil in the unit needed to
be guaranteed.
It was recognized at that time (Summer, 1974) the program would need revision after
the first year but optimistically it -was hoped that the beginnings would not be detrimental
to any pupil, weak or strong.
Conaultant S.rvicoH

Dr. Booker Chrdner was the consultant at the math wrkahop at Roaoh School in June,
1974. During that time he was an Assistant ProteHor of Elementa.I7 and Early Childhood
Education at the University of Illinois, coordinator of Clinical and Laboratory experiences,
and the University of Illinois representative to P.A.C.T. Presently, Dr. Gardner is an IGE
consultant at the Research and Devolopment Center at the University of :Wisconsin in Madison.
He received his B. Education degree trom th• Chicago Teachers College, M.A. from Roosevelt
University, and Ph.D. from Southern Illinois University. He is a member of AACTE, ATE 1 IATE,
and AIGE. Dr. Gardner was very dynamic and made the workshop enterto.i.n ing as well as
profitable.
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The atai't at Roaoh Sohool became iDteNated 1D uai.Dg t.andng 0.zitera aa a ud1um tor
individualization. Thia would live obildr•n the opportwdt7 to be reapoll81ble tor Hlfdireotion, sel!~tivaUon, and sel!-paoed iDatructioa. The Lea.rai.Dg Center project wu
iDitiated 1D 1973 under the IJ.llzlois State Plan for O!tted Cbildren.
I.

Biatorx 9!

~

Program,

The LearniDg Center Project w.s iDitiated laat year under th• D.llnoia State Pla
for Gifted Children. A Lab wheN teacher• oould plan and male• materials for Learning
Centers which were available to all th• students 1D the room,
II.

Id,ntlfication 9!

~

Cbildrfni

&t Roach School gifted childreD are iDdeatitied aa those 1D the upper 10% ot the
aohool populatioll who are gii'ted 1D cognitive akilla, psyohomotor akill•, and oreatln
aldlls (art and IIDlaio). They will be illdentitied on the basis of I.Q. acorH, achievemezit
performances, and teacher judgement. The teata to be uaed to identify tlw gifted ohildr.a
are,

SRA A.ohiew,ment Teat
Otia...I.ennozi Mental Ab1lit7 Teat
AAPHER P~aical Fitneaa Teat
Teac~er judgement
III.

IytructionaJ. Programs

~

™

9b1Jdrui

Our ultimate goal is tor each gi!ted cbild to be able to self"1)ace hia 1Jl8tructiozi
1D one or more areas. At the end of the third ;rear each gifted child will han been
reaponaible for planning, :1lllplementing, and evaluating at leut one project of hia ow.
During this third year all teacher, and oonsul.tants vill be available aa reaource
persona 'Whom the child ma-r consult. When thia objective baa been reac~, it 1• expected that the program will be adapted ao all cbildren 1D the achool vill. be able to
participate to the limit of their abilities.
Our aecond year objective ia to allow th• gi!ted cbildren to ut1lize the tac111t1ea
of the Materials Center with the guidance ot the teacher• and the conaul.tanta, tlma
allowing the children to move beyond the conti.n.ea of the Cluaroom LN.rn1ng Cutera.
By the end ot the year all gifted children ahould be Nady to move Oil to denlopi.ng
projects of their own.

The tirat 79ar objective waa to acquaint the cbildren with the I..ean1ac Cuter
ooncept and get them started uai.ng Learni.q 0Htera, An evaluatioa 8U1"N7 b7 the
teachers 1nd1cates that thia waa wccesatul. Each room had HTeral 0.ntera which wr•
uaed frequently by the obildren. By the end ot the third ,..ar, the gifted progr11111
will be incorporated iDto the Ngular curriculum through the joiDt eti'orta or th•
Materi.al.s Center Consultant and the teacher.
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IV.

Program Activit1.,,
The Materials Center v.lll provide a m1n1mum ot three intere1t center• at a time v.lth
the poaaibility of more at certain periods. The Materi&le Center CoJUNltant &Ild the
teachers v.lll \olOrk together to plan the centers and how they v.l1l be uaed. Th• centers
v.l1l be designed for those v.lth specific academic aptitude, creative thinking ability,
visual alld performing arts ability, and paychomotor ability. These oeatera v.lll be
, changed at intervals to be determined later, but no11e should last more than one month.
It is e:xpected that gifted children v.l1l be assigned to use these centers at specific
~imes and then the cente:·a v.lll be available for use by anyone at other times,
Short-range objectives are that children v.lll learn how to use the equipment, how to
take care of the materials used, alld how to report on 'What they have done.

v. Evaluation 2L ~-~ Ob3ectinas
The Materials Center Consultant v.lll be responsible for evaluating how w.11 the
children learn bow to use equipment and care for materials by obaervi.Dc their actions
in the ceaters. The teachera and the consultant v.lll evaluate how well they learn to
report 'What they have done by checking the reports for completeneas alld content.

VI. Peraonnel,
Lorene K. Willa, Reimbursement Director
F.dwin D. Mellon, Principal

Marjorie Anderson, Teacher
Nikki Barker
"
Ruth Buckley
"
Pamela Buttz
"
Lucille Grabowski
"
Alice Harris
"
Pauline McEuen
"
Cornelia Newtson
"
Sue Pritchett
"
Ben Skaggs
n

Mu11Jn

Ward

-Ph.D.

-M.Fd.,Adv. Certificate
-B.S.

-M.Fd.
-B.S.
-B.S.

-M.Fd.
-B.S.

-M.A.
-M.A.
-B.s.
-B.S.

"

Barbara Darflinger
"
George Sobek
"
Cynthi.a Petty
n
Marian Woyna, Materials Center Consultant
Rick Adams, P.E.
Sally Frymire, Art
Sylvia 0 1 Connor, &sic
Elaine Smith, P.E.

-B.S.
-B.S.

-B.s.
-B.A.

-B.A.
-B.S.
-B.S.

-B.S.
-B.S.

VII. Program E>1aluationt
A.

Description of processes to evaluate the program.
l.

The Roach School staff under the guidance of the steering committee representative
and principal v.l1l be responsible for implementing the evaluation.

2.

Teacher and pupil judgements v.lll be used to measure the impact of the program
at Roach School.

3,

Once each year, during the month of May, data v.lll be collected fox· evaluation.
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D.M.P. CONFERENCE
A three day D. M. P. Conference was held in Madison, Wisconsin, during the summer
of 1974. Thia conference vas to acquaint people vi.th the math program in order to give
instruction to others oa its use. The con!erenoe was held in the WiscoD.Bin Research a.nd
Development Center at the University of Wisconsin. It was at the Rid) Center where D.M.P.
was developed.

The conference was cnDducted b7 Dr. Mary Montgomery, D.M.P. school coordinator, oth• r
staff from Rid) Center, and consultants of the Rand McNalley Compaey.
Tentative Agenda

DMP LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Wisooncin Research and Development Center
August 7~, 1974
Wedntpdy.

8sOO
8sJQ
8:45
9s00
9:JQ

August 7

Registration and Co!fee
Welcome and Introduction&
Role of DMP Coordinators a.nd Consultants
Background of DMP
DMP processes

10:00

Break

10t l5
ll:00

A LooY at DMP Processes Through Activity
DMP Materials

12t 00

Lunch

ltJO
1:45'

Overview of DMP Contout

2:JQ

Break

2:45
J:15
4:00
6:00

Geometric Content of Topics 1-40
Workshop

Ari~tio Content of Topics 1-40

Questions

Picnic Hosted by Rand MoNalley

Thuraday. August 8
8:00
8:JQ
9:JO

Coffee and Questions

Content of Upper Units
The Activity Approach

10:00

Break

10, 15
10,45

Activity Approach Discusai on

12s00

lunch

Asse ssment

Afternoon Sesaion for CoordDiators
1:.30

Inservice for Teachers

2t JO

Break

Afternoon Session fo~ Consultants

2t45

Bow to Begin in the Fall
Workshop
4sl5 Questiona
(ViewL~ of video tapes)

laJO

Expectations and R.spons1b111t1es

2s30

Break

2s45

WorkahopsPlanning a DMP Awareness
SeS1ion
4al~ Questions
(Viewing of video tapes)

3il5
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Friday. August 9
8t00
8&30

Coffee aDd Questions

Coordinators

s,30

Classroom m&D&geiYnt

10&00

Brrak

10,15
11,00
11:15

DMP in the Future
Evaluation of Conference
Additional Questions

~
a.umnary and

di•ou•slon of Thur•da.y

Workshop
10:00 Break

SPECIAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE
In early Spring 1974, Eastern Illinois University held an educational oonferenoe. Thia
conference dealt largely with the training and development of the student teacher. A good
cross-section of people was present. They were public school cla•1room teachers, college
instructors, supervisors, aDd student teachers. The main speaker preaented a video-tap•
of selected student teachers; pointing out strengths and weaknesaes of each, Each viaiting
participant was given a handout. Thia was valuable to us as a sup•rvi•or of atudent teachers.
The handout concerned Teaching Skills Sequence - Essential Delivery Skllla.
So man;y simple, yet necessary skills and items for student teachers were discussed.
They sha.ld become a part of all Pre-Student Teaching and Student Teaching programs,
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"VvE VJERE "

UNIT SYSTEM
1974-1975

The Roach School faculty has been divided into tour multi-level uni.ta. Each unit
containa regular claaaroom teachers and special educat1on teachers. The. make-up of each
unit vaa as follows:

Up.it II
First Grade
First-Second
Third Grade
Acoustically Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Educable Mentally Ha.ndicapped
Kindergarten
Title I

First Grade
Second Grads
Second Grade
Third Grade
Acoustically Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Title I

Unit III

Unit IV

Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
LearPi~g D1uab1l1t1es
Educable Mentally Handicapped

Fourth Ch-ade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Learning D1uab1l1t1••
Educable Mentally HaluiS-Capp•d
Acoustically Handicapped

Elections were held by each unit to select a unit leader.

11

Elections are held each year.

SUMMARY OF CHARTS
A S\l.llllll8.ry of charts show&
A.

Faculty,
The nwnber of teachers (including the principal) is 28, including 4 male teachers.
As to training, 7 of the faculty have master's degrees with the others having

bachelor's of Science/Arts degrees.
The number of years of teachi.ng experience divides into appro:x:1.mately 50% plus
of the teachars having under 10 years of experience, and a little leas than 50%
having over 10 years experience. More than 50% of the staff bas less than ten
years experience.

B. Pupils,

I

The total enrollment of pupils increased in 1975 by 4% over 1974.
The nwnber of pupils in regular classes decreased by 23, \lhile the uwnber or
!!pecial education pupils increased by" 42.

I!
I

i

Minority students decreased a little, but t he percentage remains at approximately 12%, I

F.conomic

i

~

The salary range of Roach School parents is from

88,ooo

to $10,000.

Since more parents have applied for participation in the free lunch program, it
appears that more people are unemployed at this time, than in 1974.
C.

Class Size:
Class size has increased in 197~ over 1974.
size will again incraase.

The prediction tor 1976 is that olass

Th• mainstreaming of special education pupils and the teaching by special education
teachers of IGB subjects help to decrease the class size 01' regular clasaea during
the part of the day when the curriculum is IGB.
The number of kindergarten pupils decreased 1n 1975 and the prediction for 1976
is an increase of 4 or 5 pupils.
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ROACH SCHOOL PUPI~

January, 1974

.
• Enrollment

Regular

Sp. Bd.

Total

Racial
Minority

.
.
249

36

285

Girls

195

21

216

' Total

444

57

501

;

( 1970 Census

Report)

' Boys
I

Economic

Average
salaries ot
parent•

'

12.596

$8,000 • $9,999

Racial
Minority

Bconoaic
(1970 Census
Report)

Janu.ar y, 1975
t

'

Enrollment

Regular

Sp. Bd.

Total

\

I

Boys

230

61

291

, Girls

tmmployed
levels

191

38

229

higher

421

99

520

I

I

.' Total

11.996

~ediction tor January 19761
Total Bnrollment le•• than 1975 by around 20.
Special Ed. percentage - above 197S by 1S.
Racial Minority percentage - same as 197S.
Bconomic • remains saae a• above.
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I.G.a. FACUL:rY

January, 1974

axperience

Training

'

'
Toti

a.s.

M.A.

Total

2

1

3

2

1

Women

18

6

24

11

13

24

Total

20

7

27

13

14

211

Man

Under 10 yr.

over 10 yr.

31
I

I

'
I

January, 1975

Training

a.s.
Man

3

1

women

18

6

Total

21

7

Bxperience

Total

U¥Ser 10 yr.

over 10 yr.

4

3

1

4

12

12

24

15

13

28

28

Total

Proposed January 1976 same as January 1975, with the exception o~ one additional
teacher and decreasing by one the number of regular clusrooma.

ROACH ~HOOL CLASS SIZE

Number 2! Pupil•

I
I
1974

Little
Main•

8

H

68

streaming.

28.7

1975

11

21.,

50

11.4

21.4

54

diction
1976

NWlber

2!,

Staft

.,;.,§'

' >

Ci

1974

1

14

7

1

1~

1975

1

13

9

1

1~

1

12

10

1

1~

Prediction
1976

15
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Developing Mathematical Processes(DMP)
DMP is a child-oriented mathematics program. It is based on the assumption that
children learn mathematics beat by being involved. DMP provides the means for carrying
out a program of activity learning in elementary mathematics while still meeting the
basic objectives of typical instructional program that requires acquisition of skills,
and problem-solving ability.
DMP is built on an interrelated set of behavioral objectives; activities are designed
for subsets of these objectives; and assessment materials are provided to assess each ch1ld 1s
mastery of these objectives. Experiences which encourage understanding and enjoyment of
mathematics are provided through large-group, small-group, and individual activities.
DMP provides the necessary assessment materials alld a management system so that eaob
child may be assessed and grouped withotheravho are ready for the same objectives. It
provides a wide vari~ty of activities to take care of individual interests.
A punch-card has been designed to keep a systematic record of pupils progress. The
DMP topic number and the objective for each topic are listed. When a pupil passes an
objective the bolo 1a punched out, thus it is an efficient war to see how to regroup for
future teaching.

---- ----· - .. ...

· -· ·

l. ooa,pare~ two wei .. hta

16

, l-14
~lCS
ijecUve

2. orders two wei ..hts

rl'ooic

17 l, writes numerals 0-10

ob.1ect
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same and different
111

~

l. represents wei..:ht nhvaicallv

0
D>

ob.1 ect

0
er

s two len,<tbs

-

""

2

two lengthll
111

l

('11
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~
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~
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5
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!2.
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2, ohooaea ,,.,~....... 411011 sentences
21

, two sets

3. writes comnarison s entences

4, validates comoarison sentences

bwo aeta

5, coepletta open coa,parison

7

•• .set•

sentences

aeveral sets

1. comoAres and orders c~~acitie£
22

8

3-D obiect

2, IMi&ill!la caoacitY measurement

..

Bts aet ptqsicallY
1sical representatiosaa
moare and order seta
ea location

9

1. read• order sentences

2. chooa~• order aentenet
2.3

10

ob1ect

~-

write• order aentence

4. valid.at.. order aentenoe
5. at1111nlett11 on•n order een tence

nts aet pictorially

l, atatea number !or a set
ll-20

ll

otorial representationa
care and order seta

2. writ•• n1111eral ll-20

24

12

1
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~
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II>

6
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II>
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g
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e:
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4

seYeral lengtha
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and order• OCCIU'enoea

3, rt&da m111eral11 11-20
1+, . aodels number• 11-20

l}

c;. order• nu.ahere 0-20
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l, reacla eentenct with 0-20

1\lllber

,,

14

111eral

nuaeral tor 111111ber
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2. writ•• equalising situation•
for 0-20

3. ohooeea

a aentence which
repreeenta an equalisinc
aitliation ror 0-20

:c~-2z
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TICS

1, ..,..... 1A d.Ytn direction

26
)81 11ht>pe

, region

.

2 • .;.

..

5. _ ..

15

1an1e or different

27

-1.nta

1.

••aA.a ....tanqe

z.

writea ~qyalis1n1 stntenoe
wit.II

J.

17

te na.tb ,riven ..,,fnte

w1th

0-;,o

ri..,n

ohooaee e~ualizin, ••ntenc:•
w1tb 0-20

....
TOPICS - 28-40
DMP P.A TH EMA TICS

'

1.

nnmes .fir,11re

.,< .

chooses fir,ure
chooses ,1oin tnr. or seJ'l')ratir ii:: 29
l'lentcnr. es 0-20

;>,

wrlteo Joinl nc or ROJ)llr1>t.\n1
t.oot.onces 0-20

:?.
1.

/iii

1.

otnton whethor line of
evmmatrv
states whether symmotr

2.

g
8.

'31

2.

represents .figure pictoriol 1(

J.

st.ites fr,,ctional nRlll8

4,

represents frBctional name

l.

writes joining or separatini
sentences 0-10

2.

volidates sentences 0- 10

J.

solves open sentences 0-10

1.

states number for s et 0-99

2.

writes compact .from
exn.,nded

J.
4,

writAs number 0-99

).

assir,n st11ndard capacity
meP suremen t.

1.

writes sent ence 0- 20

2.

velid~tes sentence 0- 20

J.

solves open sentence 0-20

1.

sorts objects

1.

pnrti ti.on::; set

2.

wrl t.on expn ndnd , 0-?99

J.

writea compsct from
exn11ndod, 0-999
writes cornprct 0-999

6.

ropreeents number, 0-9'.

7,

writeo expended from
comp.,ct, 0-999

8.

orders numbers, 0-999

46

33

47

1.

physically represents

2.

assigns are11 messurcmer

J.

comperos and orders
covered regiona

4.

comp11res end orders er,

l.

writes open F.roupinp, s,
velidstes groupinp, son1
computes open grouplne
sentence.

2.

J,
46

describe s fiP,Uro

2,

clas sifies fip,urea
chooses or write s frrct

J,
4,
Jli

L9

st11t ee whether frPction
correct

1.

v11lid11tee + or s entence

2.

etetee solution sentence

35

36

1

1,

5, modAln numhers 0-99

ordors numbers, 0-99

groups hy 10

32

rc>1•ds numhers 0-99

7,

1.

comporos and ordors an

5, r eode number, 0-999

r coresents fim1re ohysical1'

writes expnnded from
comooct

orders angle with righ

4,

writes l'rouoinP.' notntion

(,,

J.
4,

h5
()

JO

. ,

stnteo aolution oonien

VI

uroups oh,:lect:,

l.

•·

1.

28

1.

·- ..

liJ

0-999

50 1.

e s 11i gns standard length
measurement.

51 1.

repr es ents duretion

37

2.

compares end orders dura
using repre sent11tiono

:?. wri tes p,,rtitioning sentence
J. models erouping notation
11, st.>tes fr;,ction;,1 name

52 1. computes s olution to ope,
s entence . 0-999

5,

ljlOClcl s fr,ctionol nome

53

6.

st;,te::; whether fr11ctionel
p.irt

]

.

writ.o::i sontonco 0-99

1.
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grid by using numbers

2.
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p,rid th11t corronrond tc
• poir of p,iven numhor:
repron enta nn1:le idr.ntifJ
on II gt ven oh.1ect

J8
lJ.

?.

ror.roup:; nh,lr.ct~,

1.

oostr.ns stnndard lenr:th
men s•ll'eP ent

39

~.

1.

'Writ.es comp;;ct sum 0-99

40

54 D..

2.

writes compzct difference

0-99

2.

TOPIC:i - t+0-26
MAT ii c2'1ATl c:;
DMP
1.

model s mo'fe1nent

2.

descri bes moYement

1.

Ulli~ne s tandard 11eigbt
mo out-em ent

.

stetes equivalent common
fr11ctions

.

orders Collllllon fraction

/.J,

solves opon groupinr. 11si 11
representation

15,
5<;

orders fractions using
renresentetions

l).

l+l

'+2

compares llnd ordors 1•nr,l!
usinr. represent11tion

n.

comporee And ordorn solid
on s ttr 1bute of vol111n11
dei,cribeo end clnns.l flo"
~

.

~

~.

Intermediate Math
During the summer of 1974 eaoh intermediate unit spent time on an individualiz-4 math
program to be implemented in the fall. Topics covered were record keeping methods, pretests and objectives.

The management program chosen was Basic A.rithmetio Skills Evaluation (BASE). 1
card was devised to aid in organizing the flexible skill groupings. The two intermediate
units developed their programs individually but within the same philosophy. Basically
there were skill units a.nd mini-units of varying lengths of time. See oopies of the
educational. objectives, record cards, and good \o/Ork award.
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STUDENT PROFILE OF ARITHMETIC SKILL
Educational Obj ectives for B. A.S. E.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _GRADE_ _ _ _ _ _--"DA.TE_ _ _ _ _ __

301. Given a number of hundreds, t ens and ones the pupil can identify the corresponding
numeral.
302. Given aey 2 numbers from O to 999 the pupil can compare the number• by aaying "greater
than","le&s than", or "equal to" or by using the symbols>, < or=.
I

303. Given

a

set with not more than 31 numbers the pupil oo ideatifythe ordinal name.

304. Given a number word the pupil can read the number wrd and identify th• oorreaponding
numeral to 999.

305. Given any 3 digit numeral the pupil oan identify at 1.. st 2 other numerals that

name

this •am• number.

306. Given~ 3 digit numeral the pupil oan t ell how ma~ hundreds , tena and on•• are
r epreaeatedJ given a nwnber of hundreda , tena and on•• th• pupil can identify th•
oorr•aponding numeral.

3cYT. Given an addition combination with sum through 20th• pupil can find th• eum.
308 . Given a subtraction combination with

a sum up to 20 the pupil can find t:1e cli!ferenoe.

309. Given a number sentence with a missing addeDl.l the pupil can £ind the miaaing addend
with a sum up to 20.
310. Given any 2 .numbers from Oto 999 with sum less than 1,000 the pupil oan find th• awn.
311. Given aey 2 numbers from Oto 999 with sum l ess than 100 the pupil can show that the
order in \lhich the two numbers are added does not change the sum.
312. Given any three 2 digit numerals with sum l ess than or equal to 100 the pupil can
rename 10 ones as l ten and find th• sum.
313. Given any 3 numbers less than 99, with StUn less than or equal to 100 the pupil oan
show that the order 1n which the addends are grouped does not effect their sum.
314. Given multiples of 10 the pupil can state the product.
315. Given multiples of 5 the pupil can state the product.
316. Given multiples of 2 the pupil can state the product.
317. Given a multiple of 10 and number of equal s ets the pupil can find the number of
members 1n each set.
318. Given a multiple of 5 and number of equal sets the pupil oan find the number of
members in each set.
319. Given a simple l step story problem involving addition or aubtraotion with no number
larger than 3 digits the pupil can identify the mathematical eentence for the problem.
320, Given a region or a set divided into halves, fourths, thirds, sixths, or eighths,
the pup!J. can identify the fraction aeaociated with the marked parts .

321. Given orally ~ of t.he fractions with denominators of halves, thirds, fourths, aixths,
or eighths, the pupil can identify the fractions .
322. Given pictures of a cl'>ck fac e the pupil can tell time to the nea.reet 5 minutes.

323, Given a dollar

and a half dollar the pupil can ehow other amounts that equal a
dollar and half dollar using quarters, dimes, niokles and penniea .

STUDENT PROFILE OF ARITHMETIC SKILL
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___GRADE_ __ _ _ ____.DATE _ _ _ _ _ __

401. Given aey oiie of the numerals

402, Given

any

o,

1, 2, 3, 9, 999, the pupil oan read it ,

4 digit numeral the pupil can tell the value of each digit.

403, Given

azry two 3 digit numerals the pupil can rename lOonea u t en. and 10 tens aa one
hundred and find the sum.

404, Given two

2

digit numerals the pupil can rename ten as ten ones atld ti.ad the difference.

405 , Given two 3 digit numerals the pupil can rename 100 as 10 tens,
and

and 1

ten aa ten ones

fad t .he difference.

406, Given

any 2 rrumbers up to 4 digits the pupil can show that the order in which the
numbers are added does not change their sum,

;m. Given

any 3 numerals up to 4 digit, the pupil can show that the order ir. which the
addetlds are grouped does not affect their sum.

408, Given aey 3 numerals up to 4 digits the pupil can rename ones to te111, tena to
hw:idreds atld bmdreds to thousatlds and fitld the sum.

409, Given a multiplication combination 'Whose product is 45 or loss the pupil oan find tb•
product.
410, 01.ven a division combination 'Where the product ia 45 or leH the pupil can fitld the
quotient.

411, Given a simple 1 step story problem involving addition, subtraction, or multiplication
with no number larger than 3 digits the pupil can identify the mathematical Hntenoe for
the problem.
412, Given a wcrd phrase or sentence the pupil can translate it into a mathematical phrase
or sentence.
413. Given a fraction with a denominator not greater than 12 and the numerator less than
12, the pupil can identify a model represented by the fraction; given a model (number
line, region or set) divided into parts the pupil can identify the fraction represented
by the marked parts .

414, Given

2 fractions with a like denominator not greater than 12, the pupil can compare
them by saying "greater"tban","lese than", or "equal to", or by itldioating the appropriate
symbol".>, -<::", or = •

415 , Given a clock face the pupil can tell time to the nearest minute .
416, Given a problem involving money the pupil can make change from a $5 ,00 bill.
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STUDENT PROFILE OF ARITHMETIC SKILL
NAME,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-GRADE.~~~~~-DATE~~~~~~~

501 ,

Given any of the numerals o, 1, 2, ••• 1, 999, 999, the pupil can read it .

502.

Given any of the Roman Numerals I, II , III, ••• IXXXIX the pupil can read it and
identify the equivalent decimal numeral.

503,

Given any 6 or less digit numeral the pupil can tell the value of each digit.

504,

Given an;y two 4 to 5 digit nwnerals the pupil can find their difference.

505,

Given any four 3 digit numerals the pupil can find the sum.

506.

Given &JJ.Y three 4 digit numerals the pupil can find the sum.

507 .

Given any multiplication combination the pupil can find the product.

508.

Given any division combination the pupil can find the quotient,

509,

Given a 1 digit Illlllleral and 2 to 4 digit numerals the pupil can find the product.

510 .

Given any multiple of ten, less than 100, and any 1 to 4 digit numar the pupil can
find the product.

511,

Given &JJ.Y 4 digit m.unber and 1 digit divisor the pupil can find the quotient and
remainder, if there is any.

512.

Given any two 2 digit numerala the pupil can show that the order in which they are
multiplied does not affect the product.

513,

Given a:ny three 2 digit numerals the pupil can show that the ,..yin which they are
grouped for multiplication do~s not ai'fect their product.

514,

Given a simple true mathematical equation with one operation and one variable the
pupil can find the aolution.

515,

Given a simple 1 step problem with &JJ.Y one o! the four arithmetic operations, the
pulll can solve it.

516.

Given a fraction model (a number line, a region or a set) the pupil can identify the
associated fraction; given a fraction the pupil can identify a fraction model.

517 ,

Given 2 fractions the pupil can compt.re them uaing the appropriatll relation aymbol.

518.

Given a fraction the pupil can identify another fraction equivalent to the given .fractio

519,

Given any 2 .fractions with like denominators the pupil can find their sum or difference,

520.

Given models of geometric solids the pupil can identify spheres, cones, cyliDders,
cubes, rectangult.r prisms and square prillU,

521,

Given 2 polygons the pupil can determine whether the are congruent.

522,

Given 2 measurements in like units to be added or subtracted the pupil can find the
sum or difference with appropriate unit labels.

523 ,

Given a measurement expressed in inches, feet or yards the pupil can rename the·
measurement using the other units. (for example 10 feet= 3 yards and 1 foot . )

STUDENT PROFILE OF ARI"mMETIC SKILL
NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _GRA.DE___________DATE_ _ _ _ __

6ol.

Given any numeral up to 9 digits the pupil can tell the value of each digit.

6o2.

Given a 4 or 5 digit numeral the pupil can round off the numers to the neareat ten.

6oJ.

Given a

4, 5 or 6 digit numeral the pupil can round off the nwners to the nearest

huzldred.

6o4,

Given any four 3 digit m.unerals the pupil can use renaming and find the sum.

6o5.

Given any three 4 digit numerals the pupil c.an use renaming and find the sum.

6o6.

Given any tvo 4 digit numerals the pupil can use, renaming and find the difference.

Eff/.

Given any tvo 3 digit numerals the pupil can find the product.

6o8. Given a 1 digit divisor

and up to a 4 digit dividend the pupil can do the diviaion by
finding the quotient and remainder, if there is one.

6o9,

Given any 4 digit dividend and 2 digit divisor t~e pupil can find the quotient and
the rema.i nder if there is one ,

610.

Given any 2 step story problem with no extraneous information and more than one of
the arithmetic operationa the pupil can solve it,

611,

Given any 2 fractions the pupil can find the least collllllon multiple of their denominators.

612.

Given a fraction the pupil can !ind the greatest common factor of the numerator alad
denominator.

613,

Given a frequently used fraction the pupil can identify it in the si~plest form,

614,

Given a fraction where the numerator is gr~nter than the denominator the pupil can
express it as a mixed IlU!,leralJ given a mixed Il\lllleral the pupil can expreaa it aa a
fraction.

615.

Given 2 unlike fractions with denominators of 2,. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S, 9, 10 or 12
the pupil can find their sum or their differe,ice.

616,

Given 2 mixed decimal fractions less than 100 exprcs2ed in tenths or hundredths the
pupil can fitld their sum or difference.

617 .

Given

618.

Given trapezoids, rhombuses, pentagons, and hexagons, the pupil can identify and
sort them.

619,

Given examples the pupil r.an identify pioturo::;
lines, intersecti.Jle line::; .

620.

Given squar e , rectan::!lllar, or triangular regions on eeoboard or sqoured paper the
pupil can find the area by counting.

621.

Given a measurement expressed in meters or centimeters the pupil can estimate the
measurement expressed in yards, inches or feet .

2

frequently used fractions the pupil can find their product.
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CONSULTANTS
In February, 1975, Dr. Roy Steinbrook talked to the Decatur Elementary Principals
and other Administrators on the topic of I.G.E.
Dr. Steinbrook gave a report of IGE schools and made suggestions on how schools can
become IGE. He discussed several management systems that can be used in individualizing
the curriculum.
Dr. Steinbrook is an Associate Professor of Elementary Education, Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville.
He has had experience working with IGE schools and has conducted courses on alternative
systems of education.

On Februo.ry 10, 1975, Dr. Mary Montgomery came to Roach as a consultant ror D.M. P. to
aid in implementing the math program. She visited as many math classes as her time permitted . After school she conducted a question aild answer period which aided the teacher in
knowing that the procedures being used were correct. She provided a much needed shot in
tho arm for all of the teachers.
Dr. Montgomery, a math major, was a leading vriter of the Developing Mathematics
Processes program. During the study testing, Dr. Montgomery was a liaison between the
practioal application and the theory aspect of D.M.P.

PRESENTATIONS
Sharing our experiences as a.n I.G.E. school with other people has been an interesting
part of our year. Our panel of speakers included at least one member from each unit. There
were also primary intermediate and special education teachers represented.
Some of the topics covered were: explanation of primary math program, explanation of the
intermediate math proai-am, and special education and regular classroom teachers views on
mainstreaming and how it affects their children. Throughout the school year the panel spoke
to Elementary Cabinet (principals and administrators), the Sunnyside Faculty, and the Macon
County Educational Service Region Workshop.

MATTESON READING SYMPOSIUM
Roach's two Title I reading teachers, along with several other Title I teacher s from
Decatur, attended a three-day conference in Harvey, Illinois, during December. This ws the
second Matteson 4-Dimensional Reading Symposium.

May well- known speakers 1n the reading field were
able to participate in workshops with them. The DID.jor
Dr. Walter Barbe, "PersoIUllizing Reading Instruction",
Problem?", and Dr. George Spache, "New Developments in

there, and conference delegates were
dinner speakers and their topics were:
Dr. S . Alan Cohen, "What is a Reading
Reading."

This vas a worth\lhile conference as it included many prominent speakers and three
completely filled days of meetings.

ILLINOIS COmRENCE FOR CHILDREN~ I.EARNING DISABILITIES
On May 16 and 17 the Learning Disabilities teachers went to the Illinois Conference for
Children with Learning Disab111ties.
There were several sessions available with a variety of topi cs.

One interesting session concerned mainstream1ng learning disabled children into the
regular classroom. At Pleasant Ridge Elementary School they had t\lO programs for L. D.
students. The child who is not quite r eady for integration works in the resource room with
an L. D. teacher. At some ti.me during the year, he is ready to be integrat ed in some academic
area, he is then placed in a regular room for that subject or subjects .

The other program at Pleasant Ridge is the integration program.
be met before the child is mainstreamed.

Several criteria must

These criteria are:

l,

attends to teacher's directions in a large group .

2.

can work 'Without classroom structure.

J,, oan manage belongings and school supplie s between at least 2 classes.

4,

responds to more than one t eacher.

5.

recognizes real need for help and asks for it,

6.

should be able to follow assigtlments by contract.

7,

should have enough self-confidence in working with regular classroom teacher so as
not to be dependent on L.D . staff.

When the child is mainstreamed into the r egular class , there i s another L.D. t eacher w'ho
works 'With the regular t eacher to gi ve r e1ource services.

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCES

Two leadership conferences are held in Illinois each year by Illinois Leadership
Council of IGE.
On October 10, 1974, two unit leaders and the principal attended a conference on
"Parent-Home Communications".
On April 24, 1975, the two other unit leaders and the principal attended the conference
11
on ilThe Role of Colleges and Univusities in Training Teachers for !GE Schools,

ILLINOIS IGE LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
(State IGE Coordinating Council)
Office of the Chairperson
MEM)RANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATE IGE COORDINATING COUNCIL OF ILLINOIS AND ITS
PARTICIPATING SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO IMPLEMENT INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED EDUCATION (IGE)
A.

This agreement shall be in effect from the date it is 1'ully executed until May 31, 1975.
(Note:

B.

Provisions prefaced by an asterisk* are considered desirable rather than mandatory.)

The State IGE Coordinating Council agrees to:
l,

sponsor workshops for principals and prospective unit leaders for IGE 1mplementation
during 1974-1975,

2.

assist in securing consultative help for participating schools during the first two
years of program implementation.

J,

encourage each building staf! to use inaervice materials as appropriate.

4,

disseminate IGE information, via the state !GE Coordinator, to !GE school systems
and schools, teacher-education institutions, and other appropriate agencies .

5.

provide appropriate printed materials. (This .does not apply to those publications
produced on a cost basis by the R & D Center.)

6. provide certain audio-visual materials free or· charge via the state IGE Coordn1ator 1 s
office.
7.

c.

facilitate PACT network activities.

Toe Participating School. District agrees to:
l.

design.ate one person in the district to be res~onsible for the sucoessi'ul operation
of the IJE in the district ' s attendance center)a).

2.

provide funds for the staff to attend necessary workshops and inservice programs.

J. implement a well-planned local inservice education program to retrain the staff in
!GE techniques and procedures. It is recommended that the principal(s) and unit
leaders conduct the IGE inservice program.

4. bold a J- 5 day workshop for the staff of each building in late August or early
September for the purpose of developing !GE in one or more subject areas.

5. bold two 1-day (or 4
school year.

t

day) workshops for the staff of each bu1lding during the

*6.

assess present teachers and other school per2onnel relative to their inclusion in
a lllllltiunit school program.

*7.

arrange to include only compatible staff memb~rs in each unit and school, and allow
those who do not wish to participate to transfer wit.hout prejudice to another buildin~.
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,:

8.

implement IGE as specified below in at least one school&
a.

Organize a complete bu:Llding in mult iunit design to inoludes
(l)

multi-e.ge/grnde units

(2)

unit leaders (w:1:t h released time for planning if possible)

(3)

aide(s) for ee.ch unit (volunta y or paid)

(4) an instructional improvement committee (IIC) with delega\ed dec1•ionmakiJl.g powsrs related to instruction a.Dd proviaion for veekl.7 !IC
meetings.
(5)

b.

c.

9.

3- 5 hours of instructional unit (tee.m) planning time per veek provided
during the school day,

Curriculum:

a

(l)

implement !GE instructional programming
ll. l.lW. Q.U. mbftpf; ;allu.
a.:§.1. during the first year or implementation.
(may or may DOt be a produot
of the R & D Center.)

(2)

grant each IGE center permission to use appropriate inetructioaal material•
and assessment procedures in IGE subjeot matter areas, baaed upon the aeede
of their pupils, that include these components 1
(a)

performance objectives

(b)

assessment for objective•

(c)

divorsified learning activities

(d)

post-assessment and evaluation

Pe.rent ColllllD..lnication:
(l)

implement

(2)

hold one or more meetilgaper year to allow for parent-teaoher 1.Jlteractioa
regarding the IQE progri,,m.

a

planned program of parent communications.

eat abliah a Systemwide Prof.am Committee (SPC) to faoilitate implementatioR of IQE
in the district's school(s . The SPC should be chaired b7 the Superutelldent or
hie designee, should include a cent ral offioe representative, prinoipals and unit
l eadera from each of the lllllltiunit schools, and should hold meetings at lel8t once
each quarter.

10. develop (through Central Office encouragement) greater flexibility in use of
materials, time, space, funds and persc,nnel.

11.

report to the IILC Che.:l.rperson by May of each year, a.Dy substantial deviation(a)
from the provisions of this agreement and/ or maJor difficult ies experieaced in
meeting performance obj ectives.
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SIGNATURE SHEET

Rigbt-.hand column to be

completed by the district,
Accepted by:
Office of the Cbairperaon

Illinois I<B Leadership Council

Intermediate Implementation Agency

School District

Authorized Signature

Authorized Signature

Title:

Title

Chairperson, Illinois I GE
Leadership Council

Date

Date

Dr . L. Wayne Krula
Chairperson
Illinsoi JG!!; Leadership Council
6141 Kii,1berl.Y .Jrive
Tinley Park, r111nois f::l:>477
Telephone: 312-532-40f::IJ
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P.A.C.T.
PACT is a state-wide net'WOrk of IGE schools. PACT (Program to Activate Change Today)
works to improve co1111DUnication between existing IClE schools and helps to spread the idea of
IClE to new sohools.
Illinois is divided into five PACT areas. Each area is centered around a college or
university that believes in the IGE philosophy, Decatur is part of PACT III which is centered
at the University of Illinois and Eastern Illinois University.
Some services available through PACT are:
1.

Training filllls concerning !~ in-service training of teachers,

2,

Consultant services for in-service training.

J,

Awareness workshops to encourage other schools to join the IGE system.

4. Teacher idea exchanges.
5,

Workshops dealing with special problems found in IGE school&,
PRE-STUDENT TEACHER CENTER

Roach Elementary School wo.s chosen at the s ite of E.I.U.•s student teacher center.
The choice of Roach was made because it has an Individually Cllided Education program for the
students.
Many of the EIU students are majoring in Special Education. Roach has nine Special
Education classes. The EIU students ma.joring in Socially Maladjusted, Type o, ..,.re plaoed
at Washington School. All elementary education majors were placed at Roach. A total of
seventeen students were based in Decatur. These students were working with children under
the direct supervision ofa .teacher for four or more hours a day. Teaobers from EIU came to
Decatur to teach these students reading methods, math methods, ph11osophy", science, EMHremiediation, and L.D. evaluation.

Dr. Carol Helwig worked directly with teachers and EIU students to coordinate their
learning ecperiences. Each student was able to experience five weeks of training on three
different levels.

INTERVIEWS
In order to evaluate this year 1 a program firat hand it was decided to oonduot pareut
interviews. This wa1 a first band aooount could be received, First, a letter was eent to
all parents informing them of the evaluation procese to be followed and our hop• for their
cooperatiou. A random list of parents from each unit was compiled and parenta were called
for appointments. Each unit leader was to interview 13 parents. We began at 8100 a,m.
with .30 minute interview times followed by a 10 minute writing time. We set up 3 times after
the dinner hour hoping to get some parents who were \rorking. Approximatel7 80~ ot the pareata
came and responded to the questions. Parents were~ ready to respond a.ad were very honest
and open with their answers. It was felt that thia method of' evaluation was most suooeaatul.
A !ollov-up l etter of thanks was s•nt to the parents who participated 1n the interviews.
(See sample.)

Student interviews were also held in tho evaluation .o t the program. Th• unit leader wu
to take 2 children from each classroom and talk with them informally about th• program.
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Boach School
19.32 E. 'William
Decatur, Ill. 62521

Dear Pareata,
As you know, we have taken a new approach to learni.Dg thie year.
Individually Ouided &iucation School (I.G.E.).

Tb.11 mean.a that

\19

Ve have beoome an

look at each ohild aa

a.n individual uc1 attempt to provide him with an educational program that m..ta hi• needa.

In implementing our new program, several ateps were taken.

jectives were set.

Materials were purchased.

Goals, purpoaea, and ob-

Th• eta.ff planned and initiated th• I.O.E.

method of learning in math for our beginning year.

Now, aa we come to the

elld.

ot this -,.ar,

our laat atep is to aee bow auccesatul our program haa been.
We need your help in evaluating what we have done.
comments with us, please feel free to do ao at any time.

If you -would like to share your
In addition to thia, we w1ll

select pa.rent• at random to participate in interviews with us.

If you are oalled from the

school office for auch an interview, we hope you w1ll be willing to come.

We are looking

forward to our -working together.

Sincerel7,

Edwin D. Mellon

Principal
and

The Boach School Sta.ft

'> I

PARENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
I.

Communication
Are you familiar with our innovative and gifted program?
Have you visited our classrooms and seen our Math program?

Do you feel that :,ou can visit anytillle?
Have you had contact with your children's teacher(s)?
different teachers as one homoroom teacher?

Do you feel as free to talk to

Do you feel you are "listened to" when you have a conference or a concern?
Have you received the Newsletter? Wh~t are your comments on the Newsletter?

Do you think parents would appreciate a call at year's beginning, letting you know
about our new programs?
II.

Math
We have taken a different approach to math,
changed?

Has your child's attitude toward Math

Does your child feel challenged or frustrated with our math program?
How does your child use math skills at home?

In math there are skills to be learned and problem solving techn::.ques to be mastered.
Do you feel that one is more 1mportant than the other or are both equally 1mportant?
Do you understand why your child has not been placed at a gtade level but instead is
placed at his own ability level?
Do you feel in an age of computors it is important for childrai. to memorize math facts
or should they rely on pocket computors?
III. Discipline
An important part of our innovative program is to develop self--0iscipline and selfdirection,

How do you think parents should help children develop responsibility for their own
actions?

How should the school and parents work together toward this goal?
Do you find the opening school bulletin helpi'ul to you in understanding school rules
and policies?
Do you think your children know the school rules and understand the reasoning behind them?

In our program70ur child is exposed to

many

adults,

How has your child felt about this?

What would you do if J'OU had 15 kids who need discipline, how would you handle a child
with a .,;roblem?

IV.

Attitudea
Wbat · have been your child's/children's attitude, toward school this year? What do

they talk about?
Are you concerned about your childrens being a part of an innovative program?
Do you think the progrlllll has made your children more independent?

Are they assuming

more reaponaibilities at home?
How have your children felt about the Special Education students being 1li1 their claasea?
(or opposite)

In our program your child may be taught at certain times by a Speoial Education teacher
(reg. teacher), do you see this as a problem?
·

If you could change something at Roach School what wuld it be?

PARENT IHTERVIE\IS - RESPONSES
COMMUNICATION
Are you familiar with our innovative and gifted program?

GeneraJ. comments

yes - ;;a
no

-

7

5-peoific comments

R.ad in ne'W8paper - 2
Learned through letters

Have you visited our classrooms to see our Math program?
yes - ll
no - 1
Do you feel that you can visit us anytime?
yea - 25
no - 1

Some felt they may be bothering the teacher
Dion't think parent visits were important

Have you had contact with your chil4ren 1 s teacher(s)?
yea - 5

no

- 1

Do you feel as free to talk to different teachers as one homeroom teacher?

yes - 11

no - 11
ill felt they were "listened to".
Would you like to see parents volunteering in the ola1sroom?
no - l --\19.nted trained, qualified people.
remaining said yes without qualification.
Have you received the Newsletter? What are your comments on the Newsletter?

11 - could care less
3 - kept it to refer to
1 - never saw it
17 - ~ it very- much
Do you thiDk parents would appreciate a call at year's beginning, letting you know
about our program?
Tb1nk it is extra work for t eacher.
Couldn't remember being called.

We have taken a different approach to ID&tll,

General comments

5 - no difference
l - big change
2 - child didn 't talk much
3 - child doesn't talk about math at all

Has your child's attitude toward math changed?

Specific comments

Happy - not frustrated
Doesn't like school-didn't thiDk ever would

Does your child feel challenged or frustrated Id.th our math program?
AlJ seemed to thiDk the children were
not irustru'· ~d

l - felt child frustrated but had Always
been so frustration w::i~ not due to
the innovative program

··.·

How does 7our child u&e math skills at home?

Speoi£ig AOIQPllat1
Drew plans tor table
Uses 7 a 3/4 'Whereas

General comments

to scale
before didn't notice

In math there are sk1lls to be learned and problem solving techniques to be mastered.
Do you feel that one is more important than the other or are both equally importantt
Trend seems to be primary - problem solving
ilatermediate-sk1l.ls
Do you understand why your child has not been placed at a grade level but instead
is placed at his O'Wll ability level?
All said yes - all agreed with prem16e
Do you feel in an age of computors it is important for children to memor1Z9 math facts
or should they rely on pocket computors?
yes - over one-half said definitely
computors good a~er learning - not to replace

ATTITUDES
What have been your child's/children's attitudes, toward school this ,ear?
What do they talk about?
Doesn't necessarily talk
3 - change for better
1 - didn't ob&Dge
~ - D.Q answer
Special Education - change tor better because of more involvement in the school.
Are you concerned about your children being a part of an innovative programt

12 - Intermediate - afraid the program would not be carried on
1 - Primary - afraid the program would not be oarried on
22 - happy to be a part
Do you thiDk th• program has made your children more independent? Are they assuming
respo1iaibilities at home?

always b..n iildependnt - no ch&Jlge
hope self-d1so1plill• will carry over
'When teenagers by taking some rHponaibility for their actions
How have your children felt about the Special Education students being 1n their cla••es?

(or the opposite)
her obild can help Special Education
child feel better about himself
1 - didn't lmow - but this child likH
the manual communication used in the
acoustically handicapped room.a so she
is happy alld bas changed her opinion

no problem
as long aa no trouble

. ,,.

PARENT IHTERVIEVS - RESPONSES
COMMUNICATION
Are you familiar with our innovative and gifted program?

General comments

yes - Z7

no -

7

Specific comments

Read in newspaper - 2
Learned through l etters

Have you visited our classrooms to see our Math program?
yes - l l

no

-

l

Do ;you feel that you can visit us a.nytime?
;yea - 25
no - l

Some felt they may be bothering the teacher
Didn't think parent visi ts were important

Have you had contact with your ch114ren 1 s teacher(s)?
yea - 5
no - l
Do you feel as free to talk to differeDt t eachers as one homeroom teacher?
yes - l l
no - l l
A.lJ. f'elt they were "listened to".
Vould you like to see parents volunteering in the claasroom?
no - 1--wanted trained, qualified people.
remaining said yes without qualification.
Have you received the Newsletter? What are your comments on the Newsletter?
l l - could care les s

3 - kept it to refer to
l - never sav it
17 - lJ.kO:!l it very much

Do you think parents would appreciate a call at year's beginning, l etting you know

about our program?
Think it is extra work for teacher,
Couldn' t remember being called.

We have ta.ken a dif ferent approach to mata.

General

5
l
2
3

-

comment s
no difference
big change
child didn't talk much
child doesn' t talk about math at all

Has

your child's nttitude toward ma.th changed?

Specific comments

Happy - not frustrated
Doesn't like school-didn't think ever would

Does your child feel challenged or frustrated with our math program?
AlJ seemed to think the children were
not .1.rustr.:r'~d

1 - felt child frustrated but had nlvays
been so frustration wn~ not due to
the innovative program

How does 7our child use math skills at home?

General comments

Speoif'ia aomm,11t1

Drew pll.DS for table to scale
Uses 7 A 3/4 whereas before didn't notice

In math there are skills to be learned and problem solving techniques to be mastered.
Do you feel that one is more important than the other or are both equally importantf
Trend 29ems to be primary - problam solving
iDtermediate-skiJ.ls
Do you understand why your child has not been placed at a grade level but instead
is placed at his own ability l evel?
All said yes - all agreed with premioe

Do you feel in an age of computors it is important for children to memorize math facts
or should they rely on pocket computors?
yes - over one-half said definitely

computors good after learning - not to replace

ATTITUDES
What have been your child's/children's attitudes, to"W&.rd school this year?
What do they talk about?
Doesn't necessarily talk
3 - change for better
1 - didn't ch&D.ge
2 - no eJ1SW$l'

Special Education - change for better because of more involvement in the school.
Are

you concerned about your children being a part of an innovative program!
12 - Intermediate - afraid the program would not be carried on
1 - Primacy - afraid the program would not be carried on
22 - happy to be a part

Do you think the program has made your children more independent? Are they asllWlling
reaponaibilities at home?

al\nlys been iJ:idepel!ldent - no challge
hope self-<iiso1plille will CIXTY over
when teeugers b;r tald.Dg some reaponaibility for their actions
How have your children felt about the Special &iucation students being 1n their claa1e11?
(or the opposite)
no problem
as long as no trouble

her child can help Special &iucation
child feel better about himself
1 - didn't know - but this child liku
the manual collllll1llrl.cat1on used in the
acoustically handicapped rooms so she
is happy and bas changed her opinion

In our program your child may be taught at certain times by a Special Education
teacher(reg.Teacher), do you see this as u problem?

General Comments
No problem

Speci f i c Comment s
Feedback from Special Education t eachers
about problems is good
Slow children need extra help
Perhaps Special Education teachers had
special training to help our children

lr you could change something at Roach School what would it be?
Specific Comments
Get a new P.A. System
More noon supervision
Children are in line too long, then told
to hurry when eating
Not kept after school, but at recess or noon.
Worried about children a~er school-should not
keep whole room if a few were bad
Report cards
Grassy area
New buildill8
Stagger noon hour
Give rules at the beginning of the year
Class newspaper
Cl ass officers
Creative activities
No change
Parental input into curriculwn(Special
Education especially)
Not punished or spanked for not eating
lunch or drinking milk
1 - seemed predjudiced against minority race
Special Education should be in home school
DISCIPLINE
An important part of our innovative program is to develop s elf-discipline and selfdirection. How do you think parents should help children develop r esponsibili ty for
for their own actions?

Chores to do
No responsibility given
How should school and parents work together toward this goal?
School should have a parent group to help parents be parents
Courses in High School on child rearing
Parents should support teachers in discipline
Do you find the opening school bulletin helpful to you in understandi.ng school rule s
and policies?

Majority said is was helpful
Some - no comment
Some - used for referenc~
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Do you think your children know the rules and underatand the reaaoniag bebilld them?
Kids know reaooning
A f ew aaid - kids don I t need to know reaaoni.ng if
a teacher says they aould do something, they should
do it
'l'be young children don't understand, but they will l at er
In our program your child is exposed to mazay adults.

How has your child telt about this?

No problem

What wuld you do it you had 15 kids who need discpiline, how would ,-ou handle a child
with a problem?
Firm b.aAd best, after reasoning

Confere1:1ee first
Paddle
Never diacipline in anger
Separate children
That•, why I 1 m not a teacher
Has never seen a t eacher abuse child - only par ents
Parents are at f ault for not t eaching children at home
Firm hand is better
Reward good behavior , ,u;tead or using punishment
Speci&l projects should be provided so they wuldn' t need t o puni1h
Put in a leadership role, then take it away when discipline i s needed

The following note was sent to parents following the interviews&

We 'tlOuld like to take this opportunity to thank you for oomina to achool for your
int errlevs .

Your opinions and ideas w re greatly appreciated and will help ue in

evaluating our program here at Roach.
We

hope, in the future, to u.s e your suggestions as we continue to develop the

program which we believe will help each individual child .
Sincerely,

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
In the innovative program,
1,

Do you feel that your unit leader and/or principal have been responsive to your needs?
Do you have any suggestions for improvement?

2.

Do you feel you have been kept inf'onned about general information?

3,

Do you feel (if we had it at the beginning of the year - priJllary) this math program
has been as successful as a traditional. approach? Wh;y or why not?

4, How do you feel about having to give more of yourself (energy

and time) to make a

successfu.J. IGE school?

5,

Has the program affected discipline?

6.

What traditional possibilities are t here for Roach staff and parents to work
together?

?,

How has mainstreaming affected your t eaching and your classroom?

8.

If you could chmge something at Roach School, what would it be?
out thought, but we would like an answer.)

Eastern

In what ways?

(This is a far

Illinois University
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR I.G.E. PROGRAM AT ROACH SCHOOL-DECATUR

l.

How do you feel that personnel in the program have been responsive to your needs?

2,

How do you fe,el you have beon kept infonned about general information concerning the
the school and the program?

3,

How do you feel this ms.th program compares with a traditional approach?

4,

How do you feel about having to give more of yourself (energy and time) to make a
successful I.G.E. program?

5,

How could you see this program affecting discipline?

6.

What additional ways are tbere for the Roach staff and the students from Eastern
Illinois University to work together?

7.

How has ::.o.instrP.~ming affected your philosophy of teaching and your 1'uture performance
in the classroom?

8.

FAR-OUT-THOUGHT! 111111-if ,ou could changesomething at Roach School, what would it be?

J.P. QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

How do you feel that personnel in the program have been responsive to your needs?

2.

How do you feel you have been kept informed about general informatioa conoel'Ding the
school and the program?

3,

How do you feel this math program compares with traditional approach?

4,

How do you feel about having to give more of yourself (energy and time) to make a
successful I , G,E. school?

5,

Hov could you see this program affecting discipline?

6.

What additional ways are there for the Roach eta.ft and the students from EIU to work
together?

7,

Hov has mainstreaming affected your philosophy of teachiDg and your future performance
in the classroom?

8.

FAR,..OUT- THOUGHTI 11111

If you could change somethiug in Roach School, vhat would it

be?
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"vVE 1NILL BE"

UNIT SYSTEM
1975 - 1976
The Roach School faculty will be divided into four lmllti-level units. EQch unit contains
regular classroom teachers and Special Education teachers. The make-up of each unit is as
follows:
UNIT II
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Acoustically Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Educable Mentally Handicapped
Kindergarten
Title I

First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Acousticelly Handicapped
Learning Disabilities
Title I

UNIT III

UNIT IV

Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Learning Disabilities
Educable Mentally Handicapped

Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Learning Disabilities
Educable Mentally HaDdioapped
Acoustically Handicapped
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AREAS FOR FUTURE INDIVIDUALIZATION
The Roach staff will individualize in the foll.owing areas for 1975-76t
l.

The intenned.ia te and primary grades will participate in a pilot s tudy using the Ginn
Individualized Spelling Program.

2.

The 1.ntennediate grades anticipate field testing the Design for Math.

J.

The primary grades v.1.11 individualize in the area of reading using the Systematic
Approach to Reading Instruction (SARI) for skill grouping.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
After studying t he re1ults of teacher questi onnaires, par ent interviews , and atudent confer ences
tho followiDg recommendations were presented to the faculty and revised as noteds(*...Revisi on)
~.

Individualization of math be continued in the primary grades using Developing
Mathematics Processes .

2.

A pilot study be initiated for the individualization of Spelling (Ginn Individualized
Spelling Program - be implemented when applicable.)

J.

The primary grades b~gin individualization of reading using Lippincott and supplementary
materials .

4,

The interm~ate grades continue the individualization of the mnth program and the
recording system be evalun.ted and defined.

5.

The intermediate grade continue the present reading program using Ginn and supplementary
materials .

6.

The student part icipation from Eastern Illinois University be conti mied,

7.

Mainstreaming of specia.l education children be continued.

8.

The school purchase adjacent property so an ecology area and a greasy play area can
be establ.i shed.

9.

A committee of teachers representi ng each unit implement opportunities for creative
expre ssion and experi ences for students . i . e . clubs, special projects, post er display,

newspaper , etc .
*A committee of teachers representing each unit coordinate opportunities for
creatiV$ expression and experiences for students. i . e. clubs, special proj ects ,
poster display, newspaper, etc .
10.

The attic be converted into a storage or work area with shelves provided for each
teacher or unit .
*The attic and/or over- sized r estrooms be converted into a storage or work area
with shelTes provided for each t eacher of unit.

11.

Faculty meetings be held on the first Monday of each month (or on the second if school
was not in session on the first Monday) and more often 'When necessary ,

12,

A committee of teachers develop a policy relative to notification of parents when children
a.re kept a~er school.

13,

The unit l eaders be given released t ime for unit duties each week and during the second
s emester of 1975-1976 released tiJll.e be given to a committee consisting of the Unit Leaders,
Princi pal, and the Director of Innovative Funds for the process of evaluation of the
Innovat i ve Program.

14,

A committee ofteachers be established to plan pertinent consultant s ervi ces for teachers.
Thia committee would have funds available ,

15,

A committee composed of the principa.l, teachers, parents, and students formulate a
revised set of rules and regulations for Roach School .

16.

A place to j-rnprove written comnrunication be established throuah discussion of the
faculty on June 2,
*A place to improve written comna.url.cation be establi shed through discussion of the
faculty on June 2. (Bulletin Board- by magazine table then in the blue book,)

17,

A public relations committ~e be established conai etii,,g of teachers ~ om eaoh unit ,
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19.

The lunch hour be divided into four overlapping periods with approximately 20
minutes spent in the lunch room and the final 20 m1nutes to be spent on t h• playground ,
The 20 minutes in the lunch room seems to be an excellent time to help children
understand table manners and to encourage them to try all the foods served at school.
* the above was tabled.

20.

The materials center be open to students and teachers during the noon hour and before
and afte1· school , with the Material , Center Consultant or a volunteer on duty, The
Materials Center Consultant would alternate her noon hour and have a schedule posted
so that units will knov when the Materials Center is available to them,
*The materials center to be open to students before and a~er school , with the
Materials Center Consultant or a volunteer on duty. The Materials Center Consultant
would alt~rnat e her noon hour and have a schedule posted so that units will knov vhen
the Materials Center is available to them.

ADDITIONS
21 .

Opportunities should be given to teachers , other than unit leaders, to attend other
conferences (IGE or others).

22,

An assista~t unit leader should be appointed in each unit for supportive purposes.
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APPENDIX
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Roach School Staff
Mr. Edwin D. Mellon
Ms. Ethel B. Brown
Mrs. Joanna Johnson
Mrs. Margaret Ahlrich

-

Principal
Secretary
Secretary
Clerical Aide

Unit I
Grade

Room

1
1

103
101
104
009
005
007
214
102

Miss
Mrs.
Mrs .
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs .
Miss

111
110
112

Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

2

Kdg
PPAI
PEMI

Title 1
P-LD

Teacher
Connie Newtson, Unit Leader
Barbara Darflinger
Marilyn Ward
Alice Harrie
Sue Cobb - Mrs. Sarah Cunningham,Aide
Jean Irons - Miss Marilee Dalton
Kay Paul
Cathy Gogerty - Mrs. Gloria Schalk

Unit II
1
2
1 & 2

PAI
Ti t.!e 1
P-1D
PEMI
Kdg

208
107

207
108

109

Cheryll Turner, Unit Leader
Lucille Grabowski
Joanne Sperry
Jill Schultz
Gloria Mercer
Darla Mendenhall-Mrs. Rdberta Williams
Aide
Miss Ann Ritter
Mrs. Erma Adams - Mrs. Naomi Guyse, Aide

Unit III

3
3

211

P-LD

209
210
212
203

PEMI
PEMI

206
205

4
4

Miss
Miss
Miss
Mrs .
Mrs.

Nikki Barker, filnit Leader
Pauline McEuen
Marilyn Sander
Sara Jerome
Sara &Long - Mrs. Rosalyn Alexander,
Aide
Mrs. Gail Aubel
Mrs. Susan Grider

Material Center Consultant Mrs . Marian Woyna
Music Teacher, Janice Redden
Nurse, Mrs. Norma Reiman
Speech Therapist, Ms. Bonnie Wirfs
Physical Education, Mrs. Linda Watson
Social Worker, Mr. Phil Buker
Psychologist, Mrs . Betty Towal
Reading Strategist, Mrs. Marjorie Handley
Custodians :
Mr. Robert Boutcher
Mr. William Ligon
M±. Donald White

HOT LUNCH PROGRAM
Roach School will have a hot lunch program and
serving will begin on Thursday, August 25. The
charge- for hot lunch is 45¢ per day. This includes a carton of milk. Children· who carry a
Sick lunch may purchase a carton of milk for 4¢
a day. · We ask that lunches be paid for by the
week, on the first school day of the week. A
.f'ull five-day week of lunches will amount to
$2.25. The teacher keeps a full record of
lunches ordered and paid for. There is a 3 day
limit for charging lunches. Unless circumstances
~arrant a free or reduced m~al,. ·in which case
the parent must fill out the requir~d form, the
child will be denied lunch in the school cafeteria until such charges are paid in full.
Recess milk will be available only to kindergarten·and pre-primary acoustically impaired
&las~es. Milk is 4¢ per carton - 20¢ per week.
Please send the lunch money in an envelope that
is labeled with the child's name, room number
and amount of money enclosed. Do not include
any other money in this envelope. We will not
tolerate continued misbehavior in the lunch
room. The first time misbehavior occurs the child
will be warned by the lunch room supervisor.
The second time - they will be sent to the office,
third time - a letter will be sent to the parent
describing what the problem was, this letter will
need to be signed by the parent and returned to
school, the fourth time - the chilc. w.i.11• .be~auapl:inded from the lunch room for at least one week.
INSURANCE
S't.udent insurance for the school year will be
·o.fi'ered by Nicholson, Clark & Co. Use the
envelope given to you on registration day for
the insurance payment. Rates for Kindergarten
through 6th grade at school is $4.00; 24 hour
· coverage is $20. 00.
ABSENCE

cause of illness for the day, the parents are requested to call the school on that day by 10:00 a.m.
so the school will not have:to call the"home. The
school number is 424-3200. A note is required before a student is allowed back into class after an
absence or they will have to report to the ·office.

HOMEWORK FOR ABSENT CHILDREN
Unless a child's illness keeps him out of school for
more than three days, it is usually more satisfactocy for him to make up his work when he returns to
school. If a child must have a long absence to convalesce and his doctor says he is able to do school
wo.rk, the parents and teacher should confer on the
assignment, methods, and materials for him. Accidents or long illnesses of two weeks or more should
be reported to the office so action may be taken on
getting a home teacher for the student.
EMERGENCY .A},.TNOUNCEMENTS
In case of s~vere weather, cancellation of school

that might effect individual buildings or the entire
school system, school closings will be announced ·
on radio station WDZ, WSOY, and on WAND-TV as quickly as a determination is made. Please listen for
these announcements.
DISASTERS
In case of a Civil Defense alert during school hours
children will be kept in the building. If an alert

continues after school hours, children will be kept
in the building until an "all clear" is given. Parents who wish to pick up their children during
such an alert, may do so, but must come into tfie
school and get the child. Practice alerts are held
regularly at school.
MEDICATION
Any medicin~1 including cough drops 1 requires a
pink form fi.Lled out and signed by t.he doctor. We
do not administer medicine but we will keep it for
the child to take only if we have the completed
pink form.

SPECIAL SERVICES
Speech Therapist - Ms. Bgnnie Wirfs will work with
· chilcbi&*;<t)1e-Ir· t~bbers·:a.hd their families when
these children have speech differences. A child
whose speech draws adv.e rse attention may be considered as having defective speech and is eligible
for ·speech. training. ·
>

Nurse - . Mrs. Norma Reiman will be the nurse at
H.oach.

GENERAL SCHOOL RULES
-1. t,St'm.dti.ts:.u ua:~arrive!:on the playground between
8:30 and 8.:40 a.m. ,
2. On rainy days or when the temperature drops below 20°F ( -6c) ,. ch.ildren may enter the building
by the west door after 8:30 a.m. and be seated
in the auditorium or other designated ~rea.
Bus children will enter the building when instructed to do so by the teacher on duty.
3. Toys and play equipment are furnished
by the school. students are to leave
their mm at home unless asked by a teacher to ··
bring something. Then it is to be taken to .the
office when arriving at school in the morning
(with permission slip, to come in, from the
teacher.)
.
4. If, for any r~a.son, a child is late for school, ·
he must report to the off ice before going to class
5. students are to remain on the playground before
school, ..at recess, at lunch hour, and at physical education time, unless they have a written
permission note fr om the teacher to be in the
building.
6. Children going home for 11..Ulch should arrive on
the playground just before the afternoon warning
bell (for his Unit) sounds.
·
7. Children may leave the playground at noon .. O~LY
if they are eating at home~
. . .· .
8. If, for any reason, a child should not go out
at recess or at noon 1 a note stating why must be sent to the ~eacher.
9. Candy, gum and other treats shall no~ . l?e brought
to school by the children unless the teacher has
given permission.
10. For safety reasons children must walk in all
areas of the building except the gym. For the
same reasons, stairs MUST be take One .at . a Ti.me.
11. State law requires that all visitors check into
the office.
12. No bicycles should be brou'7t..t to school. There
is too much school tra££ic and bicycles are o£ten
I•

Studepts in kindergarten, first, second, third,
and Speciai Education will be screened for Vision
and Hearing Jan. 6-9, 10, 11, 12, 13. Students
in other grade levels will be screened on re!erral.
HEALTH EXAMS
Kindergarten Students will not be allowed to
enter unless the medical and dental examinations have been doU~·and the completed form returned to school on or before August 24, 1977.
One exception-if the family has moved to Decatur
recently, then they will be given time to ·have
the medical and dental exai:,i:µiation.

BICYCLES
Because of the heavy traffic in the Roach School
area, no bicycles are to be ridden to school.
The school is not responsible for anyone riding
a bicycle to school and leaving it on school
property.

SAFETY DIRECTOR
Officer Safety, with the Decatur Police Department,
will be coming to our school to instruct the
children in ·grades K through 4 in pedestrian and
bicycle education.
8

•

stolen or tampered wi th while on the playground.

""'-

.

.

..

OBJECTIVES FOR ROACH SCHOOL
Children will acquire feelings of adequacy
and self-worth through opportunities for a
variety· of genuine suc~essful experiences,
and a growing ,capacity for self-discipline
and self-direction.

2.

Children will develop a positive attitude
and an understanding and respect of the
uniqueness . of others.

This year we will have nine special education
classes, most of whom will be riding busses. Do
not park in the area painted yellow between the
signs marked "For Handicapped Only" unless you are
picking up a handicapped child.

MATERIALS CENTER

evaluation of his ~evelopmental progression
in the learning program.

Mrs. 113.rian Woyna is the Librarian for Raoch's
Materials Center. She will help the teacher and
students in the use of books, magazines and other
library materials.

environment will be provided which ·will
foster a positive approach to learning.

VOLUNTEERS

J. Each child will receive early and continuous

4.

PARKJNG

An

5. Children will be provided with continuity ·
hi their learning experience.

6.- 'JJl order to challenge and to stimulate productive development, each student's areas
of strength will be identified.
7.

Erery child will be provided with ~ more
i11dividualized learning experience.·

8.

7eachers will be provided with resources
such as techniques in behavioral management
and special services of· re,~rour.ce~people.

9. Teachers will be provided with appropriate
in service education to accomplish the goals
stated.

10.

T~achers will be provided with material
resources.

11.

Administrative and staff members will
~e~elop attitudes which will foster positive
geif-concepts among staff and administrative
Nrsonnel.

\

I

l

l

•. .

Volunteers are very important in the operation
of the school. Please check with Mrs. Woyna, Mr.
Mellon or the teacher if you have time to contribute to this worthy cause.

************
If at anytime you have a change of address or
telephone number, please call the office at 4243200 and give them the information. It is important that we have this information in case of
emergencies.
Also we need to have a name and
telephone number of someone whom we might call in
case we cannot get the parent/guardian of a child.

*******
NOTES

.

Special Education students at Roach School are
integrated with regular elementary students in many
classes in an effort to normalize the educational
program for all. It is expected that this integration will help develop positive attitudes of
self worth and greater understanding for the
uniqueness of others •

.,

Pre-Student

Teacher Center ·

This off campus center, in cooperation with
Ea.stern Illinois University, is designed as a prestudent teaching experience for elementary and special education majors. These students are given an
opportunity to work with children under the direct
supervision of a calssroom teacher. In addition,
the student teachers attend university classes held
at Roach School. Roach..,was chosen as ·the site of
EIU's Student Teaching Center becauRe it is an elementary school with special education classes, and
because it has an Individually Guided Education
Program for the students.

SCHOOL HOURS
We ask the following schedule be followed:
Kdg. A.M.
8:45 - 11:30
Kdg. P.M. 12:10 - 3:00
8:30 A.M. Children should not arrive at ..;.·, ·..,
school before this time. Playground supervision. begins _at 8:30
8:40 A.M. First Bell Rings
8:45 A.M. Tardy Bell Rings
3:00 P.M. Dismissal

. .,. ''

RECESS
Unit I and II
Unit III

\

'

\
\

10:05 - 10:15 A.M.
10: 20 - 10:30 A.M.

LUNCci HOURS
Unit II - 11 : 50 P. M.
Class Resumes 1 2: 35 P. M.
Unit III - 12: 1 0 P.M.
Class Resumes 12:55 P.M.
Unit I

- 1 2 : 3 J P. M.

Class Resumes

1:15 P.M.

I.G.E.
Roach School is a part of a system of schools
in Illinois using Individually Guided Education
as a model. I.G.E. is designed to consider
difference in the rates and styles of learning,
level of motivation, and other factors that enter
into the educational goals of the school.
Youngsters with like learning goals and styles
are grouped together for each subject area.
These groups remain flexible and may be changed
as youngsters ·show progress.
The teachers,
the materials, and the media are selected to .
meet the learning style of the pupil. The
teaching team selects the teaching area, the
appropriate time and equipment necessary for
that learning situation.
Reassessment determines how well each pupil is
meeting his/her individually determined objectives and whether they are appropriate to him/her.
If the pupil has not succeded, the individual
learning program is restructed to give him/her
another opportunity to succeed. Roach School
attempts to mold the school to the child, not
the child to the school. Knowledge is essential,
but youngsters also need to grow in creativity,
courage, confidence, indepenctence, resourcefulness, and understanding. Children need to
learn how to learn - "one-at-a-time" together.
The curriculum of I . G.E. school changes as the
school becomes individualized. Usually one
subject at a time is initiated into the program. The first areas of concern are
usually, math, reading, and other Language
Arts subjects. However, one facet of the curriculum is to help children develop a growing

PTA (Parent Teachers Association)
Place:

Roach School Auditorium

Time:

7: 30 P.M.

OPEN HOUSE

September 15, 1977

Watch Bulletins
For Future Mee tings

August, 1977
The .:Roach· School staff welcomes you to a new · ·
school year. We will continue with our Individually Guided Education program.
On September 15, we will have visitation night
as a part of our PTA program; We invite all of
you to come, meet your teacher and learn about
our program

The Roach School .Advisory Council is made up
of parents from each grade level and each special
education area. We will need to replace 3 members
this year. If you are called to serve as ct council
memb~r, we would appreciate your acceptance. · The
council will meet approximately four times a· year.
Advisory Council recormnendations will be put in our
newsletter.
We try to inform you of what is going
on in our school through a monthly newsletter for
eacQ family.
!

We hope you will keep this Handbook for Parents
along with your "Know Your Schools 11 calendar
for future reference. If during the year, changes
are made in the calendar or rules, you will be
informed ly a notice sent home with the students.
Let us work together to make our school the
best.

Edwin D. Mellon,
Principal
1
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GLOSSARY

A-160: · Educational Plan II. Developmental Learner Objectives written by
loca1 districts and schools.
C.A.C . : Curriculum Advisory Council.
and administrators.

This council is made up of teachers

D.M.P.: Developing Mathematical Processes.
Education mathematics program.
E.S.L.I.:

The Individually Guided

Elementary Science Learning by Investigation

I. and R. Unit, or Unit: A mutiaged, nongraded grouping of children and
teachers replacing age-graded, self-contained classrooms. The unit includes
the unit leader, three to five staff teachers, and 100-150 students.
I.G.E.: Individually Guided Education. A new form of elementary schooling
which comprises seven components . They are as follows:
1. The multiunit organization.
2. Instructional programming for individual students.
3. · Instructional programming and use of compatible curricular materials.
4. Evaluation for educational decision making.
S. Home - School - Corranunity relations.
6. Facilitative environments.
7. Continuing research and development.
I.I.C.: Instructional Improvement Committee. Building level organizational
unit composed of the building principal as chairperson and the unit leader.
I.O.E.:

Illinois Office of Education

P.A.C . T.: Programs to Activate Change Today State of Illinois regional
areas of Individually Guided Education, ie. PACT I, PACT II
R. and D. Center: Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning
at the University of Wisconsin in Madison
S.A.R.I.: Systematic Approach to Reading Instruction.
developed by Phi Delta Kappa.

This approach was

SICC: State Individually Guided Education Coordinating Council. The SICC
provides the means for coordinating local, regional, and statewide activities
of agencies helping Individually Guided Education schools. These fall into
four main functions:
1. Provide assistance to schools changing to Individually Guided Education.
2. Provide assistance to continuing Individually Guided Education schools.
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3.
4.

Introduce Individually Guided Education concepts and practices
into undergraduate programs.
Introduce Individually Guided Education to graduate programs for
staff teachers, unit leaders, principals, and other administrators.

S.P.C.: Systemwide Program Committee. This committee is at the district
level. The committee is chaired by the superintendent or a designee.
It includes central office coordinators or consultants, representative
principals, unit leaders, teachers, and parents.
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